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To Love a Monster by reylonite   (Rhonda3Green on AO3)  Rating: SFW  Summary:  Rey  tries  to  use  the  Force  to  find  her  family.  In  the  process,  she  finds  out  some  unexpected information and finds an equally unexpected ally in Kylo Ren.   Canonverse   Some  people  say  dreams  are  stories  those  in  the  waking  word  are  afraid  to tell. Dreams had  never  bothered  Rey  as  much  as  they  had  once  she  started  to  open her mind to the Force. A  few  weeks ago, Rey had begun focusing her mind to recover the lost memories of her family.  Ever  since,  she  started  having  a  reoccurring  nightmare  every  night.  The  images  were  still  hazy, but the voices were clear. It always began with the loud sobs of a girl.  “Y-you killed her!” The girl’s voice shook. “SHE’S DEAD!”  “She left me with little choice,” a man’s voice replied.  “D-don’t get anywhere near us,” she screeched.  The clang of a thrown object reverberated through the room.  “I won’t let you hurt Uncle Tony!” she said fiercely. “I’ll fight you!”  “Vivi just run away!” a different man’s voice pleaded.  “Never!”  she  said.  “My  uncle  has  followed  all  of  the  terms of the treaty to the letter. He has  done nothing wrong!”  “I’m  afraid  my  friends  don’t  exactly  see  it  that  way,”  said  the  attacker.  “So  you  better  leave  before they get here.”  Another  sob  escaped  from  the  girl’s  lips  which  was  stifled  as  her  uncle  pulled  her  into  a  protective embrace.   “Why are you letting us go?” asked the girl’s uncle with heavy suspicion. 



“I’ve  done  what  I  have  come  here  to  do,”  said  the  man.  “But  before  you  go,  answer  one  question for me. Where did you hide your daughter?”  It  is  at  this  point,  as  curious  as  it  makes  her  to the answer to the question, when Rey usually  wakes  up  in  a  cold  sweat.  She replayed the dream in her mind during the day, but something  always  stopped  the  memory  from  going  further.  Was  she  afraid  of  the  truth?  Or  was  her  power still limited?  Rey clutched her head and sat down on a rock.  “You seem troubled recently,” Master Luke had been standing nearby.   “I just feel tired,” said Rey, not wanting to mention the dream.  Luke stroked his grey beard, thoughtfully.   “Perhaps  you  need  to  rest,”  said  Luke.  “I  have  a  message  for  my  sister  at  the  Resistance  Base.  I don’t want to risk it being intercepted by the First Order. Take it to her and visit your  friends while you are there.”  Rey nodded.  “But  don’t  stay  too  long,”  said  Luke.  “You  still  have  a  lot  of work to do before you can call  yourself a jedi.”  “Of course,” said Rey.  “And don’t get into too much mischief there,” said Luke with a twinkle in his eye.  Rey chuckled slightly, “I don’t think I can get into that much trouble at the Resistance base.”  Luke  smiled  knowingly.  “I  was  around  your  age  when  I joined the Rebellion. It was my first  time being on my own far away from home, and trust me, there was mischief to be had.”  Rey grimaced as she sensed the direction in which the conversation was turning.  “There  was  never  a  quiet  night  in  the  pilots’  barracks,”  said  Luke.  “One  morning,  I  had  to  report  for  duty  with  pillow  stuffing  stuck  in my hair. You should have seen Leia’s face when  Biggs told her how it got there.”  Rey coughed. “Well, I had better get ready.” 



Luke’s  hearty  laughter  followed  her  as  she  stood  up  from  the  rock  and  power-walked  towards the house.     A  few  days  later,  Rey  returned  from  her  brief  visit  to  the  Resistance  base.  She  inhaled  the  crisp  breeze  of  Ahch-To.  The  island  was  truly  in the middle of nowhere and had an ethereal  aura.  Her  grey  training  robe  whipped  around  her  legs  as  Rey  stepped  towards  the  stone hut  that  she  shared  with  Master  Luke.  She  often  alternated  her  time  between  helping  the  Resistance  and  learning  the  ways  of  the  jedi  from  her  unexpectedly  laid  back  and  seemingly  done with the world jedi instructor.   Suddenly,  Rey  felt  a  surge  of  distress  through  the  Force.  She  started  sprinting  towards  the  hut, annoying a porg that had been building a statue of another porg with rocks.   When  she  stormed  inside,  Master  Luke  was  cornered  in  their  small  kitchen  by  a  woman  holding  a  knife  to  his throat. The woman was elegantly dressed in a burgundy gown that was  trimmed  with  fur.  She  looked  slightly  older  than  Luke.  The  jedi  master  glanced  at  Rey,  his  expression  was  tense  but  not  panicked.  The  woman  looked  over  her  shoulder  without  moving the knife. She narrowed her eyes at Rey.  “Put the knife down!” said Rey.  The woman looked back at Luke. “Who is the girl? She reminds me of a woman I knew back  in my time. A beautiful and dangerous woman. ”  “She’s nobody,” said Luke. “She’s of no concern to you.”  “Hmm,”  said  the  woman.  “And  I  suppose  I  should  tell  you  who  I  am  before  I  slit  your  throat, Skywalker.”  “There  is  no  need  for  that,”  said  Luke.  “You  are  here  to  avenge  your  husband  I  know.  Do  you  think  you  are  the  only  imperial widow who has come after me over the years? But yours  did not die at my hand. I know that much.”  The  woman  gritted  her  teeth.  “I  know.  But  what you have done is enough. What your cause  has  done  only  worsened  the  unrest  in  this  galaxy  that  my  love  dedicated  his  life  to  stop.  I  hope your measly galaxy gets destroyed from your foolishness.” 



“We  all  have  our  part  to  play  in  this  game,”  said  Luke.  “Unfortunately,  things  always  seem  more black and white with the benefit of hindsight.”  Rey  put  her hand on her lightsaber, unsure of what to do. Luke did not seem very concerned  with the sharp metal angled at his windpipe.    “You are one of very few who has managed to track me down here,” said Luke, impressed.  The woman smiled sadly and spoke with a note of pride. “I had a good teacher.”  “It  is  doubtful  the  galaxy  will  ever  again  see someone who could match his brilliance,” Luke  conceded.  She  pushed  the  knife  closer  against  Luke’s  neck.  “Do  you  know  what  it  is  like  to  have  everything  taken  away  from  you?  Even  after  all  of  these  years.  To have the person who was  your only solace in this cruel galaxy taken away?”  “Yes,”  said  Luke.  “And  I’m  sorry.  But  it  was  a  war.  I  had  people  to  protect,  just  like  you.  And  at  least  you  still  have  your  children.  The  generation  that  would  have  followed  me  was  stolen  away.  You,  on  the  other  hand,  probably  even  have  grandchildren  by  now.  You  can  still help guide them. You can probably even protect their world with what you know.”    “Yes,  they  are  all on Csilla,” she said wistfully. “But things are different now. This would not  be  a  good  time  to  visit.  Their  human,  imperial  mother  would  be  an  extra  complication  that  would only spell trouble. ”  “Go back to them,” said Luke. “Grab your heaviest bantha wool coat and don’t look back. It  would bring you more peace than killing me.”  A single tear rolled down her cheek and she shook her head.  “Do you think things are really that simple, Luke Skywalker?” she demanded.  “They never are,” said Luke. “But that shouldn’t stop us from trying.”  She  dropped  the  knife  with  a  clatter  on  the  stone  floor.  She  walked  to  the  door  and  turned  to Rey for a moment.  “Be careful who you trust,” the older woman whispered to her before she left. 



A heavy silence filled the room in her wake.   Luke exhaled heavily. “I sure need a drink. Take out some booze for us, Rey.”  “Are you okay?” asked Rey.  Luke  nodded  and  sat  at  wooden  table  near  the  hearth.  Rey  grabbed  two  glasses  and  the  biggest  bottle  in  the liquor cabinet. When she poured Luke a glass, he downed it in one shot.  Rey waited for him to speak.  “It  does  weigh  on  my  consequence,”  said  Luke.  “Everyone  I  killed  back  then.  Decisions  I  made  that  hurt  people  down  the line. But I don’t regret protecting those I saved through my  actions.”  “Do you really have imperial widows coming after you?” asked Rey.  “Not  as  often  anymore,  but  that,”  said  Luke  gesturing  towards  the  knife  still  on  the  floor,  “was more of a special case.”  “You’ll have to tell me about it sometime,” said Rey.  “It’s  probably  a  story  you’ve  heard  before,”  said Luke. “Love, war, and revenge, plus a good  dose of imperial xenophobia.”  “Why did she say she recognized me?” asked Rey.  Luke shrugged. “She was distraught. She probably wasn’t thinking straight.”  “Please don’t lie to me, Master Luke,” said Rey.  Luke sighed heavily. “I’m going to bed.”  He  downed  another  full  tumbler  and headed for his sleeping mat in the other room. Rey felt  wide  awake  and  shaken  to  her  core.  What  bothered  her  the  most  was  that  she  didn’t  know  why  she  felt  this  way. Why would the wife of a dead imperial recognize her? And why would  she say that Rey had to be careful who to trust?    Later  that  night,  Rey stared incredulously at the bright screen of her holopad. Anonymous said  the  field  that  should  have  displayed  the  sender’s  name.  The  text  was  brief  and  written  in  three lines: 



“I know who your parents are.”  “Come alone.”  The final line was a set of coordinates.  Rey knew it was against her better judgement, and it was likely to be a trap, but she could not  help  herself  in  wanting  to  pursue  the  slight  chance  that  the  sender  might  know  her  family.  Luke  was  still  fast  asleep,  so  he  did  not  notice  her  leaving  the  hut.  She  headed  to  the  coastline where she parked the small ship she had borrowed from the Resistance and entered  the coordinates.   Rey  traveled  through  space  for  a  few  hours  before  approaching  the  designated  location.  A  base  orbiting  a  moon  came  into  view.  The  outside  structure  was  generic,  and Rey could not  discern  the  purpose  of  the  base.  Rey  followed  the  lights  directing  her  to  fly  into  a  tunnel  which  led  to  the ship hold inside of the base. When she disembarked, two plain-clothed staff  members approached her.  “The  boss  has  been  expecting  you,”  said  a  woman  with  a  severe  facial  expression.  “Please  come this way.”  Rey  followed  them  through  a  dimly-lit  corridor, and her misgivings only increased with each  step. Finally, she was led through a door.  “Please wait here,” said the other staff member. “The boss will be with you shortly.”    They  left  her  alone  in  the  room.  Rey  looked  around  and  was  surprised  at  how  different  her  surroundings  were  to  the  rest  of  the base’s interior. It appeared to be an office, but it was an  extremely  luxurious  office.  The  walls  were  wine  red  and  trimmed  with  ornate  golden  leaves  that  wrapped  around  the  top  of  the  ceiling.  They  were  covered  with  a variety of portraits of  stern-looking  people.  A  desk  displaying  various  strange  objects  was  the  centerpiece  of  the  room.  The  rest  of  the  space  was filled with delicate vases and fluffy armchairs that looked as  if  they  were  hardly  ever  used.  Rey  cautiously  lowered  herself  onto  the  chair  facing the desk.  She  could  not  help  but  wonder  what  kind  of  base  this  was  and  what  kind  of  person  owned  this office.  The  door  opened  behind  her.  A  young  woman  stepped  in,  and  Rey  did  not  have  to  guess  twice  whether  she  was  the  owner  of  the  office.  Her  style  of  dress  was  even  more  elaborate 



than  the  interior  decorations.  She  wore  a  sleeveless  red  gown  with  a  low  neckline  and  glittering  jewels  sewn  into  the  fabric.  Her  arms  would  have  been  bare  if  not  for  the  many  bracelets  clinking  up  and  down  them.  Her  long  brown hair was loose except for a shiny hair  clip  in  the  shape  of  a  beetle.  Rey  wondered  what  this  woman  would  think  about  the  drab  training attire she was wearing.   “Cousin!” The woman exclaimed.  Rey  balked  and  felt  as  if  her  heart  had  stopped  for  moment.  The  woman  grinned and sat at  the desk across from Rey.   “You look just like the holos of her when she was your age,” said the woman.  “Who?” asked Rey.  “I’m  getting  ahead  of  myself,”  she  said.  “My  name  is  Genevieve.  I  am  your  cousin. I meant  that you look like my uncle’s late wife.”  “Late?” asked Rey, struggling with which question to ask first.  “Your  mother  died  shortly  after  the  Battle  of  Endor,”  said  Genevieve.  “But  my  uncle, your  father,  is  still  alive.  His  health  is  failing,  though,  which  is  why  I refocused my efforts to find  you.”  Rey narrowed her eyes at her. “And why should I believe anything you’re saying?”  “Well,”  said  Genevieve  with  a  sigh.  “I  have  spent  the  better  part  of  a  decade trying to track  you  down.  Who  would  believe  that  a  tip  from  crazy  old  Lady  Persie  would  turn  out  to  be  right?”  “The  lady  who  is  going  to  visit  her  grandchildren  on  Csilla?”  asked  Rey.  “Am  I  related  to  her, too?”    “Good riddance,” Genevieve snorted.  Rey blinked in shock. Genevieve rolled her eyes.   “No,  of  course  she’s  not  related  to  any  of  us,”  Genevieve  continued.  “All  of  hers  have  red  eyes  and  blue  skin.  It  was  always  hard  for  me  to  believe  when  I  looked  at  that  soft-spoken  old  woman  that  she  .  .  .  did  you-know-what  with  an  alien.  An  alien!  How  utterly  bizarre.  But 



my  uncle  told  me  all  about  it,  and  it’s  true.  I  guess  you  can  never  tell  what  freaky shit some  people are into.”  What  is  wrong  with  her?  thought  Rey.  She  decided  not  to  voice  the sharp retort that had come  to mind since she still needed Genevieve’s help.   “But anyway, we can confirm everything with a simple DNA test,” said Genevieve.  Rey tapped her fingers on the chair. “Can we do that now?”  “I  am  afraid  I  do  not  have  the  facilities  here,”  said  Genevieve.  “This  is  one  of  my  smaller  points  of  operation.  But  I  was  going  to  invite  you  to  a  social  that  my  husband  and  I  are  hosting at one of my properties in Coruscant.”  One  of  her  properties?  Rey  looked  at  her  incredulously,  and  her  eyes  darted  to  the  massive  gemstone ring on the woman’s left hand.  “Just what is it you do for a living?” asked Rey.  “I’m a business woman,” said Genevieve. “And a socialite.”  “What kind of business?” asked Rey.  “Oh, lots of things,” said Genevieve. “I keep myself busy.”  Rey looked at her with suspicion.   “I  will  send  the  invitation  to  your  holopad,”  said  Genevieve.  “You  can  even  bring  a  date  with you if you’d like. How fun, right? I hope to see you there!”  “Fine,” said Rey harshly. “But I better not find out you are lying to me.”  Genevieve smiled warmly as if accustomed to having staredowns with her guests.   “Would you like me to walk you back to your ship?”  “I can see myself out, thank you,” said Rey.    Her  mind  was  reeling  as  she  left  the  glittering  office.  She  turned  the  corner  only  to  collide  with a man. He caught her and gasped in shock. 



“You,” he said with surprise.  “You!” said Rey.  Rey looked at his face. It was Kylo Ren. She frowned and pushed him away from her.  “What are you doing here?” she demanded.  “Business,”  said  Kylo  Ren.  “But  I  am  more  interested  to  know  what  you  are  doing  at  the  base of the galaxy’s biggest weapon smuggling operation?”  “What?” Rey clutched her hand to her chest.  “You  can’t  stay  out  of  trouble  for one minute can you?” Kylo Ren’s intense eyes studied her  with interest.  Rey felt her head spinning.  “Or perhaps it is the Force leading you to your destiny,” he said.  Rey shook her head despite feeling that he was right.  “This  Genevieve  person  who runs this base said that I was her long-lost cousin, and that she  would prove it when I went to her party in Coruscant,” said Rey, reluctantly.  “Interesting,”  said  Kylo  Ren,  his  eyes  glittered  as  if  he  had  much  more  to  say.  “Sounds  like  those pricks want to fill out the guest list.”  “Is  she  trustworthy?”  asked  Rey.  “Not  as  if  I  can  trust  you to give me a straight answer, but  you’ve obviously dealt with her before.”  Kylo  Ren  frowned.  “She likes to play tricks on people. But she is loyal to her family. So it all  depends if you are actually her cousin.”  Rey  studied  him.  It  did  not  seem  like  the  man  dressed  in  head-to-toe  black  was  lying.  But  what was in it for him for helping her?  “I  would  not  go  to  her  home  by  yourself,”  said  Kylo.  “She  has a heavy advantage when she  is surrounded by her supporters who can get quite fanatic. Take me along with you.”  Rey  stared  at  him  blankly  for  a  second  and  then  realized  he  actually  did say the words “take  me along with you.” 



Rey  chucked.  “And  what  use  would  you  be  to  me?  For  all  I  know, she put you up to this to  trick me!”  “She is no friend of mine,” said Kylo, scathingly. “She tolerates me at most.”  “But why would I trust you to help me anyway?” Rey demanded.  “Because  you  are  strong  in  the  Force  and  we  can  do  great  things  together,  Rey,”  he said. “I  don’t want these idiots to take advantage of you.”  “Why? So you can do that yourself?” said Rey furiously.  “No,” said Kylo Ren, nervously.  Rey shrugged. “Well, you seem to know these people, so you can come with me.”  Kylo Ren nodded smugly.   Rey  grabbed  the  collar  of  his  robe.  “But  if  I  find out you have been trying to trick me, I will  gut  you  on  the  spot  and  give  your  entrails  to  the  Resistance  base’s  kitchen  for  their  next  Mystery Goulash.”  Kylo Ren nodded less smugly this time.     The  notes  of  refined  music  poured  out  of  the  windows  of  the  aristocratic  Coruscant  townhouse.  Even  though  it  was  evening,  the  house  seemed  to  glow  under  the  ever-present  city  lights.  The  exterior  sparkled,  and when she got closer, Rey noticed that glitter must have  been  mixed  in with the paint covering the dwelling. Rey sighed and looked over at Kylo Ren.  He  had  kept  on  his  usual  black  robes.  Rey  was  wearing  a  blue-beaded  dress  which  she  had  hastily purchased from a space station vendor on the way to Coruscant.  “Rey,” said Kylo Ren, before they entered.  “What?” said Rey.  “I  need  to  tell you something about Luke before we go inside,” said Kylo Ren. “This may be  difficult for you to hear, but I fear they may try to use it against you.”  “Well,” said Rey expectantly. 



Kylo Ren exhaled heavily. “Luke killed your mother. I am fairly certain.”  Rey narrowed her eyes. “At least buy me a drink before you start feeding me lies.”  “Rey,” said Kylo. “Wait!”  Rey  rushed  inside.  Kylo  tried  to  catch  up  with  her,  but  she  quickly  disappeared  into  the  crowd  of  First  Order  officers  and  Coruscanti  political  scum.  Rey  pushed  her  way  through  the  mass  of  people  to  get  as  far  away  from  Kylo as possible. She scanned the room to make  sure he was out of sight and stepped backwards.  “Excuse me,” said a man she had stepped into.  “I am sorry,” she said, turning around.  Her  face  turned sour when she realized it was General Hux. He was dressed in his crisp First  Order uniform. He gave her a slight smile.  “I have been looking for you,” said Hux.  “Why?” asked Rey with annoyance.  “A brief word if you don’t mind,” he said.  “Fine,” said Rey.       Rey sat in the black leather chair across from Hux’s desk.  “What do you want from me?” Her eyes flickered furiously.  Hux  exhaled  and  leaned  forward.  “I  just  wanted  to give you some information and see what  you will do with it.”  “Well, you better make it fast or I’m leaving,” said Rey.  Hux chuckled softly.  “Did you know that my wife’s aunt was a dark force user?” asked Hux casually. 



“I  don’t see why I would care,” said Rey with exasperation. “But I’m not surprised that scum  breeds more scum.”  Hux’s  lips  turned  up  slightly  and  his  cold  eyes  flickered  in  a  way  that  made  Rey’s  stomach  turn.  “Did  you  also  know  that  her  aunt  and  uncle  put  their only child in hiding shortly before her  aunt was killed by a jedi?”  Hux did not even blink as he studied Rey’s reaction.  “My  wife  was  there  with  her  uncle  when  it  happened,”  said  Hux.  “Unfortunately,  he  was  never quite the same after that incident.”  The dream . . .   “No,” Rey shook her head in denial. “That has nothing to do with-”  “I  ran  some  tests  with  the  information  we  still  had on file from your last encounter with the  First  Order.  And  it  turns  out  that  there  is  a  match  between  your  Mitochondrial  DNA  and  that of my children,” said Hux.  Rey froze in place when she finally made the connection. She felt her skin crawl with disgust.   “You’re Genevieve’s husband,” said Rey scathingly.  Hux nodded.  “You and my wife are cousins,” said Hux. “You are my kinswoman, it seems.”   Rey shook her head slightly. “No, no, no. You made it all up.”  “And  you  are  the  offspring  of  a  sith  and  her  imperial husband,” said Hux, barely containing  his glee. “What was it you just said about scum breeding scum?”  “Why should I believe a word you are saying?” said Rey, angrily.  “Because  it  makes  complete  sense,”  said  Hux.  “I  am  sure  Kylo  Ren  already  knew  and  was  just too sentimental to tell you the truth.” 



Kylo’s  words  rang  through  Rey’s  mind.  Luke  killed  your  mother.  Could  it  be  true?  Could  it  actually  be  true?  And  Rey’s  mother  had  been  a  sith?  Rey’s  eyes burned, and she struggled to  not cry in front of the smug redhead.   “I  see  that  it’s  starting  to  sink  in  now,”  said  Hux  matter-of-factly.  “But what I would like to  know is what you will do with this information?”  Rey grimaced.  “Will  you  leave  it  to  your  cousin  to  avenge  your  mother?”  asked  Hux.  “Can  you  deny  the  legacy that is coursing through your veins? Can you deny your destiny?”  “Our parents do not determine our destiny,” said Rey.  Hux  chuckled.  “I don’t even think you completely believed that even as it was coming out of  your mouth.”   Rey met his gaze heatedly. “Well, my parents don’t determine my destiny.”  “Even  Kylo  Ren  could  not  run  away  from  his  lineage  forever,”  said  Hux.  “Family  is  everything  in  this  war,  Rey.  And  if  you  keep  denying  that,  then  one  day  it  will  be  Luke  Skywalker’s lightsaber through your back when you aren’t looking.”  A  loud  sound  filled  the  room,  and  Hux’s  ears  were  ringing.  It  took  him  a  moment  realize  that  sound  had  been  Rey  slapping  him.  Rey  stormed  out  of  his  study,  her  head  reeling. The  murmur  of  the  revellers’  conversations  slowed  into  a  distorted  sound.  Panicked,  she walked  further in the crowd.   “Rey,” Kylo Ren’s hands were on her shoulders.  She kissed him hard on the mouth, and now he was the one whose head was spinning.   “Oh,” he said, his face becoming flushed.  “Just get me out of here,” she said.      Rey  still  couldn’t  believe  her  earlier  actions as she sat back in a chair inside Kylo Ren’s room  on  the  medium-sized  ship.  Surprisingly,  Kylo  Ren’s crew didn’t bat an eyelash when she was 



led  by  him  aboard  and  into  his  private  quarters.  She  did  not  touch the glass of water he had  placed  on  the  table  in  front  of  her  in  case  it  was  poisoned.  He  sighed  and  sat  in  the  chair  across  from  her.  He  grabbed  her  glass  with  one  black-gloved  hand  and  drank  a  big  gulp  of  water. He set down the half-full glass back in front of her.  “So you were telling the truth,” said Rey. “Earlier.”  He nodded.   “Let me be frank with you, Rey,” he spoke.   Rey crossed her arms. “I’m listening.”  “The Force is strong in both of us,” said Kylo Ren. “We are connected by fate. I have seen it  in my visions. The two of us will bring balance to the force.”  “No,” Rey shook her head. “Luke Skywalker brought balance to the force.”  “Really?”  asked  Kylo  Ren,  angrily.  “When he tried to rebuild the Jedi Order by repeating the  failures of his predecessors?”  “Yes,” said Rey.  Kylo  Ren  exhaled  heavily,  “No,  Rey.  How  can  there  be  balance  in  a  galaxy  filled  with  power-hungry  jedi  who  forbid  their  students  from  understanding  the  power  that  exists  in  both the Light Side and the Dark Side?”  “Because  the  jedi  do  not  seek  power  for  its  own  sake  but  to  protect  those  who  need  to  be  protected,”  said  Rey  with  conviction.  “The  jedi  work  to  become  one  with the force without  merely seeking to harness its power.”  Kylo Ren chuckled. “You have been brainwashed well.”  “And whoever brainwashed you must have only had half a brain,” Rey said venomously.  Kylo Ren snickered.   “You  might  not agree with me now,” he said. “But you have to admit that you would benefit  from training with me.”  “I doubt it,” Rey said. 



“But you don’t doubt the connection between us,” said Kylo Ren, seductively.  He  looked  deep  in  her  eyes,  and  she  knew  he  was  right. Something inexplicably drew her to  him  like  a  magnet  to its polar opposite. After the time they had fought on Starkiller Base, his  presence in her mind had only grown stronger as the months passed.  “Rey,”  said  Kylo  Ren.  “Before  you  go,  maybe  you  would  like  to  explore  that  connection  a  little more deeply?”  Rey took a sip from the glass.  “Yes,” she said.  Kylo Ren smiled darkly. He held his hand out to her. She took it.    The  next  morning,  Rey  decided  that  she  had  to  go  back  and  face  her  cousin  before  she  left  Coruscant.  She  put  her  grey  robes  back  on, since her evening dress was in quite a sorry state  thanks to her activities with Kylo Ren the previous night.   “Are you sure?” asked Kylo as she stepped away to leave.  “I have to get to the bottom of this,” said Rey.  “Very well,” said Kylo. “Until next time, then.”  She thought she could see him wink for a split second before she turned away from him.   The  exterior  of  the  Hux  household  was  just  as  glamorous  during  the  day  as  it  had  been  at  night.  At least now it was much quieter with all of the guests gone. When Rey knocked at the  door, a silver protocol droid led her inside without even asking who she was.   Rey  followed  it  up  a  spiral  staircase  and  into  a  sitting  room  where  the  droid  gestured  her  towards  a  balcony.  Rey  stepped  cautiously  on  the  spacious  balcony.  The  whole  city  lay  spread before her. This was definitely a view for someone who needed to feel powerful.   “Kira!” A woman’s voice shouted out. “Good morning!”  Rey  turned  around  and  General  Hux  and  his  wife  were  standing  there.  The  General  looked  as  crisp  and  stern  as  usual.  Genevieve  was  wearing  a  very  low-cut  blue  dress  made  out  of  a 



delicate-looking fabric that had long sleeves that started just above her elbows. Her long dark  hair whipped around in the wind. Rey exhaled nervously.    “Don’t get your hopes up, Vivi,” said Hux. “The Resistance got to her before you did.”  “Yes,” she said. “But perhaps things will change once she hears everything.”  Rey took a step back as the woman took a few tentative steps towards her.  “Kira,” she held out her hand. “You can come with me. You will be safe with us.”  “My name is not Kira,” said Rey.  “Well,  it  was,”  Genevieve  said  sadly.  “Your  name  was  Kira  Angelica  Motti  before  you were  separated from your parents.”  Rey’s breath caught in her throat.  “Armitage  confirmed  it  for  you.  But  if  you  need  to  take  a  sample  from  me  to confirm it on  your own, so be it. ” The woman stretched her hand towards Rey.   Rey did not move.   “But  this  is  the  truth,”  said  Genevieve.  “I  am  your  cousin.  Your  father  is  Admiral  Conan  Antonio  Motti.  He  is  like  a  father  to  me because I was the only family he had left after Luke  Skywalker came to kill us.”  The dream . . .  The  realization  that  what  Genevieve  was  saying  may  be  at  least  some  version  of  the  truth  flooded  through  Rey,  and  a  panicked  sensation  filled  her  chest.  She  stood  on  the  balcony  frozen  in  place.  Genevieve  also  remained with her hand intently open. Hux crossed his arms  and  looked  at  the  scene  with  fascination.  Tears  poured  from  Rey’s  eyes  as  she  shook  her  head miserably.  “If this is true,” said Rey. “Everything I thought about myself was a lie.”  “This  is  good  news,  is  it  not?”  said  Genevieve. “Don’t think I didn’t notice who you left the  party  with  last night. The Knights of Ren are still our allies. If you are on our side, then there  is nothing to prevent you from being with your lover, Kylo Ren.” 



Rey  bit  down  on  her  tongue.  This  change  of  circumstance  had  mattered  less  to  her  than  Genevieve  thought.  Rey  and  Kylo  Ren  had  already  found  each  other  despite  being  on  opposite sides of the conflict. Rey shrugged, and Genevieve balked.  “You don’t care about him?” she asked, incredulously.  “He is already mine, regardless of whose side he thinks he’s on at the moment,” said Rey.  Genevieve put her arm down and sighed.  “I  don’t  care  if  you’re  my  cousin  or  not,”  said  Rey.  “I  don’t  trust  you  at  all.  You’re  clearly  wrapped around General Hux’s finger. You’d just use me in whatever way he told you.”  General Hux chuckled and finally chimed in.   “Perhaps,  you  would  be  willing  to  have  a  drink  with  us  and  let  Vivi  tell  you what happened  to your parents,” he suggested.  “Fine,” said Rey. “But if you try to take me anywhere, I’ll slice both of you in half.”  Genevieve frowned sadly, but Hux just nodded impassively.     Hux  left  the  room  with  the  recently  drained  tumblers.  Genevieve  scooched sideways on the  soft  cushions  and  patted  Rey’s  hand.  She  smiled  gently  at  Rey,  and  the  contact  made  Rey’s  stomach turn.  “You know,” Genevieve said. “Us girls have to stick together.”  Rey  could  not  hold  back  the  involuntary huff of breath that escaped her lips, and Genevieve  tilted her head inquisitively at her cousin.  “I’ve  made  it on my own long enough to know that women only stick together for as long as  it is convenient for them,” said Rey.   “But-” Genevieve began.  Rey continued, “And they will almost always choose their husbands over their ‘sisters.’”  Genevieve shrugged her shoulders in a conciliatory way. “There is no need for an either or in  this case. We are a family, and we can protect you.” 



“For a price,” said Rey scathingly.   “Of course not,” said Genevieve.  “So I’m free to return to the Resistance?” Rey asked.  “Why  would  you  want  to  go  back  to  the Resistance?” asked Genevieve, the color starting to  rise in her cheeks.    “Because I belong there,” said Rey.  “I  understand  that  you  have  been  heavily  conditioned  to  feel  this  way,  but  you  must  understand  that  you  belong with your family, and the people who murdered your mother are  at war with us,” snapped Genevieve.  “And  what  would  you  have  me  do?”  asked  Rey.  “Fight  the  people  who  took  me  in  when  I  had nothing?”  “No,”  said  Genevieve.  “I  would  advise  you  to  go  to  your  father.  His  health  has  been  deteriorating, but seeing his long-lost daughter might be what he needs.”  “I  see,”  said  Rey.  “That’s  why  you  were  being  so  nice  to  me.  You  want  me  to  ease  your  dying uncle’s conscience.”  Genevieve flinched. “Your father-”  “Who I have never met,” said Rey. “Who left me alone for years.”  “He  loves  you,”  Genevieve  said  with  agitation.  “The  jedi  would  have  killed  you  if  they  had  found  you  back  then.  Luke  Skywalker  was  trying  to  find  you  on  that  night!  He  would  have  put his lightsaber right through you!”  “No, he wouldn’t have,” said Rey.  “You  were  a  sith’s  offspring  to  him,”  said Genevieve. “Nothing more. And if you think that  has  changed  at  all,  then  you  are  horribly  naive.  Your  father  is  the  one  who  loves  you.  Luke  Skywalker  will  use  you  for  your  powers  and  then  end  your  life  when  he  deems  you  too  dangerous.”  Rey stood up furiously, and Genevieve grabbed her wrist.   “Let me go,” said Rey with an icy glare. 



“Not  until  you  listen  to  reason,”  said  Genevieve.  “At  least  talk  to  Uncle  Tony  if  you  don’t  want to listen to me! Please!”  General  Hux  re-entered  the  room with a platter that had an assortment of tiny cakes. He did  not  react  to  the  heavy  tension  in  the  air  and  calmly  set  the  platter  down  on  the  tea  table.  Genevieve  looked  over  at  him,  and  the  distraction  made  her  loosen  her  grip  on Rey’s wrist.  Rey  pulled  away  from  her  in  a  swift  motion,  stuffed  three  cakes  in  her  mouth,  and stormed  out  of  the  room.  Genevieve  burst  into  tears,  and  her  husband  quietly  handed  her  a  crisp  handkerchief.     She  couldn’t  bear  to  go  back to Ahch-To. She couldn’t bear to face anyone at the Resistance  base.  She  landed  on  the  first  uninhabited  planet she could find, and just ran and ran into the  thick  forest  that  covered  most  of  it.  After  she  had  worn  herself  out,  Rey  leaned  against  a  tree, trying to ease the agony in her mind.  Suddenly,  she  heard  heavy  footsteps  stomping  through  the  brush.  An  excited  anticipation  filled her chest as she felt the familiar presence looming behind her.  “What are you doing here?” asked Rey.  “I  followed  you,”  said  Kylo  Ren.  “I  was  worried.  I  remembered  the  fear  and  uncertainty  of  discovering an unwelcome truth, and I did not want you to feel alone.”  Rey smiled feebly. “Thank you.”  “And why did you come here?” asked Kylo Ren.  Rey  turned  to  meet  his  gaze.  Kylo  stood  straight  with  his  shoulders  squared  and  his  fists  clenched.  “I’ve come to get some fresh air,” she said. “This planet’s forests are beautiful.”  “I’ll tell you something else that is even more beautiful,” said Kylo Ren. “You.”  He  kissed  her  hard  and  wrapped  his  arms  around  her.  Her  heart  fluttered  when  she  remembered what it had been like to be in his arms the previous night. She stood there in his  embrace until Kylo broke the silence.   “What did you find out?” asked Kylo. 



“My mother was a sith,” said Rey. “Does that mean that I will go to the Dark Side, too?”  “No,”  said  Kylo.  “Your  mother  was  strong  with  the  Force  and  decided  to  utilize  the  Dark  Side.  One  is  not  born  jedi  or  sith.  A  person  can  be  born  strong  with  the  Force,  but  what  defines them is what they do with that power.”  Rey nodded with relief. “That makes sense.”  “So, what are you going to do now?” asked Kylo.  “I don’t know,” said Rey. “What are you going to do?”  “The  Knights  of  Ren  have  some  work,”  said  Kylo.  “If  you  are  looking  for  something  to  occupy yourself with.”  “I won’t join the First Order,” said Rey.  “I  never said anything about the First Order,” said Kylo. “Our alliance has been wearing thin  as of late, anyway.”  “What?” asked Rey.  “There  is  a  darkness  deep  in  the  outer  reaches,”  said  Kylo  Ren.  “I  been  trying  to  discover  where it is located for many years now.”  “Isn’t that Snoke?” said Rey.  “No,”  said  Kylo.  “I  am  talking  about  entities  with  even  darker  Force  energy  than  Snoke.  I  have  been  using  the  First  Order  as  a  base  of  operation  given  its  close  proximity  to  wild  space.”  Rey looked at him incredulously.  “But  I  have  recently  found  another  contact  who  has  offered  me  an  even  closer  point  to  study  these  dark  entities  along  with  meticulous  records  of  previous  studies  on  them,”  said  Kylo.  “Wait,”  said  Rey.  “Are  you  trying  to  find  them  to  utilize  their  dark  powers  or  to  destroy  them?” 



“Most  likely  destroy  them,”  said  Kylo Ren. “That amount of dark side energy can only bring  imbalance  to  the  galaxy.  Plus,  my  contact  gave  me  the  condition  that  I  will  use  what I learn  to protect the inhabitants at risk from these entities.”  “I see,” said Rey.  “Let  me  know  if  you  decide  to  come  along,”  he  said.  “I am not leaving until I have finished  all of the preparations.”  “Who is your contact?” asked Rey.  “An  old  friend,”  said  Kylo  Ren.  “You  may  have met her before. She’s heading to Csilla, and  I am catching a ride on her ship.”  Rey rested her head back on Kylo’s chest and closed her eyes.     Luke  did  not  turn  to  look  at  the  ship  landing  on  Ahch-To.  He  did  not  turn  around  as  Rey  made  her  way  up  the  meandering  path  where  Luke  waited.  He  could  already  feel  the  storm  of  her  emotions  as  he  turned  to  meet  the  conflicted  sorrow  and  fury  in  her  eyes.  Her  fists  were  clenched  at  her sides. Her young face and small frame were unchanged, but the woman  who  stood before him now had drastically matured from the girl who had anxiously returned  his lightsaber on their first meeting. He knew what she was going to ask.  “Is it true? You killed my mother?” she asked, though little doubt remained at this point.  “Yes,” said Luke.  Rey nodded and clenched her jaw.  “I’m  sorry  that  I  didn’t  tell  you  sooner,”  said  Luke.  “I  just  wanted  to  give  you  a  chance  to  train as a jedi and that you didn’t feel forced to follow your mother’s path.”  “And what path was that?” asked Rey.  “She  was  a  dark  force  user  who  was  heavily  involved  with  remnants  of  the  Empire,”  said  Luke.  “I  have  no  idea  who trained her or where she came from. She married into a powerful  family,  but  before  that  there  are  no  records  of  her.  I’m  not  even  sure  if  her  own  family  knows.  She  got  in  a  fight  with  some  of  my  apprentices.  I  protected  them,  and  she  gave  me  no choice but to stop her.” 



Rey inhaled heavily.   “Unfortunately,  her  husband  and  young  niece  witnessed  her  death  and  swore  to  have  revenge,”  Luke  continued.  “I  don’t  know  if  it  was a coincidence or not, but a few years later  the  Knights  of  Ren  became  allied  with  the  First  Order  and  my  nephew  led  them  to destroy  my academy and murder all of my students.”  “That’s  not  your  fault,”  said  Rey.  “I  do  not  blame  you  for  any  of  your  actions.  I  am  just  shocked that I am-”  “You are what?” asked Luke.  “One of them,” Rey spat.  “Are you?” Luke raised an eyebrow.  “I  am  one  of  them  even  more  so  than  Kylo  Ren!”  Rey  exclaimed.  “The  Knights of Ren are  starting  to  pull  away  from  their  alliance  with  the  First  Order!  I am the one with the imperial  father and the dark side mother.”  Luke looked at Rey thoughtfully.   “The  Knights  of  Ren  are pulling away from the First Order? This is encouraging news,” said  Luke.  “What?” asked Rey.  Luke beckoned Rey over to a large flat rock, and they sat down.   “The First Order may be winning the war,” said Luke. “But the Dark Side is not.”  “I don’t understand,” said Rey.   “You will have to decide what to do now,” said Luke.  She turned back to Luke, and her chest tightened at the heavy look in his blue eyes.  “What do you mean?”   “The Resistance might lose,” said Luke.  “No,” said Rey. 



“The  scales  of  the  universe  are  in  a  constant  cycle  of  tipping  on  one  side  and  rebalancing,”  said  Luke.  “When  the  Empire  became  too  powerful,  the  galaxy  became  dissatisfied  and  it  was  defeated.  The  New  Republic  peaked  more  quickly  it  seems;  support  for the First Order  throughout the galaxy is rapidly growing.”  “But that’s because they destroyed the Hosnian system,” said Rey.  “And just as many systems have looked the other way as have sworn vengeance,” said Luke.   Rey shook her head in denial.  “The  same  is  true  in  the  struggle  between  the  Light  and  Dark side of the Force,” said Luke.  “When  the  jedi  become  too  powerful,  dark  force  users  always  seem  to  appear,  often  from  the  jedis’  own  ranks,  to  strike  them  down.  I  wanted  to  deny  this,  but I could not after I lost  Ben to the Knights of Ren.”  “So you are saying there is nothing I can do about this?” Rey asked heatedly.  “No,” said Luke. “Quite the opposite. You are in a very unique position.”  “What do you mean?” asked Rey.  “If the First Order takes over the galaxy,” said Luke. “who will have the power?”  “Probably Snoke and General Hux,” said Rey.  “Who is married to General Hux?”  “My cousin,” Rey said, bitterly.     “Then  if  you  think  you  are  powerless  and will have no influence over the fate of the galaxy,  you are gravely mistaken,” said Luke.  “But what can I do?” said Rey with exasperation.  “Soft  power  is  often  mightier  than  brute  force,”  said  Luke.  “Do  you  know that your cousin  took over an entire planet for the First Order just by crying in front of some guards?”  Rey’s mouth dropped. “Really?”  “I do pay more attention to these things than you might think,” said Luke.  “I really doubt that I could have any influence over those two,” said Rey. 



“You’re forgetting about someone,” said Luke.  “Who?” asked Rey.  “Your father,” said Luke.  Rey looked down uncomfortably. “Motti . . .”  “Rey,” said Luke. “You can make sure the jedi arts survive the next wave of imperial rule.”  “So I should just let them terrorize the galaxy?” said Rey, angrily.   “No,”  said  Luke.  “I  am  just  suggesting  that  you  do  what  is  in  your  power  to  do.  You  have  the ears of some of the most powerful people in the galaxy.”  Rey exhaled heavily. “I just have a lot of thinking to do.”  “That’s  okay,  Rey,”  said  Luke.  “Nobody  said  any  of  this  would  be  easy.  But  your  path  is  yours alone.”  “And  how  do  you  know  I  won’t  fall  to  the  Dark  side  like  my  mother?”  asked Rey. “I could  kill you right now.”  “You  would  have  already  done  it,”  said  Luke.  “But  I  won’t  stop  you  if  that  is  what  you  decide to do. That would not help your position as much as you might think, though.”  “Of course I’m not going to-” said Rey in shock.  Luke smiled at her.  “Is Kylo Ren well?” he asked.  “Y-yeah,” said Rey, surprised at the change in subject.  “It  will  be  interesting  to  see  what  happens  now  that  you  two  seem  to  have  formed  an  alliance,” said Luke.  “You don’t seem worried,” said Rey.  “You don’t either,” said Luke.  Rey  was  not  expecting  this  response,  nor  Luke’s  nonchalance  and  could  not  think  of  anything  else  to  say.  They  both  looked  towards  the  horizon  and  watched  the  ocean  waves 



sloshing  in the distance. She knew what she had to do next. It was time to make a visit to her  father.    The  frail old man sitting in the bed did not look like how Rey had imagined the imperials she  had  read  about.  Surely,  they  were  vicious  and  defiant,  even  in  old  age.  They  were monsters.  How  could  they  be  anything  else?  But  this was certainly not the case with the man she faced  now.  His  thin  hair  was  grey  and  the  circles  underneath  his  eyes  were  sunken  in.  He  was  propped up with a pillow and looked like he would certainly collapse if someone were to pull  it  from  behind  his  back.  A  thick  blanket  was  tucked  over  his  waist  and  a  holopad  lay to the  side  of  his  hand.  Conan  Antonio  Motti’s  eyes  widened  when  his  daughter  walked  into  the  room.  “Kira?” he said in a weak voice. “Is that you?”  “My name is Rey now,” she said, sitting down next to him on the bed.  “Rey,”  he  said.  “For  a  second  there,  I  thought  I  had  already  passed  and  your  mother  had  come  to  collect  my  pitiful  soul.  You  look  so  much  like  her.  Beautiful  and  fierce.  Ready  to  chase her foes to the edges of the galaxy.”  She  didn’t  know  what  to  say.  How  was  this  man  a part of the destructive terror that was the  Empire? She took his hand.  “I’m  sorry,”  said  Antonio.  “I always wanted to come back for you, but it was too dangerous.  And  I  was  worried  that  if  I  tried  and  failed,  the  ones  who  killed  your  mother  would  come  after you, too.”  “Why Jakku?” asked Rey.   “The  jedi  were  less  likely  to  look for you there,” said Antonio. “And Unkar Plutt owed me a  lot of favors from the Empire turning a blind eye to much of his dealings.”  Rey nodded. That explained a great deal.   “I am really sorry,” said Antonio, a tear rolling down his cheek.  “It’s alright,” she squeezed his hand. “I forgive you.” 



She  hadn’t  been  expecting  it  to  go  like  this  at  all.  The  harsh  words  she  had  practiced  beforehand faded away as she looked into the weary eyes of her father.  “I feel like it was all such a waste,” said Antonio.   “What was a waste?” asked Rey.  “All  of  that  fighting  and  struggling,”  he  said.  “And  to  what  end?  Now  your  generation  has  been dragged into it as well.”  He  shook his head. “Part of me is glad I won’t live to see how it all ends. But it doesn’t make  me feel any less anxious.”  Some  people  say  dreams  are  stories  those  in  the  waking  word  are  afraid  to  tell.  However,  dreams  were  no  longer  a  concern  to  Rey.  She  was  awake  now,  and  she  was  not  afraid  anymore.   “Father,” said Rey.   Antonio  squeezed  her  fingers  slightly  when  she  said  the  word  that  he  thought  he  would  never hear again.  “Yes, my darling,” he said.  “Tell me everything,” said Rey.  “It’s a long story,” said Antonio. “It might take a while.”  “I’ve got time,” said Rey. “Start from the beginning.”  Antonio nodded and began to speak.        



 



Painted Angels by wondrous-flora  Rating: SFW  Artist!Kylo AU    Rey walked down the streets to the studio where she was to have her own painting. She was  very nervous about being nude in front of a stranger but her heart was set on a beautifully  piece of art; in that case of herself. The bubbly college student volunteered to model for  artist Ben Solo after the two met in the campus cafeteria and discussed everything. He had a  bohemian style and in his spare time gave art lessons to those students aspiring to become  artists. Many considered him talented and great to work with. The painting was going to take  a few days to be completed which meant a couple of sessions. This didn’t bother her and  trusted his art skills.   When she finally found the address, Rey was surprised. Instead of expecting a dinky gallantly  art studio it was just an apartment. Nonetheless, Rey walked to the door and knocked.  “Come in” Ben’s voice came from inside. She reluctantly opened the door and peered in.  “Over here,” he shouted from another room. Rey then made her way and saw him wearing  some dark jeans and a gray V-neck shirt looking at a white frame, his back towards her.   “You finally made it. For a moment, I thought you changed your mind.” He said. Rey felt  nervous but couldn’t stop staring at the gorgeous tall man who was still on his back. “No, I  always keep promises.” Rey managed to reply holding her handbag tightly. He then paused  and turned to look at her. “Good to know.” He then handed Rey what it looked to be a  robe. “Here, put this on. You can change your clothes in that room.” Ben pointed out to a  single small room where his models would change before and after each session.   Rey took the robe and did as he instructed. He also gave her a hair brush in case she wanted  to style her soft curls. While she was inside the room Ben started to set everything in place  by opening paint bottles and fixing brushes. He also dragged a long dinner table placing it at  the center of the soft dark background with its windows covered in thick brown sheets. Rey  then exited the room only wearing the dark mustard colored robe. She also decided to leave  her hair naturally down. “Wow!” She exclaimed looking at the background Ben made for the  painting. Her eyes then fixated on the table. “That’s where you’ll be laying down.” Ben  informed her before Rey could ask.  “Wouldn’t it be a little uh.. uncomfortable?” Rey suddenly asked. Before answering her, Ben  took out ruby red silk towel from inside a basket. “As long as you relax your body muscles it 



won’t. Besides, your arm will serve as a pillow.” Ben answered reassuring Rey. His voice was  soothing, giving her some comfort.   “Okay, shall we begin?” He asked Rey whose heart almost jumped out of her throat. Taking  a deep breath, she nodded and loosened the robe which then slid off her body. Rey was  presented naked in front of Ben Solo. He smiled reassuringly and walked over. He instructed  her to lay down on the table, arranging her body position. Rey was lying down on her side  with her right arm beautifully extended serving as a pillow. Ben made sure not to ever touch  his model but only instruct her. Rey’s bare back was on him now with her left leg on top of  the other one. The girl had great legs and thighs compared to other models Ben has worked  with before. Finally, he folded the red silk towel and covered her apricot looking bum with  it.   He took a few steps away and saw how red perfectly matched with her creamy skin color  and soft chocolate brown hair. This was going to turn interesting. When he sat in front of  the white canvas he told Rey to be still. Ben started painting first the top of her head and  outline. Her soft curls cascaded down the edge of the table and her scapula bones looked  elegant. Ben noticed the beauty this girl possessed. He observed the soft curve of her waist  to her thigh as he kept outlining. His neighbors always questioned his job and those female  models who would came in and out of his apartment when he worked with them. If they  saw Rey they would immediately think a naked woman was sleeping on his dinner table. To  Ben, the girl looked an angel.  The silence felt awkward and Rey didn’t know what to say. He clearly instructed her to stay  still or his work could be ruined. The room felt warm for she wasn’t shivering. None of her  friends knew about this, especially Finn. He was too overprotective and knowing his friend  was posing for an artist without her clothes on would send him overboard.  “You can talk y’know.” Ben said while paying attention to his work.    She bit on her lower lip. “Didn’t wanted to ruin the painting that’s all.” She replied looking  at the brown sheets covering the room windows.   “You’re doing a great job at it.” Ben admitted, examining her before turning back to the  canvas. Each line needed to be perfect.   “For how many years have you been painting?” Rey then asked wanting to know more about  the handsome artist.   “Six years now. Unfortunately, it was a career move both my parents considered poorly.” He  had a strained relationship with his parents who always wanted their son to become a doctor  instead.  



“I’m sorry to hear that.” Rey apologized feeling stupid for doing so. His voice was very  manly making her fantasize.   There was another brief silence between the artist and model. “How about you, Rey?” Ben  wanted to know about the brunette too.   There wasn’t anything extraordinary about her, Rey thought. “Well, I never knew who my  parents were. They abandoned me when I was a newborn.”  “Is that so?” Ben asked turning his gaze on her.   “I spent years on many foster homes until the age of six.” Rey continued trying to withhold  tears. Talking about her parents and childhood was something that hurt her frequently. She  took a deep shaky breath to remain calm.   Ben kept observing her quietly. Listening to her story was nothing compared to the  problems he had with his parents. The girl was an orphan while he grew up in their absence.  “But look where you are right now. A girl like you who’s currently studying deserves a lot of  recognition. Not everyone can do that.”  “Thanks to my adopted father.” Rey said. “He was the one to encourage me to keep going in  life. I owe him many things.”  “So, you got adopted? That’s interesting.” Ben kept going as he focus now on the canvas.   It was getting late and Rey didn’t wanted Finn and her adopted father to get worried.   “That will be all for today.” Ben said putting the brush in a small water cup to wash it over.  He then stood up and picked the robe from the floor for Rey to put on. She slowly got into  a sitting position covering her breasts with both arms around them. “I’ll call you another  time to continue with the rest of the details.” Rey grabbed the robe and stood up to put it  on.   Ben turned around to check on his work but it was to give her some privacy. The girl  noticed this and tried to hold her smile. “Can I have a peek?” She playfully asked fastening  the robe.   “Nope, not yet.” He answered covering it up with a cloth. This disappointed Rey who was  expecting to have a glimpse of it. Ben seeing her reaction smiled. “I promise that next time  you will.”   “Well, Ben, I better get going now,” Rey said not before putting on her clothes. Her smile  was beautiful and teeth perfectly aligned. The girl had lips which tempted too but he  remembered his current situation. The door to the studio suddenly opened. A short blonde 



woman entered his apartment, hanging her coat and then removing her boots. “I’m here,  Ben,” She called out to him.  Rey looked at him then at the woman somehow confused. The woman turned and walked  over Ben and Rey. She quickly glared at Rey before talking to Ben. “Who’s this girl?”   “Oh! Uh, Connix this is Rey. One of my models used for a painting.” Ben introduced both  girls walking beside Connix.   “Nice to meet you, Connix.” Rey extended her hand to hers in a friendly manner.   “Sure, Hi.” Connix said turning to face Ben and completely ignoring Rey. “I brought  Chinese food. Better eat it all.” She gave him a peck on his lips before walking away.  Rey felt like crap after the way this girl rejected her hand shake. Ben’s girlfriend didn’t like  her and was rude. “She’s my…’  To be cont. 



 



The Space In-Between by ava-dalo  Rating: NSFW  Summary: When it feels like the end of the world, there’s only one thing left to do.  Canonverse      Even in the middle of a fierce battle, with both their lightsabers crossed and sparking, Kylo  was still hell bent on swaying Rey over to his side.    He had ambushed her within seconds of her coming out of hyperdrive and commencing  orbit. Somehow, he’d known exactly when and where to find her. He shouldn’t have been  able to at all. The planet that they were circling was remote, uninhabited, and so far from  any other form of civilization that the Resistance had taken an interest in it as a potential  secret base.      No one, let her repeat that, no one, besides her and General Organa were supposed to know  the coordinates. And yet, here he was. Aboard her ship. Or rather his own father’s ship.      He had tracked her, stalked her, and managed to not only board the Falcon but also severely  damage its navigation array in the process. Which left her with plenty of free time on her  hands now to defeat him and then promptly hurl him out of an airlock for causing her so  much trouble.    To say that she hadn’t been pleased to see him had been an understatement. Their initial  conversation had been brief, and the start of their battle swift.    Now they were locked together. Dodging and swiping and countering each other’s every  move so skillfully that she might as well have been fighting with her own reflection in a  mirror.    “What do you hope to prove by this, Kylo?”    She flips, switching their blade-lock from in front of her to behind. They could be at this for  hours, but she wants to know his answer regardless.    “You claim to be one with the Force, and yet you hate its finest work,” he follows her line of  thought as effortlessly as he follows her movements. “Do you see the hypocrisy in that? Or  has your mind already been so corrupted by the dead ideologies of a fool?”     



Gods he likes to hear himself talk.    And he’s referring to her master. Kylo was always good at getting under her skin, but few  things anger her as much as when he insinuates that Luke Skywalker is failing her.    “Kriff off!” she growls, leaping backwards and onto a console to gain the higher vantage.  “And our Bond is a monstrosity, I should have never said otherwise!”    She feigns a wide sweep to behead him and, when he ducks, she transforms it into a leaping  somersault designed to land right on his sternum and knock him to the ground. He’s faster  though, and dodges with a graceful flourish. Then he tries to pluck her out of her mid-air  leap with a surge of the Force.    Pathetic. Learning to block such elementary maneuver was one of the very first things her  master had taught her. And he had taught her very well. She’ll be sure to bring that up later,  just to rub it in a little. But now, she’ll use his outstretched arm to her advantage.      She grabs his wrists and pulls him towards her rather than away. He hadn’t been expecting  that and he stumbles, allowing her to aim her knee right for that tender weak spot in his  armor just below his floating ribs.    And she promptly gets thrown across the room with a sudden controlled blast of Force.    “Pay attention.”    He sounds pissed, or maybe that’s just from the ringing in her ears when she hit the solid  metal wall of the main corridor.    And then he’s practically on top of her, swinging his saber towards her neck in a slow and  deliberately avoidable arch.    She growls out an insult, gritting her teeth tightly together because how dare he go easy on  her...    Their next lock is a quick succession of parries and dodges as he slowly pushes her farther  and farther down the hallway.    “You can do better than this.”   



His taunt irritates her, and she finally gives in and curls the Force around a piece of heavy  equipment. At the start of her training, lifting it would have been a challenge, but now she  can throw it at him effortlessly and win back a little breathing room.    “You’re really trying to make me trash my own ship, are you, you-?”     She stumbles on both her words and her own feet. It’s hard to come up with an appropriate  insult to summarize Kylo Ren but also not insult his mother at the same time.    “Your ship?” he scoffs. “Hardly.”    Kylo switches tactics, moving from a heavy and powerful style to a much faster sequence of  crisses and slashes that have her scrambling to use their connection just to keep up with the  new pace.    Okay, maybe they had just been warming up before. Now he’s taken it up a notch and she’s  left darting backwards into the first open room behind her.    Oh great, it’s the engine room. This has the potential to end very poorly.    Kylo gracefully dodges her next attack and parries it with a swift swipe of his own that  would have landed on the armored shoulder plate of her new uniform if she hadn’t already  danced back to the opposite side of the oppressively hot room that now serves as their new  battlefield.    “Damnit Kylo, we shouldn’t be doing this in here! It’s a kriffing engine room!”    Doesn’t the fool have any idea how dangerous this is?    He doesn’t answer. Probably doesn’t care. Instead, he circles quickly around the central  column. Trying to cut off her route of escape.    Rey bluffs to the left but rolls right, trying to open up an exit route to take their party  anywhere else but here.      Kylo has the nerve, the nerve, to hurl a piece of shrapmetal into her path, nearly decapitating  her if she hadn’t been so quick. The metal is pinned across the door with the power of the  Force and a slash of his saber temporarily welds it into place, effectively trapping them both  in here.    “Stop trashing my ship!” she howls again, frustration bubbling up and making her sloppy.   



  It gives him an opening and he takes advantage of it by kicking her feet out from under her.  Tripping her. That’s what he chooses to do. Not a possibly deadly lightsaber blow to her  torso or a crippling wound to her limbs.    “This ship should never have belonged to you. I would have given you something far  better.”      Somehow he manages to be both possessive and dismissive. Rey has long since given up  trying to understand how his addled mind actually works.    He lunges to grab her and she kicks him square in the chest, sending him stumbling. Then  she kicks up back onto her feet, readying herself for round two.    “Still trying to win me over, Kylo? Are you that delusional?” she jumps back, deflecting his  attempts to seize her with the force with a sharp flick of her own power. “Or have you-”  she thrusts her saber towards his legs, hoping to at least partially disable him, “or have you  finally realized that you’re an unlovable monster and nothing you ever do will redeem  yourself from that?”    It’s a brutally low blow and Rey feels a twinge of regret as son as the words leave her mouth.  But she needs this fight to end right now, before he destroys something critical in her ship.  If distracting him is what it takes to win, then she’ll do it.    He howls at her in response. It’s a fierce, terrifying sound and she wonders if perhaps she  went too far.     Then he surges forwards, cutting and hacking at everything that gets in his way. If he had  been pulling his punches before, he’s certainly not anymore.      Each blow comes faster and more aggressively than the last. Is he actually trying to hurt her  now? He’d always been restrained in his moves against her, but now she doesn’t think that  he’s holding back at all.    Kylo Ren at his full force of anger is intimidating, to say the least. For the first time in a  long while, Rey feels a little afraid of him.    It’s a feeling that only grows when she parries a particularly strong attack that would have  sliced her arm clean off if her reflexes weren’t so fast. Instead, the clashing of their two  beams of energy reverberates across her whole body. It makes her arm numb and she nearly 



drops her lightsaber before she drops back and gives up her higher ground, fleeing to the far  side of the small room.    “Get back here right now!” he shouts as she darts away, wasting no time in pursuing.    She effortlessly leaps over the shards of vivisected furniture and equipments panels that now  litter the floor of the Falcon’s engineering bay, feeling the crackling heat of his weapon  pricking across her skin as he closes the distance.    A shower of sparks rain down across them both as he cuts through a line of electrical cables.  That really pisses Rey off. She turns, spinning on her heel, and he immediately pounces. He  slams against her, both of their blades holding death off in a now bitterly familiar cross.    “Are you actually trying to kill us both, Kylo?”     Her skin is littered with electrical burns and, in the background, she can see two warning  lights go on. The kriffing idiot in front of her must have actually severed something  important.    “I’ve given you a million chances, Rey,” he pushes harder, trying to knock her off balance.  “You should have listened to me!”    He had taken his helmet off earlier, when he’d first boarded her ship and had tried to  converse with her, but now she wishes he had kept it on. It would have made it easier to  accept this change of events.    She shoves him off her with a push of the Force then turns to run and take this fight out of  the engine room to a less critical part of the ship, readying her lightsaber to hack and slash  her way through the panel he had fused to block her path.    Kylo catches her, grabbing her wrist and yanking her back and it’s only her quick instincts  and connection to a higher power that prevents her from being impaled on his saber.  Instead, she twists at the last moment, and her arm gets gashed by one of the the  crossguards. She cries out, half in pain and half in shock that he would actually have the  audacity to hurt her.    “How dare you!” she shrieks, shoving her sudden burst of pain into his own mind through  their bond.    It makes him falter, face flickering with something other than berserk rage for a flash, and  she yanks herself free. 



  The lights in the room flicker off than back on and a warning chime adds in to the  background of their fight.    “You IDIOT!” she shouts, swiping in a grand arch as realization dawns over her. “You cut  through the central power line! Do you have any idea how long it’s going to take me to fix  that!”    He draws his saber up again, falling back into a fighting stance.    “I swear to you, Rey, that if you call me anything other than your Master ever again you will  regret it for a very short amount of time.”    It’s an empty threat. Or is it? Rey is too furious at him to bother reading between the lines.    “No, Kylo. You’re a monster,” she spins into a kick, trying to knock his weapon out of his  hands, “and I will never let you forget that!”    It’s the second time she’s called him that word, and it’s the second time he overreacts to it.    Rey can see what’s about to happen a moment before it actually does. The shock of it stalls  her, and then she’s just a nanosecond too late to stop it. Kylo dodges her next move,  sweeping his saber forward in a chaotic arch. She counters back, throwing her full weight  into the move and… his blade pieces through the shielding around the engine’s reactor core,  slicing straight through it like it was nothing.    It sends a hail of sparks flying to every corner of the room. So many and so intense that it  stops them both mid-fight as they flee for cover.    Then, as abruptly as it had started, it all stops and the room falls silent. The reactor is  automatically shut down by a safety override and it’s the only thing that keeps them from  being instantly blown apart. Incinerated or detonated or simply vaporized or whatever a  catastrophic engine core failure was supposed to do.     And, to add insult to injury, the lights turn off as well.    Only the glow of their lightsabers illuminates Kylo’s shocked and bug-eyed expression as  they both take in the reality of what just happened.    “Did you...” Rey struggles to find the right words. “Did you just destroy the engine? Did you  really just do that?” 



  The words would sound more accusatory if she wasn’t still so stunned.    “It’s not destroyed.”      His voice is flat. Rey sweeps her saber around, casting a blue glow over the floor of the  absolutely wrecked room.    Yes… yes he did.    She still can’t believe it. Her mind not quite catching up to what her eyes are telling her to  be true.    “Did you...” her voice falters for a second as she blinks twice. “Did you just destroy my  godsdamn engine on my own goddamn kriffing ship?!!”    He stares back, face blank.    No, not blank. Rey takes a step towards him, bringing her saber up again so she can  scrutinize the hint of an expression that’s building between his brows.    Guilt. He looks guilty.    “Kylo… did you do something? When you first invaded my ship, did you do something to  it?”    Because emergency power should be on. But it’s not. But when he landed- more like  forcibly collided his own ship into hers- he had struck exactly where the backup-    “Kylo...” she has to close her eyes and take a deep, deep breath.    He doesn’t answer. Doesn’t have to.    “Kylo,” she tries again, forcing the words out through tightly gritted teeth. “I’m going to try  and fix this. And if I can’t… I’m going to kill you. For real, this time.”    He frowns. Stays quiet for a long time. Long enough that she manages to pull her temper  and growing fear back in line so she can open her eyes and glare at him.    “Fair enough,” he finally says.   



And it is. And she means it. Because for now they may be at a truce, but as soon as she gets  her ship back on line they have some serious business to attend to.    *    “Critical system failure detected.”    The automated mechanical voice breaks Rey’s concentration and she hurls her tool down in  frustration.    “Can’t you turn that damn thing off?” she shouts, raising her voice both out of pure anger  and so that she can be heard over the latest warning alarm to go off.    What’s the opposite of a silver lining? Rey doesn’t know the word for it, but whatever it is,  is what happened when she managed to get the backup emergency power back on.      It had been the only thing she could fix, and it had the completely contradictory effect of  making their situation worse by informing her at an escalating rate of exactly how shit out of  luck they were.    Another warning chime. This one requesting that any remaining crew evacuate immediately.    She stomps back to the engine room, kicking aside pieces of debris and loose paneling as she  goes. Kylo follows her like a shadow and he’s worse than useless because he not only is  ineffective at repairing things but now he’s actively getting in her way.    Yeah. Evacuating would have been a fantastic idea, had it been even an option. Piercing the  engine core had triggered a chain reaction of damage throughout the already battered ship.  Causing critical to catastrophic failures of all major ship systems.    Literally they were adrift in space. And, of course, without proper containment on their  engine there was only one outcome and it would happen sooner rather than later.    Not if she can do anything about it. Which she can’t. But that’s besides the point.    “Get the fuck out of my way.”    She shoves him hard in the center of his chest, making him stumble, and she snatches the  tool he’d been carrying from out of his hands.    “Rey… I want to help.” 



  “Critical system failure imminent.”    Thanks for the obvious, phantom voice.    She ignores him completely. Turning instead to the engine’s containment housing. She had  looked at this a thousand times already, or at least it felt that way, but there was nothing…    There has to be something. There has to be.    Rey wants to scream. Or cry. Or do both.    Instead, she growls. Attempts to make a pointless repair and fails at even doing that much.  Frustration boils over in her and she slams the tool down over the console and then  scrunches her eyes closed.    “Rey.”    A hand grabs her shoulder. She slaps it away but he hovers close. Kneels down next to her  legs and stares at the mangled equipment. The thing that he carelessly destroyed and thereby  sealed their own fate.    “Emergency evacuation code triggered.”    Why the hell does the Falcon even have emergency protocols when it doesn’t have proper  escape pods? Or maybe once it did, but Kylo’s idiotic father probably sold them or did  some other cockbrained scheme where-    “Is everyone in your kriffing family as useless as you or does it just follow the  Y-chromosomes?!”    Rey can feel Kylo’s thoughts, how he’s very gently trying to tell her that he had determined  that his would be a 1-way trip to her and he never had a contingency plan if crashing into the  Falcon turned out to be a poor idea.    “Core containment reaching critical failure.”    A million different thoughts race through her mind all at once. She buries her face in her  hands and tries to calm down. The persistent alarms make it impossible. She’s really going  to die out here, isn’t she?   



She doesn’t want to die. Of course she doesn’t. Especially not like this and especially not  now. Not when there’s so much that she hasn’t done yet. She hasn’t become a Jedi. Hasn’t  saved the galaxy as her true destiny demands. Hasn’t fallen in love.    I don’t want to die a virgin.    The thought had fluttered through her mind in an instant. A brief counter gust of wind in  the turbulent storm of her emotions. She hadn’t paid it any attention, truly. Far too focused  on not thinking about what was about to happen to even consider what could happen.    Kylo, on the other hand, had latched on tight to the notion. Snatched the flash of regret out  of her head and clung to it like a limpet.    “You’re a virgin.”    He says it so strangely. With such an out of place tone that Rey pauses in her mental panic  to give him the side-eye.    How is it possible that now of all times Kylo would find something so trivial to get distracted  by?    “Yeah. What the kriff about it?” she snaps, already so over dealing with him. At least death  will bring her peace from Kylo’s lunacy.    He drops the tool in his hands and rises up to his feet, towering over her. Rey can barely  hear the sound of it clattering on the metal floor over the constant shrill of dozens of  catastrophic alarms blaring.    It’s not like he was doing anything useful with the tool anyhow. Kylo was apparently adapt  at only destruction and pretty much utterly useless at repairing things. Proof of his spoiled,  entitled life that he could just rely on someone else to fix the fallout of his temper tantrums.    Fine, if he’s not going to bother saving their lives, she might as well-    She reaches down to grab the instrument and try to fix the damn console herself, even  though she had already admitted it was a useless gesture, when he catches her arm.    “What?!” she hisses again, growling up at him.      “We can’t fix it, Rey. The ship is going to explode no matter what we do.”   



“I know, okay? I know that. But that doesn’t mean I’m going to not do everything that I  can.”    He nods, but doesn’t let go of her arm. Instead he stares at her with such an intensity the  has to look away. He clearly has something on his mind, but he refuses to just come out and  say.    “Rey...”    The hand around her arm tightens, his thumb rubbing her bicep in circles.    She had been trying to pull herself free but now she stops dead in her tracks. No… he can’t  possibly-    “You’ve got to be freaking kidding me, Kylo.”    There has literally has not been a single moment in Rey’s entire life where she felt less like  fooling around. Especially with him, considering that only a matter of minutes ago they  were locked in a life and death sword fight.      At least that’s what it had been from her side of things, but now she’s starting to have  doubts about why he was really here on her ship to begin with.      It’s an ugly, lurking suspicion that only grows with how he can’t stop looking at her mouth.  Gaze flashing frequently to her eyes, then always back to her lips.    “Rey…” his voice is simultaneously soft but strained. “We don’t have much time left.”    He reaches out to cup her face. She watches as the bump in his neck bobs up and down as  he swallows. They’re in the middle of dying- dying because he killed them both- and he’s  still too nervous to just come out and say it. Say that he wants to… she doesn’t want to  actually think the words.    His hand drifts lower, sliding behind her head and pulling her gently towards him.    Okay. Time to put a stop to this right now.    “Let go of me you psycho,” she slaps his hand away. Should slap him right across his face.    “Rey.”   



Every part of him is imploring, from his sad eyes to the parting of his lips. She stares at  them for a second before collecting herself.    No. No, he doesn’t get to do this. Not ever and certainly not now.    “Go away, Kylo. That’s an order. I’m ordering you to go find some part of the ship where  you can die without me having to look at you.”    She doesn’t mean it. He must know that because he smiles. Now, in the midst of battle and  death, he smiles. The rare and sad Ben Solo smile that she’s only ever seen in her dreams or  on old holovids. Somehow the awkward and boyish expression fits perfectly with the man  he’s become. It must be all the glowing red lighting surrounding them as the auxiliary power  system starts to fail too and all they’ll soon be left with is the battery-running emergency  lights.    “Rey... let’s not fight anymore.”      He reaches out again and strokes her cheek. She frowns at it but with the electricity  flickering on and off like this it’s not as if she has a hope or prayer of getting anything fixed  anyhow.      This is all his fault. Entirely his fault. Him and that broken lightsaber piece of junk and his  short to non-existent temper.      “Please,” he tries again.    Her own patience jumps its reigns. She yanks free of his grasp and turns away. Throwing  the tool in her hand against a far wall and kicking the useless console just for good measure.    “We’re minutes away from dying horribly, and you’re begging me for sex? Is that what’s  really going on, Kylo, or did I already die and this is just the twisted version of hell that  awaited me?”    She starts to stomp away, tripping over a loose piece of debris as a minor per-explosion  shakes the whole ship and makes her lose her footing.    Kylo is right behind her, of course. Catching her and wrapping her up tightly in his arms.    “We don’t have much time left,” he repeats. It’s so unnecessary that shakes her head in  disbelief. Struggles to make him let her go.   



“I know that.”    She stomps on his foot and he holds her tighter. Given how her recent luck has been  playing out, probably the reinforced toe of his boots kept him from even feeling it.    “We can make it work, Rey. We just can’t waste anymore time.”    The idiot, the kriffing idiot, doesn’t seem to understand that not only is she furious at him, but  maybe arguing that they have to hurry up and get it on isn’t exactly alluring.    Because there’s nothing that a virgin wants more than a promise for an expedited  runthrough on the floor.    The auxiliary lights turn off, plunging them into darkness for a second until the dim battery  lights fill in their place.    “It’s too dark to see anything,” Rey says weakly, feeling utterly defeated.    She could have demanded he hold a light while she tries to make a last-ditched effort to  repair the engine shielding, but last-ditch has already failed.     It’s too late. It’s just… over. There’s nothing more that she can do.    “Catastrophic failure eminent,” that awful crackling mechanical voice warns through the  speakers, confirming everything that they both knew.    She squeezes her eyes hut. Feels his breath on her sweat and tear dampened skin as he leans  closer.    “I don’t want to die alone,” he whispers.    His words threaten to break her. No one ever wants to die alone. She shouldn’t be dying at  all. Neither of them should be.    Rey doesn’t know what to do. Nothing. There’s nothing she can do anymore.    She feels him press his lips to her cheek, blotting the track of her fresh tears. He must be  able to sense how her resolve weakens as despair sets in.    Perhaps...   



Master Luke would never allow her this, but in just a few minutes or perhaps less, that won’t  matter. Nothing she does anymore will ever matter.    She tilts her chin, presenting her lips. This is the closest to consent that she will allow  herself to give up. Then she glares up at him through her lashes and watches the indecision  cross his pretty, scarred face.    He dips his head down, and her heart does a little flip in her chest when she thinks he’s  about to kiss her. He doesn’t.    “Please,” he whispers against her ear instead.    It could mean anything, but when he takes the lobe in his ear and starts to gently nibble on it  Rey knows what he really wants.    Please don’t leave this moment. Stay here with me.    “Say you’re sorry.”    “Rey.”    “Say it, Kylo,” she runs her hands up and down his chest. Finding the edge of the fabric and  beginning to work her way under it to pull it off of him.    Okay. So they’re really going to do this? That’s… unbelievable. She must already be dead.  It’s the only way.    “I’m sorry, Rey,” his chest trembles under her palms when she finds him. “I’m sorry for  everything. I never, ever wanted to hurt you like this. This was the last thing that-”    Rey kisses him.      She kisses because he won’t stop talking and beating himself up for being the short-sighted,  uncontrollable, absolute kriffing idiot that he is. She kisses him because what the hell why  not? They were going to die. That part was inescapable. Now all they could change was  how they spend their last few minutes of life.    So why the kriffing hell shouldn’t they have one final moment of pleasure before… before  they become one with the Force?    She pulls back. Looks him in his eyes and they tell her all she needs to know. 



  “Yes.”    It’s all that she says. Kylo swallows, holding her head between his hands. Blinking and  waiting for her to change her mind.    She doesn’t.    She leans up on her tiptoes, kissing him again, and it’s almost humbling how his lips tremble  against her own.     *    Rey knew that Kylo wanted to take his time with her, but it was time they both knew they  didn’t have.    She could feel his mounting frustration as they fumbled together. How the rising currents of  his desire were raging against the rational part of his mind. His raw emotions leaked through  their bond into her mind and made her restless and even more on edge than she had been  before.    He tried to undress them both at the same time. Masking his more awkward pawing under  the guise of a smooth caress. With every layer that came off, Kylo’s impatience only seemed  to grow.      Of course it did, that was only natural. But what surprised Rey the most was how inspired  her own body was to his touch. His touch. Kylo Ren’s. Her sworn and mortal enemy.      They could die any second, but… somehow it didn’t matter. Not when he peeled off her  tunic and buried his face in her neck. He bit her hard, hard enough to welt her skin, and she  cried out from the distracting pain of it.    Yes, pain. But so much pleasure as well. It pools inside her, making her forget herself.      It’s alright, Rey. You’ve done everything that you could. Just give in and let go.    The words become her mantra. She repeats them over and over in her head, distancing  herself from both the man who has situated himself between her legs and the looming  rumbles in the metal coffin around them.   



Kylo pulls back, looks at her with lust-dilated eyes, and she pants in his open mouth as she  tries to recover.    This is not how she wanted her first… none of this is what she wanted. But that’s alright.  Soon enough it won’t matter at all.    He sinks down again, dipping his head under her chin and marking the other side of her. A  twin bruise that no one will ever get the chance to see so she won’t have to worry about how  to hide it later on.    She whimpers, feeling how her body throbs just from that one single move. Her legs open  wider for him, wrapping her ankles around his hips and pulling him flush against her center.    He pulls away get, even more shocked than before, as she yanks him back with the strength  in her legs and rubs her hips in a figure eight against him. Despite the layers of inconvenient  fabric separating them, she can tell exactly how ready they both are for this.    “Kiss me,” she whisper, flinching as the ship groans and shakes before quieting. “Kiss me  and don’t think about it. We need to hurry.”    The words are mostly for her own benefit, but that doesn’t make them any less true. It  could happen at any second, and that frees them both. Kylo buries both of his hands in her  hair, tugging and jerking it free of the bands. The pain is relished. Glorious little tingles  shooting through her as their lips slide and interlock.    She lets him dominate the kiss. Allows him to because, as reluctant as she is to admit it, he  has no doubt far more experience than she does in this sort of thing. And whatever he is  doing feels so very right.    Who know such joy and contentment could be found with bedding her enemy? And why  now, of all the time and places?    Rey has never felt more beautiful and desired then when she shrugs out of her tunic and lifts  her breast band off. There’s no time to be self conscious, and with his own body so close to  her he becomes her shield. Then she shimmies her arms behind her while Kylo kisses her  senseless.      He doesn’t notice at first. Too enamored with her lips and tongue. But he lets her pull one  of her hands free from her hair and guide it down. His grip is so large he spans half her  chest.   



He looks down and openly gawks at her naked skin. There comes the embarrassment. The  sudden flush of red that colors her chest and when he lightly pulses his hand it makes her  nipples harden and somehow that’s even worse than anything else. He can feel her  becoming aroused. He shouldn't be able to do that. She shouldn’t give him that much  power.    His hand shifts, letting off of her enough so that he can circle her nipple with his thumb.  The skin puckers immediately and she bites back a whine.    He looks up to her face. Watches her bite her lip and squirm when he does it again.    In the distance, yet another component of the Falcon begins to fail. Was it another warning  light or buzzer or who the hell knows what? She doesn’t care what it is. Doesn’t care about  anything except the dark look in her sworn enemy’s eyes.    Kylo’s other arm wraps around her waist as he steps back, dragging her butt to the very edge  of the console they had been using as a height equalizer. It puts her in a more vulnerable  and frankly submissive position, but she doesn’t have time to complain when he dips his  head low and takes a nipple into his mouth.    “Oh gods!” she shouts, bucking against him as sudden sparks of desire shoot through her.      He isn’t gentle, but she hadn’t expected him to be. Hadn’t asked for him to be. And even  his teeth working at her now hypersensitive flesh can’t stop their freefall together into the  inevitable.    His arm lets go of her, and she’s forced to wrap her arms around his neck and push against  his shoulders to keep from tumbling down to the floor. She buries her fingers in his hair,  tugging and pulling, as she lets him work his hips against her own.    Then his hand drifts down, so softly and gently that she should barely be able to feel it, but  suddenly the ephemeral sensation dominates every part of her mind as it slips inside the top  band of her pants.    She’s touched herself of course, but all the added adrenaline of the situation make this  something else entirely. He growls against her skin, the low sound reverberating inside her  chest, as he feels how much effect he’s had on her.    “Off,” he mumbles against her, and her head is reeling so much that it takes her a moment  to catch up with his words.   



She pushes against him for leverage and lifts her butt up just enough for him to yank her  pants down and off of her. She kicks them somewhere into the great unknown and then  he’s back on her, laving his tongue over one nipple and then the other while his hand plays  between her legs.    There’s so much tension flowing through her. There always was when it came to the two of  them; nothing they did together was ever halfway. But now, with the added excess of death  and lust, Rey can feel herself building up to that apex already.    He slips a single finger inside her and she moans his name without realizing it. He loves  that. He must because, even through the thickness of the fabric of his pants, she can feel  him twitch against her inner thigh.    One finger becomes two and she quivers and burns. The ache caused by his hand is an odd  mix of biting and dull, but as soon as she whines in protest his mouth leaves her breast to  cover over her own lips.    She knows what he’s doing. He has to stretch her for the next part. She knows that but it’s  all too real. Somehow this no longer feels like a fantasy. Or a nightmare.    The fingers crook inside her, wriggling and twisting, and she’s not sure that she likes that  part until they touch some hidden spot that makes her sink her teeth down onto his tongue.    He likes that part too. Very much so, because he starts to roll his hips against her leg. It  would be vulgar and crass in any other situation, but now the physical proof that she’s the  one doing this to him is what sends her over the edge.    Rey climaxes against his fingers, panting and moaning and finally gasping out his name again  when she feels the tug of the need for him to hear her say it pulling along the edges of her  mind.    He keeps her pleasure going, stroking her gently and not drawing away even when her legs  crush around his wrist. His free hand, the one that had been wrapped around her and  grabbing her ass without her paying it any mind, lets go of her skin. She feels him fumble  with himself and she holds her breath when that can only mean he’s working himself free of  his pants.    Now that she’s both relaxed and wired, he pushes a third finger inside. It hurts much more  than the others, but she has far too much pride to whine or cry out.   



She should stop this now. It would serve Kylo right. He’s the kriffing idiot who killed them  both, she should be the only one who gets to cum. He doesn’t deserve the privilege at all.    But she makes no move to stop him as he pulls away from their kiss. Pushes down at her  shoulders and encourages her to lie back. She holds herself up on her elbows and risks just  the slightest, briefest glance down between their bodies.    Okay… that…    “Rey...”    His voice does things to her. Makes her flutter and grasp at his fingers inside her even if it  hurts her. She nods then, closing her eyes and not letting herself acknowledge what she’s  just agreed to.    He surprises her again, then by pushing his fingers into her that little bit more. It burns and  hurts so much, but something inside of her is telling her to let him do this. To let him keep  going because it likes where this is heading. She needs him to do this.    Deep inside of her, deeper than even he can reach, some part of her begins to throb and lift.  She exhales then, deeply and shakily, and clenches her legs together to hold his hand in place  when he tries to pull it away.    “Kylo, I...”    She can’t possibly articulate what she’s feeling, but he seems to understand. He leans over  her, gently easing his hand out and she can feel her inner muscles fluttering in protest,  wanting him to stay right where he was despite the pain of his actions.    He kisses her briefly and she finally allows her thighs to relax enough that he can slide his  fingers out of her. Dimly she realizes that the pounding in her head is not just from her own  racing heartbeat but from a new warning buzzer in the background. Now, in these final  stages, the ship is going down so quickly. The poignant symbolism might just kill her before  the engine explodes.    “We need to hurry,” she whispers, squeezing her eyes closed as he starts to bring his slick  and glistening fingers up to his mouth.    That particular image is just too visceral for the moment. What she needs now instead is a  fantasy. Some place to hide as this all comes to a head.   



So that’s exactly what she gives herself. She pretends that she’s somewhere else. Pretends  that they’re on a bed. A proper bed. And she’s nice and clean and calm and prepared for  this. And her dream Kylo is gorgeous and his scar – or her scar, depending on how you look  at it- has miraculously vanished. His face is as perfect and flawless as it was on that first  pivotal moment when he took off his mask for her.    She really should pretend that he’s someone else, but she doesn’t.    “It feels like such a long time ago,” she murmurs, distracting herself as he spreads and  adjusts her legs.    “Rey?” he asks, seeking permission one more time.    She squeezes her eyes tighter, wrapping her fantasy around her. She whispers words of  acceptance, pretending that they’re exchanges of love and devotion and not one last  desperate grasp at life.    “Do you really want this, Rey?”    He looks like a prince in her mind. A prince who wants her to open her eyes, because he  needs to see the reassurance in them. She can’t. It’s too much.    Her voice has to bridge the gap instead.    “Yes, Kylo,” she’s humming it into his ear, relishing in the soft coolness of the sheets  beneath her. “I want this. I want to give you this.”    And in this moment, both real and imaged, she truly does. Wants to give him a piece of  herself before there’s nothing left. Wants to share something so special with another living  soul before being faced with an eternity of nothingness.    Being entered doesn’t hurt as much as she would have expected. Maybe its because of his  lips on her own, swallowing her muted cries, or how his hands are interlocked with hers  despite the awkwardness of the angles.    Or maybe it’s because she may be here in body but her mind is a million miles away. Laying  in a soft and perfect place and being made love to by a man that she loves and not by her  sworn enemy.    The dream of it all makes her sigh. He must take that as encouragement, because he pushes  in deeper. Part of her is in agony, and part is in disbelief. Feeling in numb and blind wonder 



how her body sucks him in, wanting more and more even as it becomes too much and she  cries out in shallow whimpers from the sensation.    He’s pleading with her. Probably. She’s not paying attention. When he fills her so much  like this, her mind spins in circles. She’s lightheaded and everything inside her is focuses on  that one place where they are joined.    One final thrust of his hips, and he bottoms in her, pushing against that throbbing spot and  making her feel whole in a way she’s never felt before.    “Rey-”    Her eyes fly open at her name and she pushes up off her elbows, reaching out and dragging  his mouth over hers to silence him from whatever unbearable sweet nothing he was going to  say. He gets the hint, thickheaded git that he is, and he falls silent. Holding still and feeling  how she flutters against him as her body learns to accommodate him inside of it.    A hand snakes down between them, rubbing her at the apex of her legs, and oh good gods if  she almost doesn’t cum a second time just from that.    It’s building inside of her, more and more and more. She arches her back, subconsciously  presenting her chest for him but he’s too enamored with her mouth to return to it like he  had before. Still, the feeling of her nipples rasping against the fabric of his opened overcoat  is highly pleasant, and she sighs again, willing herself to relax.    He starts to thrust and immediately her hips know what to do in response. Rocking against  him, undulating in shapes. She pulls him even closer, even deeper, with her legs that were  still wrapped around his hips.    Kylo sets a fast pace. Pounding into her and she’s amazed that she can take it so well. She  likes it best when he thrusts all the way in and out. Massages the entire aching length of her.    She could cum like this so easily. Live like this forever with him inside of her and their mind  intertwined and at peace.    How ironic is it that it took this- literally dying- to bring them to be at peace with each other?  Maybe that’s what they needed all along.    Her whole world becomes him inside her. Their emotions pulling at each other through the  bond. It comes as no surprise when they cum together, perfectly in sync with Kylo 



aggressively pinning her arms over her head while she arches her back and twitches  underneath him.    The feeling of him tightening and changing within her keeps her pleasure strong. Each pulse  of his shaft pushing his cum deep inside her. The hot liquid feels good. Essential. She can’t  allow herself to stop until he’s fully drained and done with her.     In another world, another lifetime, she would be mortified. Horrified by what she just  allowed to happen and the potential consequences of being so reckless.      But now, in the perfect little space of paradise that she’s built up in her head, everything is  simply bliss and nothing more.    He collapses on top of her, finally still but still buried as deeply inside her as he can go. He  kisses her and she allows it because it’s a sweet finish to something so very wrong. Rey  wraps her arms around him, marveling at the differences between men and women, and  feeling so very protective of him at that moment.     She can’t tell exactly when Kylo finishes with his own orgasm because he won’t stop kissing  her. Sloppy, messy bites that slow down with the rhythm of his hips to a more softer and  languid pace. She tries not to think about what they’ve just done. Tries not to think about  anything at all.    It hurts when he pulls out of her, but then he kisses away her soft whine until the sting  inside herself is nothing but a memory. Who the hell knew Kylo Ren could be so romantic?  How seamlessly his mind flowed from stalking to fighting to lovemaking to this.    Mr. Romantic switches places with her, laying back so he can scoop her into his chest  without asking if it’s what she wants. It is. They can’t have much time left, and is it so  wrong to just want to be held during her last few moments of life? Even if it’s in the arms  of her enemy.    Kylo kisses her temple and starts stroking her trembling back. She wraps her arms around  her neck and buries her face into his sweaty skin. He smells familiar to her now. The scent  of him oddly soothing despite the persistent and ever rising shrills of warning buzzers.    “How much longer?” she asks his throat. It can’t be much longer.    His hand slows. Shifts to pull her fully over him and hold her tight.    “Not long.” 



  She squeezes her eyes shut. Knows that he must feel her fresh tears rolling down his skin  but he doesn’t comment. Holds her in reassuring silence while he does his best to comfort  her. Rey wonders when was the last time he tried to comfort anyone? Never, perhaps.    “Shhh...” he soothes and she knows how he can feel her emotions strung up tight.    A cold and mechanized ‘final warning, core explosion imminent’ announcement sounds and she  jumps under his touch. Whines against him and buries her face in deeper into his chest to  hide. The hand on her back rubs her in circles.    At least it will be quick. Their death should be nearly instantaneous. The waiting is the  hardest part, but at least they’re together for it.    “Kylo,” her voice is all but incoherent, “I’m glad you’re here.”    Rey doesn’t even care that this was all his fault. She just doesn’t want to die alone.    The hand on her back stops. Moves up to stroke her hair out of the side of her face that’s  not burrowed down deep.    “Rey,” he whispers her name into her ear. It’s the only way she could hear him talk so softly  over all the background panic. “I-”    A loud pop stops him. It’s immediately followed by a sudden and deafening roar.      She pulls her head up and kisses him in a mindless frenzy. He returns it with force, neither  of them caring about the clinking of teeth or bruises on their lips that their frantic final  goodbye is bringing.    He holds her face in his hands and she wraps her arms around his neck, sighing into his  mouth.    This is okay. This is the way that it should be.    The explosion blasts through the room in the blink of an eye. A horrible roar, burning pain,  light blasting behind tightly closed eyelids, and heat. So much heat. This must be what  falling into the center of the sun feels like.    And then it’s over. They die.   



…    …    ...    Or… not?      Silence. Absolute silence fills the small space of the room.    Rey opens her eyes. Or at least she thinks that she opens her eyes. She feels her lids move,  but she can’t see anything. Just pitch blackness. The absolute darkness of space.    Bruised lips pulls away from her own with a wet smack. She can feel Kylo’s weight all  around her. He’s heavy. But if she was dead, she wouldn’t care that he’s so damned heavy.    “Kylo?” she whispers, reed-thin voice barely audible but still absolutely booming in contrast  to the nothingness.    “Rey?”     He sounds as gone as she is. His weight shifts on top of her. Something touches her hair,  seeking out her face. His fingertips sting excruciatingly on her skin. She feels like she’s  gotten a terrible sunburn, so severe it must rival the worst that she’s ever had on Jakku.    “Are… are we alive?”    Silence. She reaches out with the Force. Feels his energy all around her, surrounding her as  tightly as his body is.      He doesn’t feel dead. She doesn’t either.    He’s scanning her, she dimly realizes. Making sure that she’s okay before he even checks in  on himself. She starts squirming under him. From the corner of her eye she can see stars  out of the still intact rear viewport.    They’re not dead. They’re alive. But the engine is gone and there’s no power. They’re  floating through space with absolutely no power.    “Get off me.”     



She pushes at his shoulders. Ignoring the now sweet familiarity that his sweat and skin  brings under her touch.    He seems reluctant to do so, but the moment between them has passed. She curls around  herself when his weight and warmth leave her. She hears him fumble blindly in the dark  before scoffing to himself. A pull of the Force instead and he activates his lightsaber which  he had just summoned into his hand. The room fills with a fittingly grim, blood red glow.    “Rey?” he asks, “are you… you don’t seem happy.”    Happy? What the hell is there to be happy about? They just… no. Rey stops that line of  thought in its tracks. She should be dead now. She shouldn’t have to have regrets.    “The ship is destroyed, Kylo.,” she growls, masking her mortification with annoyance. “All  the power is gone. First, second, aux. Now, instead of dying immediately, we’re going to die  a whole lot slower.”    “Rey, I...” his voice fades as he seems to realize their new situation. He falls silent as he  begins to correct his carelessly opened pants and undershirt. It reminds her of how she’s  the only one buck naked.    “Where are my clothes?” Dying with dignity has gone out the window, but at least she can  be dressed as she freezes to death.    She calls for her own lightsaber but doesn’t activate it. Preferring instead to stay farther in  the shadows until she can cover herself up.    “But I already saw you naked. What does it matter now?”    Stay out of my head.    She pushes the though into his mind with no shortage of anger. He shrugs and sweeps the  makeshift torch along the floor until he finds her tunic and the other parts of his own outfit.     They get dressed in awkward silence.    *    “Well isn’t that just fucking ironic?”    



Rey glares at the front viewscreen. The planet that they had been orbiting at the start of  their battle is now one hell of a lot closer. Kylo had dragged her to the cockpit to show it to  her. The planet was right there. So close that if they’d had a working escape pod they could  have stood a chance.    But alas, there were none. The surface so tantalizingly close to them was nothing more than  a mirage of salvation.    “It’s beautiful,” Kylo hums.    Rey glares up at up. Shrugs off his attempts to wrap his arms around her from behind.  Soon enough, she will have to allow his attempts at cuddles for the sharing of bodyheat, but  right now she’s far too irritated with him to permit it.    “Why did you have to show me this, Kylo? This just makes it even worse. Not only are we  dead in space and about to be dead again, but this thing here-” she angrily gestures at the  planet’s surface arching across the viewport, “this just adds insult to injury.”    “We can make it there,” he whispers, leaning down to kiss the top of her head.    Now that riles her up. Snaps her out of her ‘we’re doomed’ ennui long enough for her to  slap the hands rubbing her shoulder away and spin around.    “How, Kylo? We can’t move. The Falcon is completely dead. We can’t even open up the  cargo bay to jettison ourselves into space. Though that would probably be a hell of a lot  quicker than the other alternative.”    He reaches out for her again. His emotions feel odd to her. Scattered and all over the place  but lacking the fear that feels the situation calls for.    “Don’t be angry with me, Rey,” he says to her in a low whisper.    She scowls, suspicion rising. He tries to draw her close and again she pulls back. Of course  she’s going to be angry with him. This is entirely his fault from start to finish. Completely  and utterly-    Except another possible meaning to his words suddenly hits her.    She activates her saber, bringing the glowing blade close to his face so she can see his  expression. The wide-eyed look he’s giving her has nothing to do with the proximity to her  weapon. She can sense that, just like she can sense his hope. 



  Hope.    Hope.    Now, when everything is over and done and there’s nothing left, the heartless bastard in  front of her dares to have hope.    “Kylo...” her breath seizes in her throat, chest tightening.      He… Her hand starts to tremble with rising rage. Kylo presses his lips together tightly,  trying to bury the guilty frown of his mouth.    “Kylo,” she has to force the words out, her intuition sparking like flames in her mind. “Is  there something you need to tell me?”    He steps back, retreating back into the shadows. Rey realizes that he’s deliberately moving  out of slicing range from her lightsaber. That can only mean one thing: that he thinks she’s  about to become very, very angry with him.    “Kylo!” she takes a step forward. His feet crunch backwards, crackling against the bits of  debris lining the floor.    She hears his breath increase, or maybe that’s just her own. Her hand squeezes tighter  around the hilt of her saber, readying herself to run him through if whatever he’s about to  say isn’t to her liking.    “Rey… I have an escape pod on my shuttle.”    The words don’t permeate. Because they’re ugly lies and she can’t believe them.    “No.”    “Rey, I...”    She points the blade at him, illuminating him in a dim silhouette.    “Don’t lie about that, Kylo. It’s too cruel, even for you.”   



His silhouette shifts from side to side. Rey’s breath fogs in front of her face. How much  breathable air could be left on the Falcon? There could be twice as much if only one of  them was living...    “I didn’t tell you because I knew you would be angry.”    She gapes at it incomprehensibly. How is that even-    “Does it still work?”     He swallows. Even in the dim lighting, she can see him try to swallow down his nerves.    “I believe so, yes.”    Rey falls still and silent. Practicing the breathing exercises her Master had taught her.      “Then why...” no. She’s losing the battle. Her pulse is increasing, palms growing sweaty.  She’s about to gut him. And he’s going to deserve it.    “Kylo...” her voice rattles and shakes. He activates his own lightsaber with a hiss, no doubt  sensing the murderous nature of her thoughts. “Are you telling me that you knew we  weren’t going to die and...”     And you fucked me anyhow? Rey can’t bring herself to say the words. She’d thought that  they’d really had… losing your virginity under false pretenses, that’s a murder-worthy  offense, isn’t it? Because if that’s what really happened-    “No, Rey. I wasn’t completely sure that the engine’s explosion would kill us both. It  seemed highly likely. When it merely fizzled and we lived it was as much a surprise to me as  it was to you.”    Wait. No. Rewind. If he had known that he had a working escape pod before the whole  engine-countdown-boinking nightmare…    “So you’re suicidal? Is that it?”      Because she can help him with that. This was the dirtiest, rottenest thing she could ever  imagine anyone doing. You want to punch your own ticket, fine, but don’t you dare bring  anyone else down with you.    Kylo steps back, edging to the rear of the room but never dropping his defensive stance. 



  “I thought it was the only way we could be together.”    Silence.    He doesn’t even have the decency to look ashamed. Guilty, perhaps. But not the crawling  on the floor, repenting on his knees, begging her for forgiveness that he should be doing  right now.    So he fucked her and did it on purpose and was willing to let her die just because he… is  that his idea of twisted romance? That they must go out together?    “Goodbye.”    She stomps forward, moving straight towards him. Kylo brings up his lightsaber to hold it  diagonally across his body.    “Rey, let’s not-”    “You wanted to die, go ahead,” she shoves him out of her way with a push of the Force.  “Shouldn’t take you too long. An hour or two. And then you’ll get your wish. I, on the  other hand,” she starts working her way down the ruined hallway with a resolute weight to  her steps, “I, on the other hand, am leaving.”    She enters the starboard side docking ring where Kylo’s ship had so rudely forced its way  aboard. Symbolism again. And then she testily slams the door shut behind her. Merely  seconds later Kylo slices clean through it with his saber, but she pays him no attention.    She walks over to the closed hatch to his shuttle.    “Open it.”    She crosses her arms and waits.    “Rey, please… don’t be angry.”    Oh she’s well past anger. The moment Kylo places his palm over the doorlock and it slides  open, she elbows him hard in his ribs and pushes him out of her way.      She steps inside his ship. It’s pitch dark as well. When it had docked, forcibly, it must have  hooked itself up to the Falcon’s power grid and been damaged by the explosion every bit as 



badly. The escape pod, however, has a glowing green access light so it must have been on its  own circuit.     Rey throws open the hatch and drops herself in to the tiny capsule. She tries to lock it  behind her, buy Kylo grabs the edge and pulls it free of her hands.    “Rey.”    “Go back and die, Kylo. That’s what you wanted. Now leave me the hell alone and let me  go.”    She tries to rip the door from him with the Force. He resists. Of course he does. And to  her infinite fury he attempts to join her in the already claustrophobic space.      “We’re in this together, Rey. You can’t just leave me out here to die.”    Oh the irony. The bitter, bitter double-sided selfishness.    “Can, am, and will.”    She shoves at his chest, tempted to draw her lightsaber but that would be foolish. The  capsule is so cramped she would inevitably damage something critical and that level of idiocy  is beneath her.    He closes the hatch behind him, sealing them both in the escape pod. The space is so tight  that they’re practically embracing again.    When it becomes clear that she’s going to remain silent, stewing in caustic, immobilizing  rage, he carefully snaps her into the security harness. The pod was only designed for one  person so he’ll just have to stand and hope for the best.      With any luck, he’ll break his neck as they tumble through the atmosphere and crash land.    “Kylo.”    He turns on the single computer panel. The harsh glow of the lights burns her dark-adjusted  eyes. She closes them tightly shut as she feels the pod begin to detach itself from the husk  of his ship.   



“Kylo. You will burn in hell for this. When you die, when I kill you, there will be no  ‘becoming one with the Force’. You will suffer for all eternity and I will forever take joy in  that.”    A feeling of weightlessness. A beeping of sensors. A sensation of movement.    “What a lovely Lightsider sentiment.”    He kisses her forehead. Pulls away just far enough so she can’t bite him or headbutt him like  she wants to.    The smooth departure is short lived. Already the rumbling pull of the atmosphere makes  their escape pod begin to shake ominously.    Kylo wraps his arms around her. She doesn’t have any space to force him away. No, she  needs to save her strength. As soon as they land, it’s go-time. It’s going to happen.    Because the only thing worse than losing your virginity to Kylo Ren was living after the deed  was done.    But that’s fine. That’s perfectly alright.    As soon as they reach the surface – providing that they survive the crash down to it – Rey  will kill him. Honestly kill him. Run her saber through his black little heart and give him the  death he was so desperate for.    Then she’ll just have to lie through her teeth about it for the rest of her life. No big deal.  Anything would be better than facing the truth, wouldn’t it?       



 



Burn Notice by kuresoto   



Rating: SFW  SPY AU    Chapter One  Bullets pierced through the door, narrowly missing him as he leapt aside. He looked around  wildly, trying to find a way to escape the room in which he found himself. Admittedly, he  wasn’t thinking when he dove into a random room, but it was hard to think straight when  being interrogated and tortured. He certainly wouldn't have chosen a room that was on the  second level with no windows from which to escape. No, instead he found himself in exactly  that: in a study lined with rows and rows of books and a large desk in the middle. Nothing  else.   He spun around, the ends of his once crisp jacket lifting up to reveal blood stains on his  crumpled white shirt - blood that didn’t belong to him. The same sticky red fluid was  smeared over the gun he held in his hands, something he barely noticed as he swiped at the  sweat that painted his brow. The shooting on the other side of the door subsided, only to be  replaced by loud thumping and angry yells belonging to the remaining guards he escaped.   The loud cracks in the door only made him look for an exit more desperately. “Shit! Shit,  shit, shit,” he muttered as he slammed himself against a bookshelf, his trembling hands  fumbling against the books in hopes to find some secret passage. Along one of the wooden  panels was a slight indentation in the shape of a circle with an odd pattern. He squinted at  the markings and realised it looked familiar. He reached in and pulled his necklace from  under his shirt, inspecting the circular disk against the wall. Slowly, he lowered the pendant,  feeling a sort of magnetised attraction under his fingers.  Click.  “Well, fuck,” he said when a bookshelf moved aside, revealing a secret passageway. “I didn’t  think that would work.” Without wasting time, he jumped into the darkened hallway and  moved the bookshelf back to its rightful place, concealing himself just as the study door 



broke down. He held his breath and didn’t dare move a muscle, listening closely to what was  happening on the opposite side.  There was heavy stomping with a scream of rage. “Where the fuck did he go?!”  “Dunno, but the boss isn’t going to be happy.”  “Fuck, we need to find him! You three! Sweep the halls in case he went through the vents or  some shit. You, stay here in case he reappears while I try and explain how his highly skilled  men couldn’t keep track of one person. This Kylo Ren guy is starting piss me the fuck off!”  There was some shuffling inside the study before the sound of fading footsteps met his ears.  He blew a sigh of relief and relaxed against the wall of a dark hallway. From what he could  see in the minimal lighting, it looked to be a cold and decrepit hallway, most likely unknown  to the occupants of the house.   As he moved down the unknown hallway as quietly as possible, the sting of his cheek kept  reminding him of what had transpired earlier that day, and of how spectacularly south things  had gone. He certainly hadn’t expected to find her so quickly, much less be on the receiving  end of her fist.  -  She went by Rey. Just Rey.  Depending on the mission, she could be Kenobi or Palpatine, but for all he knew, she had  no last name. She constantly labelled herself as no one. To others, she was someone. To  him, she was everything.   Her codename was H2, short for Hellhound Two, used by everyone during work hours. Not  many had the courage to use her given name casually. She was part of a small team, a group  of spies that were legendary amongst analysts and desk jockeys. They were worlds apart and  yet, she always greeted him with familiarity, smile reaching her eyes as she waited for  whatever gadgets he had ready for her.  “They have fingerprint recognition so only you or your partner, FN-2187, are able to use  them, in case they falls into the wrong hands,” he said, silently sliding the guns over the  velvet covered table, back upright with stiff shoulders. 



Heat crept up his neck at her next comment. “You always know what I like best, Ben,” Rey  said, holstering the weapon before passing two to the dark man next to her.   “H2, you have to be careful or O might hear you,” FN-2187 warned.  Rey snorted and brushed him off. “There’s no reason to be so strict here. When we’re in the  field, that’s different, but for now, it’s easier to call you Finn.” Suddenly, she turned to Ben.  “Isn’t that right, Ben?”  “I much prefer to refer to you as H2, especially before a mission,” Ben finished hurriedly,  not wanting to get caught up in the disagreement between the two agents.   Finn threw him a thankful look. “See, Q knows what’s appropriate for work.”  “Q is short for Quartermaster, which is not Ben’s name. It’s his title,” Rey said.  “And calling him Ben is not appropriate, given how sensitive our line of work is. Sorry,”  Finn apologised quickly. “But you know what I mean. If we let your name slip and someone  hears...”  Ben, the Quartermaster for The Resistance, a sector of the Secret Intelligence Service of the  New Republic, tilted his head slightly. “No need to apologise. FN-2187 has a point, H2.”  At the mention of their work, much less what could happen if their enemies found out the  identity of the genius responsible for The Resistance’s weapons and gadgets alike, Rey sighed  in defeat. “Very well, Q. FN-2187, let’s get this over and done with.”   As the pair slung black backpacks over their shoulders, Rey threw a wink at Ben before  heading out. A small pout curled on her lips when Ben stared back at her with a passive face.   Once the agents left his personal lab at the Resistance headquarters, Ben blew out a long sigh  and let his shoulders sag. He really hated being put on the spot when Rey visited before  missions. They were both on the clock and couldn’t afford to be so friendly. His eyes slid to  his computer screen, playing the black and white footage linked to the hallway cameras. Rey  and Finn were deep in conversation, most probably about the assignment they were about to  start. Ben’s hands busied themselves with packing up any leftover weapons that weren’t  needed, his eyes still focused on the small woman with her hair up in a tight bun.   “Save travels, Rey,” he whispered before he turned away to pack his devices. 



-  “I’m home,” he called out, dropping his keys into the bowl by the door. Most lights were off  inside his apartment, save for the kitchen that was at the end of the hall. He quickly checked  his watch with raised brows, not realising how late it was. “Luke?”   “In here, Ben.”   Upon entering the kitchen, Ben saw Luke busily tapping away at his laptop with a thick stack  of papers and a cup of tea next to him. “It’s late. I didn’t think you would still be awake.”  Luke peered over his glasses. “Well, I didn’t think you would be at work until 1am.”   Shrugging out of his coat and draping it over the chair across from Luke, Ben went to the  fridge to get a bottle of beer. “Yeah, I didn’t think I would be too,” he muttered, taking a  swig from his bottle. He knew it was unlikely, what with missions taking longer than  expected sometimes, but he had hoped that Rey would be back before the night was out. He  forced himself to socialise with the night crew, but when midnight came and went with no  word from Rey, even Ben knew he had to call it a night. He was still expected to work in the  morning, and he had a meeting with O to prepare for. “Last minute work came up,” he said  lamely.  “What kind of bank has you working this late?” Luke fixed him with a look, taking in the suit  that he always wore to work.   Ben leaned against the fridge, one hand buried in his pants pocket and the other cradling his  beer. “The one where I have to be in a meeting tomorrow and forgot about something I had  to include in my report.” Luke hummed, losing interest, and turned back to his work. Ben  came up behind him and took a paper from the top of the pile, skimming the heading along  with a the first few paragraphs. “Heavy stuff to be marking this late at night.”  “For you, maybe,” Luke said, tapping his pen against his stack of papers. “Remember when  you used to panic about these topics when you were still studying?”   Ben scoffed. “That was a long time ago. I don’t stress about that stuff anymore.”  “No, you don’t, since you waste your engineering degree at some bank.”   “Yeah, I know, I know,” said Ben, waving around his beer offhandedly. “But if a job came  up right when you finished studying and it paid that much, you would have taken it too.” 



“A job did come up when I finished, probably double the amount you're earning, but I  stayed with my studies-”  “-And became a decorated Physics professor, I know, Luke, but we can't all be like you,”  Ben finished, collapsing in the other chair at the dining table with a sigh.  “Is there something on your mind, Ben?” Luke asked suddenly. “Feeling dissatisfied with  your job perhaps?”  “No, it's not that,” Ben said absentmindedly as he took out his phone to check the time, a  habit he couldn’t seem to break despite having a watch. He noted that his lock screen was  still void of any messages.  “A girl, perhaps?”  Ben jerked at the question. “What?”    “Have a girl on your mind?” Luke asked again.  An image of Rey swam into the forefront of his mind. It was the very first time he met her.  She wore a dark pantsuit, making either him look very out of place with his track pants and  loose tee, or her look very overdressed. Her mouth was in a straight line with a no nonsense  vibe about her, but the smile that blossomed across her face when he agreed to work for The  Resistance was something he’d never forget. It was like she was relieved and genuinely happy  for him, but that was Rey. Or so he kept telling himself.   With the cherished memory dancing behind his eyes, Ben chuckled softly, taking a swig of  his beer. “It’s complicated.”  That got Luke’s attention. “So there is someone,” he commented, leaning back on his chair  to survey the other man properly.   “No!” Ben corrected himself. “No, there really isn’t. There’s a strict no dating policy at work  so it’s useless to even entertain the idea.”  “Ben, you’re thirty-six. You dated a bit when you were younger, but not since you started  that job. It’s been five years, right? No job is that important to put your own happiness on  hold. And with your work hours, you barely have time for yourself.” 



“Oh, like you’re one to talk? You don’t need to worry about having children since you have  me, but I’ve never seen you date anyone. You’re not getting younger either, Luke.”  “Well, I guess we’re on the same boat then. Both of us too involved with our jobs to really  find anyone appropriate. Hey, maybe we can do some double dates together,” Luke  suggested with a grin that Ben couldn’t take seriously.  “Urgh, hard pass.” Ben quickly finished his beer and left his empty bottle on the counter. “I  may call you Luke, but you’re still my dad, even if you’re my foster dad.”   As Ben busied himself with gathering his coat and backpack he had dumped on the floor  earlier, Luke chortled and resumed his marking. “Well, the offer still stands, kid.”  Ben rolled his eyes. Stopping at the place where a small pile of papers sat, he quickly  glimpsed over the paper at the top of the ‘marked’ pile. “You should look at the middle  section again. You might have missed something,” he said, brushing past his dad without  another word.   -  The meeting with O went smoothly, with Ben proposing new inventions for the agency as  well as submitting his budget report for that quarter. As he sat at the other side of her desk,  Ben forced his hands to remain still in his lap, waiting for any response from the head of  The Resistance. She was an older woman with greying hair in a tight bun and years of  experience on her face, though whether from being in the field or behind the desk, he did  not know. There wasn’t much he knew about the head of The Resistance, only that she had  run the agency for the past forty years. Hell, he wasn’t even sure what her real name was. He  heard Rey address her as ‘Leia’ one time, but having nowhere near her level of clearance,  Ben left it as O. He wasn’t going to ask his boss her life story any time soon.   “It looks good, as usual, Q,” she said, snapping the manilla folder closed and sliding it back  across the table. “I’ll submit the changes to accounting and get your budget authorised.”  “Thank you,” Ben said, taking back his file and standing up to excuse himself.  “Q, do you mind if I ask you a personal question?”  Stopping his movements, Ben raised a brow and waited for her to continue. 



Hands folded on top of the desk, O looked at him in the eye and asked, “Security mentioned  that you didn’t leave the office until late last night. Now, I know how close you are to H2,  but I need to know: is there anything going on?”  “No!” Ben tried his darndest to calm his heart, but being interrogated on his ever growing  crush was the last thing he expected that morning. “No, ma’am. We’re just friends. Afterall,  H2 recruited me and was my first contact with the agency.”  Satisfied with his answer, O relaxed in her seat. “Very well.”  Knowing a dismissal when he heard one, Ben didn’t waste any time putting space between  them. Just as he placed his hand on the doorknob, he stopped, back still facing her. “Have  you heard anything from H2 or FN-2187, by any chance?”  “No, nothing yet.”  “Thank you, ma’am,” Ben said, hand now gripped tightly around the doorknob as he stared  intently at the grains of wood that made her office door. He tilted his head down slightly and  exited, not daring to look back at O.       



 



Closer by hersisterskeeper and plythiaspeaks  Rating: SFW  Modern AU   Summer had passed a while ago, a fact that had Rey Dameron sinking further down into her  navy blue sweater, the hotel’s bar too cold for her liking. The city in general was still  warming up to her, the twenty-four year-old feeling as if she was in high school once more,  glancing around, waiting for the air to accept her into the space.     It was always hard, transferring to a new place, even if it was for work. It was odd, leaving  behind her older brother and their parents back home. Even if she had been adopted, wasn’t  their blood, Rey still longed for her family, their close bond stretching with the distance. Poe  had told her on their videochat last week that it’d get better, that she just needed to make  friends, maybe find a boyfriend.     So here she was on a Friday night, her phone flat on its back before her, keeping her  wineglass company as she mindlessly swiped through Tinder again. Rey wondered if it was  weird, maybe presumptive, to be browsing through the dating app while she was waiting for  her latest match to meet her, but considering this was her third month in Naboo and her  Thursdays all looked like this anymore…well, she didn’t think too hard about it, pointer  finger swiping again to the left.     Truth be told, she wasn’t sure what—or who—she was looking for anymore.     Ignoring the few leering men around her, Rey took a sip of her drink, sighing at how her grip  automatically tightened around the stem when someone brushed past her for the bathroom.  She was young, but not stupid, perhaps even too overly cautious. Poe’s college party lesson  rang in her ears still: keep your friends close, and your drink closer. There was pit that deepened in  her stomach with that thought, and it wasn’t because of the necessity of the advice—just that  one of his friends had taken that advice to the extreme. At least with the keeping his drink  closer than his friends.     Not letting the bitterness from that thought sit for too long, the young woman reached for  her phone, pulling up Poe’s number now. Maybe it was odd to FaceTime your brother while 



waiting for a date, but Rey’s brother essentially was the embodiment of calm. It was the first  thing that had tipped her off to the fact that she was adopted—she had a temper, a fire,  always ready to snap. With Poe, it was a gradual build. She had only seen him lose his temper  once, and she idly wondered again if it was part of the reason why that certain friend had  left.     She didn’t think too long, Poe quickly picking up the call, his grinning face and the sight of  his boyfriend, Finn, over his shoulder putting her at ease. “Hey, peanut! Your date didn’t  stand you up again, right?”     “He has five minutes to get here, so I’ll keep you updated.” Rey smiled back, letting her  shoulders relax as she checked her reflection in the front facing camera. It was odd to be  wearing makeup, to have her hair down, but as Poe and Finn gushed over how cute and  grown-up she looked, she didn’t mind (though she did roll her eyes at Poe’s insistence that  he take a screenshot for their parents).     “Should I caption it, ‘Little Rey is waiting for her Prince Charming’?” Poe was teasing when  she caught a reflection, a face and torso, in her phone and she jolted up, surprised She  wondered if she was going mad, if her mind was playing tricks, the silhouette of a familiar  but worn leather jacket drifting back up from the ether. It threw a shiver up her spine in the  worst and best way    “Rey?” There was Finn’s worried voice now, Poe’s echo, but she ignored them, letting her  eyes drift slowly to her left, to the man who had just walked past her and the camera. There  were those black curls still, resting against that pale face. She knew that if she followed the  form down, there would be lanky limbs, that maybe he actually filled out that oversized  leather jacket that maybe still smelled of cigarettes and bad decisions. Rey yanked her gaze  away, breathing through her nose, trying to center herself.     “I have to go.” She mumbled, tapping the screen and ending the call before Poe could  protest. Rey knew that she’d get a few worried texts because of that, but considering the  lump forming in her throat, she needed a moment of silence before the blood started  rushing to her face.     Of course. Of course, after months, no, years—three years, in fact, and maybe some odd  months—of not deigning her or anyone in her family with his presence, here was Ben Solo, 



longtime human disaster and onetime friend, sauntering into a bar she happened to in. She  supposed that she was grateful that he hadn’t noticed her, his dark eyes seemingly having slid  past her to find a seat further up the bar, a Kindle in hand.     Rey wasn’t sure what had her glaring at her wine as if to will it to vinegar—the fact that  when she last knew him, he was going by Kylo Ren, pretending to be the condescending  author type with an alcohol problem, or that he had walked past her with barely a flicker of  recognition. She found her gaze fixed on him again, her brow furrowed in fury, and she had  to tear it away and back to her drink.     “Oh, hello.” His words were softer than she expected, but maybe only because she expected  silence. If anything, the words were for the bartender, not her. She edged a glance over to  him, face flushing in an instance as their eyes met, his look amused, even as he turned away,  running a hand through his dark hair, still long, curling around his neck. Somewhere, deep  inside, Rey’s younger self sighed wistfully, and the woman wanted to do nothing more than  squelch that old crush.     Still, Rey sat there a moment, blinking once, twice. She almost rubbed her eyes to make sure  she's seeing him, pulling her hand down. She had spent too long doing her eye makeup for  the likes of Ben Solo to ruin it again for her, dammit. The bartender was sliding a glass to  him now, and out of habit, she wanted to reach out, push it out of his grip, but she ignored  the urge to care. He gave that luxury up with a phone call and some cruel words.     Ben smiled at his phone at her discomfort. Rey looked beautiful and nervous, obviously  meeting someone. A part of him wished it was him.      Getting up, drink in hand, Rey stepped closer to his spot at the bar, with what could maybe  be a coy smile, maybe a grimace on her lips. She forced her voice to be soft as she set her  glass down again, even though there is something bubbling, practically boiling in her mind.     "'Oh hello?' Really, Kylo?" In a moment, she's swatting his shoulder with her clutch, the  smile gone. "You drop out of Poe's life for 3 years, drop out of my life for 3 years, and all  you can say is 'oh hello'? I almost hope you're drunk off your ass right now."    



Schooling his features into an expression of surprise Kylo looked up, "Rey? Wow. Nice to  see you. What are you doing here?" He hoped his voice seems genuinely surprised. That she  didn't hear the banked heat behind the friendly words.     "What am I...?" Rey lost her voice for a moment, her mouth dropping in an 'o' of surprise. "I  should be asking you that! What are you doing in a bar? What happened to 'Sorry, you're not  good for my developing sobriety, I need to cut you off'?"     With a groan, Rey all but dumped herself into the chair next to his, seething. "What, did  writing the next great novel drive you to drink again, or did you finally start talking to Poe  again and he asked you to stalk me?"     "Why am I even talking to you, I've been doing just fine without you talking to me." She  muttered under her breath, forcing herself to smooth her skirt, still looking up to glare at  him.     Kylo shrugged, swirling the ice in his glass, "I'm drinking club soda. I just like bars;  otherwise, I spend too much time alone. You're talking to me because you just can't resist a  handsome guy like me. It's understandable." He smiled, giving Rey the same charming pirate  smile that his father used on everyone whenever he needed to get his way.     Rey glared at him, drumming her fingers on the slick wood bar. She knew that if she fixed  him with a glare and a raised eyebrow long enough, he'd deflate just a hair. Enough so that  he was bearable to talk to. It was something that she knew to do, and for a moment, she  worried that he had changed too much, but somewhere, deep down, she knew they were the  same.     Sure, maybe he didn’t drink anymore, and maybe she was more grown up, more sure of  herself, but deep down, they were a pair of fucked up kids who never knew what to do with  the other.     "You look beautiful. Who are you meeting?" He turned a page in his Kindle book and  marked the page, giving Rey his full attention. Three years and she was even more beautiful  than before.    



"None of your business, Kylo." Rey forced herself to ignore the compliment, inhaling  sharply through her nose, forcing herself to breathe deeply. She was being careful, using the  asshole nickname he had insisted on being called back in high school. She was sure that was  his pen name now, but still, he wasn't Ben. Not her Ben.     "It's Ben. Kylo is for work."     "Last time we talked, you were going back and forth on names. I'm just using the name that  I cursed three years ago." She sat up primly, nodding at the bartender as her glass was  whisked away, a new drink replacing it.     "It's not my fault that you stopped talking to me around the same time your first book was  picked up to be published." She should be looking for her date, she scolded herself. Rey  begrudgingly glanced over her shoulder to look around the bar, almost hoping to have been  stood up. Anything to just go back home and forget that Ben had popped back up in her life.     "I didn't mean to stop talking to you, things changed very quickly. The next thing I knew, I  had a totally different life and it had been three years. I didn't want to cut you or Poe out. I  just didn't know how to come back." Despite herself, the girl snorted derisively at that, not  sparing a look at him now, just in case he was feigning some sad expression.     "Right, because that drunk voicemail that you left made it sound as if it was completely  accidental." Rey glowered at her drink, at how her fingers tapped along the stem of the glass.     He sighed, "Fuck. What did I say?” Ben kind of suspected, but who knows what he did while  drinking back then.     Rey was tempted to pull her phone out, to just go through her old voicemails. She had saved  it, playing it during those moments when she was on the edge of emailing him or calling him  again. It had gotten her through three years. She had expected to delete the whole damn  thing, especially if this date had gone well, if she had proven herself of moving past him.     But of course, he had to be here.    "I don't remember all of it, but something along the lines of 'Rey, you and Poe aren't my  friends anymore because to be around you is to basically be around my parents, and my 



parents are the reason why I drink. Sorry about all the time I wasted, but thanks for all the  book fodder!" Rey forced herself to laugh at that, even if it was bitterly.     She remembered her surprise, her fury when she had picked up his first book a year or so  after the call, only to find herself looking back from the pages. She couldn’t remember if she  was the love interest or the antagonist in that book, almost turning on her heel to return it.  Instead, she had carried it home and shoved it among the other things he had given her back  then.     It was packed somewhere in one of her moving boxes, mocking her, asking her how curious  she really was about his perspective. Before, she had said not enough, when really she meant too  much.      Ben paused, and looked Rey sidelong. "You kept it. Didn't you? You know exactly what that  means, don't you? That it was like being around them? Because I loved you both, and felt  like I failed you both."     He shrugged, "Drunk me is full of shit."     Rey shifted uneasily, avoiding his gaze, instead turning back to the bar, her eyes scanning the  many liquor bottles with disinterest. "I think you're full of shit in general. Either way, at least  you keep to your word, I guess."     She looked back up at him, sighing, annoyed. "Poe was devastated. He tried calling you to  see if there was something we could do. You sent all of his calls to voicemail."     "Well, it's good to know that you've kept up your strength carrying that cross, torch or  grudge," Ben paused, "I was in rehab for a year."     "Good." Her voice was quiet, her gaze on her hands. "It took you long enough."     She didn't want to ask what had finally pushed him into seeking help--she remembered him  and Poe fighting about it, her older brother’s temper exploding against the walls of the off  campus apartment they had shared then.   



She remembered slipping business cards for different rehab centers into his coat pocket  every time he'd show up at their doorstep, drunk. She wondered, but she didn't ask, instead  draining her drink, shaking her head at the bartender's attempt to refill the glass. Still  avoiding Ben's eyes, Rey dug into her clutch for her debit card. Her date still hadn't shown,  and soon she'd be back home, hopefully drinking to forget this encounter happened.     "I am sorry. That I hurt both of you with that voicemail. I don't remember doing it. I  thought we just drifted," he nodded to the bartender and had his club soda refilled.     "You left a different one for Poe. A nicer one. The one you left me was...something." Rey  muttered under her breath, all but wincing.     Her older brother had gotten off easy, all things considering. She had lied to him when he  had come to her, crestfallen and wondering if she had heard from Ben. Poe, luckily, had  been spared of any complaints about his character.     "You told me that I was an overly pious little girl who didn't know the first thing about  money, men and life, and that kissing me--drunk or not-- at the New Year’s party was the  biggest regret of your year, and it wasn't even February yet."     She let herself laugh because she was afraid to cry in front of him, especially now, feeling the  sting of the wound, freshly reopened. "I have to say, I was impressed with your word choice.  Really proved me wrong about you as an author."     Ben winced, "Do you think that maybe it was a mistake because you didn't deserve my  bullshit?"     "Not when you spent about twenty seconds of a three minute voicemail critiquing my  kissing technique, which was unfair, seeing that I was twenty-one, had my first drink that  evening, and no dating life because my brother is Poe and he’s overprotective as hell." She  wanted to snap that at him, instead flicking her wrist at him wearily, her other hand cradling  her head as she stared at the bottom of her glass.     Ben slammed back the rest of his drink, wishing it was alcohol and turned to stare at Rey,  "That was the best kiss of my entire sad, shitty life and I was scared." His voice was rough  and low, a tone he'd never used before. 



  The girl froze, blinking slow, practically stunned, his fierce gaze keeping her in place. She let  her eyes drift across his face, remembering every little freckle, mole, mark, scar. She  remembered how she had forced Ben to stay still so she could trace his face for art class,  snarking at him that she was only using him for his Roman nose and interesting lips, that she  prefered him on paper. Then, he either glared at her or smirked, his lips quirking crookedly,  almost fondly.    The man looking back at her now didn’t resemble her memory in the slightest, the dark bags  under his eyes like bruises, his face smooth, not even a whisper of his grad school beard  remaining. He just looked tired, and she wondered how responsible she was for the fatigue.     And then, inversely, if he knew how tired he had made her, her fingers absentmindedly  tucking her hair behind her ear, knowing that there was a strand or two of silver in her  brown tresses. There was some response itching at the tip of her tongue, but it didn’t come  loose fast enough, Ben looking away with a sigh.     He nodded to the bartender and passed him a ten, "No change. Thank you." Standing up, he  turned to Rey, "It was good to see you, in a way, I suppose."     "You could have fooled me, seeing that you basically bolted right after and Poe caught you  making out with Bazine Netal ten minutes later." As if to get the taste of me off you. Rey hated her  late recovery, clearing her throat now. She stood when he did, no longer caring if her date  came or not. It was ten minutes past their meetup time anyways. She had more important  things to do.     "And if you think we're done with this conversation, I advise you to think again, Ben." His  name left her lips before she could catch it, and her cheeks flushed.     She wasn’t sure if he looked more surprised or amused, any extra emotion shuttered away as  his face smoothed, his question plain. "What is there left to say?"     "You walked out of my life without thinking of the consequences or of anyone's feelings.  You're taking me on a date right now, Ben Solo, if for nothing more than me to scold the  everloving shit out of you."    



"A date? Why? You clearly hate me. You're meeting someone else, aren't you?" A part of  him wanted to grin and laugh at this turn of events. The other part wanted to flee, because a  second chance with Rey was far more than he'd ever hoped for.     "Yes, well, my suitor from Tinder will just have to reschedule, seeing that he's already late.  Not as late as you are, but at least you showed up." Rey looked up at him, suddenly  remembering how he loomed over her still, even when she was in heels.     It was possibly the most foolish thing in her life to do right now, suggesting a date to Ben  Solo. She had tried in the past, but then, she had been "Poe's little sister" and "off limits"  and all those other excuses he'd utter whenever she'd get him to admit that he like-liked her  growing up. It was time for a change.     “Well, alright then. I was going to go home and cook dinner. Can I make you dinner and let  you yell at me in the comfort of my home?" He'd just cleaned the place and someone who  didn't know he was an alcoholic sent him a nice bottle of wine. Rey probably liked wine, so it  might work out well.     "Nope. I'm dressed up, I actually left my apartment, and I refuse to go home with you right  now." She looped her arm in his, tried to look imperious, as if she knew exactly what she was  doing. "Just take me on whatever date you would have when we were younger."     Rey wondered if nostalgia was getting the best of her, trying to brace herself when she let  herself slip closer to him. He smelled different now--clean, no scent of weed smoke or cheap  alcohol, more like pine and musk now--but she still felt like a teenager again, shuffling from  foot to foot.     Ben sighed, "I didn't date, not really, Rey. We would have gotten drunk and fucked in a  stairwell somewhere. I'll take you to Maz."     Rey snorted, muffling the sound with a cough. Now wasn’t the time to start laughing over  anything Ben said. Instead, she reached out, tucking her coat under her arm. “Well, are you  ready then?”    There was some odd feeling running it's way from the pit of her stomach to the back of her  throat, something akin to nerves and excitement, as they stepped out into the darkening 



evening. Rey didn't want to think about if Ben Solo was leading her to stupidity again, so  instead, she just held onto his arm tightly, hoping that something had changed enough with  time. Hoping that, if not, then he still felt this pull too, and gave her something more solid to  hold onto than a paperback and a phone call.     



 



Morning on Ach-To by inthegrayworld  Rating: SFW  Canonverse      He listens to the rain beating against the wooden board that serves as the hut’s window  shutter. The morning has yet to make its way past the slats. Daytime comes to Ahch-To in  lightening shades of gray—soon, the porgs will start their waking cries, the caretakers will  sound the bell that signals morning ablutions.     He keeps his head on the pillow, eyes on the board, as though watching it will pin whatever  remains of the darkness to the window. Behind him, she shifts, knee brushing the back of  his leg. He does not move, does not breathe, until her inhalations return to the steady  regularity of a deep sleep.    *    The glare of the burning Silencer had sharpened the edge of her frown.     “Looks like you’re stuck here,” she had said. “With Luke.” The frown deepened. “And me.”    At the time, he had sneered, momentarily forgetting that he had lost the mask. “What do I  have to fear from you, Scavenger?”    Under the shadow of a collapsing solar panel wing, her eyes had remained bright. “You tell  me, Ben.”    *    His clothes are still laid out by the hearth, they’re probably dry by now. Her arm wrappings  remain in a pile at the foot of the bed, near where her quarterstaff leans against the wall.    He still isn't sure how they ended up this way. Well, he knows how. There had been an  invitation, subtle as the light that creeps in past the board.     When the invitation had arisen is another question entirely. It had already been there  yesterday, and the day before. Maybe as early as last week. But the way time seems to stretch  itself out across Ahch-To’s windy mornings and rainy nights, the invitation may well have  stood between them for the last hundred years. 



  He had not been surprised to find it in the way she looked at him, in how their  conversations had begun stretching well past the point of etiquette. He had simply looked at  the deepening curves at the edge of her chin, and knew it was there, inexorable as the Force  itself.     *    “Wrong,” he had said.    And it had been hours since he’d been wanting to say it, hours piled on hours like the rocks  she had used the Force to keep balanced one on top of the other, as a focusing exercise,  while she went through step, slash, back-step, slash with Anakin Skywalker’s lightsaber.    She had paused.     “What do you mean, ‘wrong’?”    He had been sitting on the ledge, chin on his knuckles.    “Your stance. Your footwork.”    Her face had wrinkled up. “Don’t you have something better to do?”    But he could see that she knew it as well—something was off, in the way she was twirling  her wrist, stepping forward as she did - one move did not connect with the next, as though  she had only seen the sequence executed once, and was trying her best to follow it.    “Unfortunately, I don’t,” he’d said. “I’ve been on this island a week and I am excruciatingly  bored.”    Something had happened then—her thoughts had bubbled up, brushed against his, entirely,  he supposed, by accident.    Well if you’re going to be such an exit port about it, then why don’t you teach me how it’s done.    She had looked up in surprise when he had stood from his perch, saying, “Fine, I will.”    His lightsaber had come to life, humming deep against the whistle of the wind. Shii-Cho, the  most basic of the forms, taught, Luke had told him a lifetime ago, to all padawans.   



“Follow my lead.”    *  From outside comes the exhale of the tides.    He finally shifts, towards her, catching a spot of dawn light creeping up her bare shoulder.     He’s seen pretty before - one or two of the other students back at the Academy, at least one  of the Senators his mother had met with in their home on Chandrila—and he’s certainly  seen attractive - a handful of barmaids, mercenaries, and rogue archeologists, during his time  galavanting about with Skywalker. But beautiful is a word he’d only used to describe the way  the stars shone stark in the inkiness that spread over the most distant worlds, how, when he  used the Force, he could almost make out their places in the vast nebulae that swept  overhead.     There’s any number of ways he has described her in the past—strange (a Scavenger from  nowhere), defiant (the look she gave him, on Starkiller). Lonely. But willful. And terribly  strong.    The word he had settled on, when it occurred to him that he was spending far too much  time describing her in his mind, was “intriguing.”     Now, he watches her breathe. There’s a tension in the planes of her cheeks, in her jaw, that  never quite goes away, not even when she sleeps. It does not take away from the softness of  her mouth, or the dainty sprinkling of freckles on her nose. He wonders what her place is in  the vast sweeping nebulae.     *  She had changed the Falcon’s start-up sequence, so there was no way he’d be able to fly off.  When he had offered, in the most roundabout of manners, to help her maintain the ugly old  thing, she had raised an eyebrow.     But, as he kept saying, he was bored. And, as she had not said, but was plain on her face, she  was in the need for more companionship than the sort provided by Jedi hermits, wookies,  porgs, ancient astromechs, and island frogfish people.    He had been midway through working off the bolt that kept the Falcon’s external filtration  tray in place—damn thing hadn’t been cleaned out since—and he had winced at the  thought—the last time he’d been on the Falcon—when she had taken a seat on the cargo  crate behind him and asked, “Why did you kill Han Solo?”   



The Force had turned cold between them.    “Why,” he asked, voice dangerously low, “would you ask me that?”    His glare was met with complete and utter calm, like the crags that caught the waves.  “Because you regret it,” she said simply.    He had torn towards her, the spanner dropping to the ground, fingers twitching for his  lightsaber, but she had not moved an inch.    “I regret nothing,” he had said, through his teeth.    She tilted her head to the side, and in the smallest narrowing of her eyes he saw anger—hot,  reigned in only by the disciplined pursing of her lips. Anger, but not hatred.    “Liar,” she whispered.     He had stormed off, the wind chilling the sweat at his back, the thundering of his blood  drowning out the crash of the waves.    He had spent the next three days on the northernmost edge of the island, where not even  the porgs roosted, listening to the scream of the wind.     I don’t regret it, he had told himself, although the truth had yawned open beneath him like an  abyss. I don’t. Do I?    At the end of the third day, a strand of the Force had reached him on the tickle of the noon  breeze.    You do, said a thought, in her voice. You were thinking it so loudly.    *    There’s a tightness in his chest that won’t go away, just twists all the more firmly when  something makes her sigh in her sleep.    Dawn is breaking. He can feel the seconds streaming past like the rain past her window the  night before.    The weeks had gone by so slowly—moss forming on the rocks, caretakers shuffling on their  thousand-year old walkways—but now— 



  He wonders if she can hear the racing of his heart, if that would wake her.    —This is the first time he’s felt time move quickly on the island, and there’s nothing he can  do to catch it in his hands.    *    “Krayt Dragon,” he had said, pointing eastward, at a dozen or so stars that, if one squinted,  probably looked like a Krayt dragon.    She had laughed. “More like Misshapen Porg.”    “Oh? What about that one?” He gestured towards a cluster of lights right next to Luke’s  Beard and If An X-Wing And A TIE Fighter Had A Baby.    “That?” she had craned her neck back, and the grass had brushed her chin. “That would be  One Half Portion. Like food portions.”    He hadn’t quite smiled at that, but it was very close.    “You’re pretty good at this,” she had said. “Naming constellations.”    The not-a-smile had drifted from his face. “I used to do it all the time.”    He had been between childhood and adolescence, looking up at the night sky over his  mother’s house, knowing it would be the last time he would see the stars in that particular  configuration.    Don’t make me go, he had pleaded until the tears had dried on his face.     Let me stay, one child had whispered. Across years and planetary systems, another child had  looked up to an entirely different sky, on a similarly dark night, voice gone from all her  yelling, but the words had remained. Don’t leave me here.    On the grass under the newly-named constellations he had turned to her, and she had turned  to him.    That may have been when the invitation had started taking form.     



*    The gray that had been pooling at the horizon all day had finally begun stretching overhead.     “It’s going to rain,” she had said, stopping in her tracks, and he had paused alongside her.    They had been walking that path together for—what was it now? Had it been months? It  took them the long way past the bend of the cliffs, up the slopes, to the solitary stone hut  that she had claimed for her own.    Thunder boomed off the rocks, and the first drops began to fall.    “Then I better hurry back,” he had replied.    The invitation had been there, floating shapelessly, caught in the wind that swept hair across  her eyes, in the brush of her sleeve against his. He could feel it now—how could he not. But  it was she who finally caught the notion, breathing it to life as one does a glowing ember.    “You don’t have to,” she had said.    Something had seized him from within, that broke his voice into a sputter when he said,  “You’re suggesting—”    She had briefly looked away. “It’s an offer, freely given.”    Thunder had sounded again, with a rolling thrum that seemed to shake the rocks.    “I don’t think that’s a good idea,” he had finally said.    If she was disappointed, she hid it well.    She gave the smallest shrug of her shoulders. “Oh well.”    Rain had begun falling in earnest then.     He was ten minutes back down the path, alone, cape heavy on his shoulders with the rain,  the cold gripping through his skin.    It’s ridiculous, he told himself. After all this time, after all this, they were still enemies. He  could not afford to forget that.   



Night had fallen along with the rain, and the crash of waves seemed to reach him from a  void deeper than the vacuum of space.     No. Of course not, he had thought. Why would she—they—    Mud splashed on his boots, splattering on the hem of his robes, catching in rivulets that  thickened into streams as he ran against the rain, back up the path, his breath fogging in the  air, the heat within him unbearable when her hut materialized out of the dark.    He had almost broken down her door.    There was genuine surprise on her face on the other side of it, at his presence, the look on  his face, the smallest tremble in his voice. “I have reconsidered your offer.”    The surprise had given way to a smile, and she shut the door behind him.    Among the things he learned that night was that she likes to say his name, over and over  again. His real name. And that he will let her say it as much as she wants.      *    A shaft of daylight lances through the boards. From somewhere on the island, a bell has  begun to toll.    Fleetingly, he considers going out and killing every porg on the island before they start  screeching. But there’s nothing to be done for the brightening sky, and her wrist slips against  his shoulder as she stirs.    He has turned his face away again, in preparation.    But the palm of her hand is warm between his shoulder blades.    “You don't have to go.”    The mattress creaks beneath them as he turned to look at her. Whatever he must look like  makes the tip of her lip curl.    “You were thinking it so loudly,” she says.      



End     



 



Halfway by rainistender   



Rating: SFW  Canonverse      Pernicious and seemingly ineliminable is the ubiquitous scourge of chronic insomnia.  Although the inexorable breaking of dawn unerringly resuscitated ingenuous hope during  those numerable years of arduous drudgery upon Jakku, it cannot be said that slumber itself  was rejuvenating. No, unabated lonesomeness and vivid dreams would ceaselessly beleaguer  her. Compelled to remain attentive so that no unscrupulous inhabitants of the austere planet  resolved to encroach on her privacy and purloin her unpretentious chattels, she could never  wholly forsake consciousness. Ofttimes, she'd rouse sporadically throughout the night. Due  to this lamentable inability to find ephemeral tranquility in unconsciousness, she'd frequently  be bedeviled by importunate enervation whilst out scavenging beneath unshrinking beams of  warm sunlight. Although unalterable, the routine was rather onerous. It stringently required  the steadfast expenditure of energy that was not always easy to replenish since sustenance  was not procured regularly.  Now, the tenacious lionheart lies alone on a makeshift bed - an unostentatious mat - while  her viridescent eyes peruse the ashen ceiling of this otherwise unfurnished hut. As if hoping  to espy elusive remedies to consequential quandaries. Her antediluvian abode is not as  capacious as the tenebrous husk that she formerly occupied, but it is not uninhabitable by  any means. Ever since arriving on this panoramic aquaplanet - the very one that tantalized  her diurnally for years, that dogged restiveness has fortuitously waned. For as obstinate and  reticent as the senescent luminary nearby incontestably is, no longer does consummate  solitude beset her. However, moments of extemporaneous rumination arbitrarily arise.  Inextinguishable incertitude unfailingly becomes more vociferous and less easy to squelch  during those times. Right now, with a contemplative expression patently affixed to her  juvenescent visage, she finds herself visited by one of those moments. A fathomless sea of  unarticulated thoughts, acute conjectures, and unsatiated inquiries is her labyrinthine mind.  Although everyone is certainly entitled to their secrets - veiled verities meant not for the  ravenous ears of others, is Luke deliberately withholding crucial information from her that  could very well aid her in her precarious quest to augment her prowess? Does he still believe  her to be undeserving of more than a minuscule scintilla of authentic trust? Will the 



sagacious elder ever fully overcome his barefaced trepidation? Is invaluable time being  injudiciously squandered here? Did she make a regrettable mistake on the hazardous  precipice that she found herself on during her momentous confrontation with a particularly  ambitious malefactor?  'Starting to realize how inadequate he is?'  A discernible smile of diluted amusement blithely toys with her candid lips. Unlike when  these unbidden moments of metaphysical contact commenced, there's not a drop of  astonishment to be perceived within her. Although she is loathe to admit it aloud, his  presence - that of a redoubtable warlord - has nearly become a comforting constant in a vast  world of unfamiliarity. This inseverable bond is not completely an execrable anathema. As  she's come to learn, he is not the quintessential illustration of categorical iniquity. Although  disparate participants of a turbulent war, they are not heterogenous antipodes. Some  conspicuous and others undiscovered, there is a plethora of indelible similitudes that  constitute an unlikely bridge between the two of them. Like has ineluctably attracted like,  and their unignorable dissimilitudes complement each other.  ‘Do Knights of Ren have nothing more important to do than eavesdrop?’  ‘Were your mind quieter, perhaps your thoughts would be yours alone.’  Imperceptibly, her guileless smile expands. Although he might have been incognizant of her  pestersome musings were her mind not the cacophonous tempest that it incontrovertibly is,  these surreal exchanges of words would still transpire. Just as he inexplicably magnetizes her,  she inexplicably magnetizes him. Their sinuous paths are inextricably appended to one  another.  ‘We both know you'd still be here, though. Regardless of whether you heard them or not.’  Effortlessly, she perceives the precipitous formation of an unabashed smirk upon his own  lips. Inaudibly, he concurs. It automatically refocuses her attention on the very core of this  extemporaneous confabulation. Frivolous banter customarily subsides in favor of less  humorous but civil talk.  ‘What do you want?’  ‘You never answered my question.’ 



As the coarse pads of nimble digits aimlessly caress the stone wall to her right, her smile  expeditiously becomes a tarrying phantom of that which it once was. No, with implacable  ambivalence so palpable inside, this is not a topic of which she wishes to speak. For his  unswerving conviction has a vexatious tendency to spotlight preexisting dubiety and they are  both well aware of this.  'He's haunted by demons of the past.'  'Is that an acceptable excuse? Are we not all?'  Umber brows are impetuously elevated at his forthright inquiries. Although the part of her  that intransigently humanizes this inscrutable conundrum ardently wishes to believe that  previous transgressions have successfully begotten veritable compunction, it's rather  challenging to believe that of someone who wittingly impaled one of his progenitors before  her vigilant eyes. Due to that, a pithy accusation springs forth from her astute mind.  ‘Some of us seem to be capable of abandoning the past altogether.’  ‘Appearances can be deceiving. You already know that.’  She does indeed. However, that optimistic hope for someone so volatile is willfully  suppressed for now as she revisits a topic that she knows her esoteric counterpart will not  allow her to conveniently forsake. After all, the more the venturesome maverick engages  him, the more potent her befuddlement becomes.  ‘He just needs to wake up. I'll keep at it and eventually, he will.’  ‘You're unsure. I sense your doubt.’  ‘I don't have any other options.’  A protracted pause precedes the inevitable. Obduracy is a shared characteristic of theirs.  Never before has she encountered someone as pertinacious as herself.  ‘My offer stands. You need only tell me where you are or agree to meet elsewhere.’  ‘You would just have me learn the ways of the Dark Side. As I've told you countless times, I'm not  interested.’ 



‘And as I've told you countless times, your assumption is incorrect. I would show you all that the Force  has to offer. There would be no need to conceal information from me. Any question that you asked would  receive an answer. An honest one. You would be allowed to explore the Force without being limited.’  It sounds exceedingly appealing. So much so that she does not find it unequivocally  objectionable. Were he oblivious to her inner turmoil - the compelling allure of his  unconventional offer, he would not demonstrate indissoluble persistence in pursuing her.  Still, there are tenable protestations to be made as it is a profoundly contentious overture.  ‘I'll never join or support the First Order.’  ‘I wouldn't expect you to. You wouldn't have to. All I ask is that you join me. I already appreciate your  potential much more than Skywalker ever could. You're strong, but you lack direction and I can give you  that.’  Fervent and indefatigable, his overt desire is irrefutably enticing. Such unwavering devotion  is the forbidden fruit that a famished vagabond might feel tempted to devour whole.  However, this luscious apple is not unblemished. This beneficent proffer is egregiously  presumptuous and even illusive. Mirth expires upon her demonstrative countenance as  indignant rancor colors her thoughts.  ‘You murdered your father and almost killed my friend. Even if your motives had nothing to do with me, I  cared about both. I still care about Finn.’  ‘I would never do anything to hurt you.’  A sardonic laugh is inadvertently elicited from her brazen lips. He speaks of an unwritten  future, but the past leaves ample room for mistrust.  ‘Says the guy who threw me into a tree.’  ‘You were about to attack. I was defending myself. Just as I defended myself against you when you charged at  me with that lightsaber.'  Camellia lips contort into a mulish scowl. For although it is insufficient justification, it is an  unassailable point. Had their roles been reversed, she would have done the same with haste.  If one does not act swiftly, they may be perpetually deprived of the opportunity to do so at  all. 



'You know I'm right. I know that you're driven by success and that you possess an innate desire to learn. As  things are, you're not accomplishing anything and that leaves you dissatisfied. With me, the progress that you  seek will be made.'  He is right, of course. Unarguably so and it exacerbates unmollified ambivalence. Although  the affectionate porgs with their winsome sounds and the luxuriance of the greenery on this  unfrequented planet are truly endearing, she's inauspiciously floundering here and the  possibility of her chosen preceptor's apprehension failing to diminish is not inconsiderable.  For how much longer can glaring discontentedness be stifled?  'If I join you, must it be permanent? What if I want a trial period?'  She can sense the perfunctory elevation of his obsidian brows. It is pursued by the  impromptu formation of an innocuous smile upon his lips. He's both enraptured and  astonished by such an abnormal response.  'I can arrange that. If you agree to come temporarily, you will be presented with the opportunity to decide for  yourself. From where you are now, you cannot hope to fully fathom what exactly it is that I'm offering. You  cannot make a fair judgement.'   As prudent as it would be to take time to adequately contemplate it, irreproachable  sensibility does not always coexist harmoniously with her tempestuous heart - a ridiculously  illogical and capricious thing. Before she can charily reconsider, she provides that which he  so plainly craves. Volitional consent.  'Alright, I accept.'  Without regret, hopefully.     



 



Costumes and Drinks by jitterygummy  Rating: SFW  Summary: When university junior Rey is dragged to a club on Halloween, she doesn’t expect  to meet someone.   Modern AU   “Why did I agree to come to this?” Rey asked, her eyes raking over the crowd throbbing  together under pulsing lights.  Finn grinned from behind his green alien makeup. “Because otherwise you’d be eating  Halloween candy in front of Netflix.” He grabbed Rey’s shoulder and pulled her toward the  bar. “Besides, Poe worked his social magic to get us in here, so you should rock that Padmé  costume.”  Rey tugged at the tight white material and bumped someone in a too-long Elsa dress. “I  didn’t even want to be Padmé. I wanted Leia. That dress would’ve been comfortable, not to  mention warmer. But no! You had to ask me to come today, and Wal-Mart was out of Leia.”  Finn rolled his eyes and leaned against the bar, ordering something that sounded like it had  far too much alcohol. “There’s a cape on that, and it’ll be warm on the dance floor. Just have  some fun.”  “What do you want?”  Rey blinked up at the bartender. “Uh, just a Diet Coke.”  The bartender gave Rey a long look but nodded and grabbed a plastic cup. He spooned ice  into it and grabbed a nozzle. With his head down, she could see a plastic Darth Vader mask  pushed on top of his dark hair. “You a DD?”  “Hm?” Rey tore her eyes from the mask to the cup he pushed in front of her.  “A DD? A designated driver?”  Rey took the cup, feeling Finn tug on her arm. “Oh, yeah. Usually am.” 



The bartender nodded and grinned. “Good woman. And nice costume.” He pointed at a  Darth Vader control panel printed on the t-shirt stretched over his chest and grinned before  turning to someone in a T-rex costume.  Finn tugged again, and Rey stumbled after him, sloshing some of her Diet Coke onto the  floor. Finn leaned close so Rey could hear him over the music as they neared the dance  floor. “Poe texted that he’s near the DJ.”  They skirted around a group dressed as several Game of Thrones characters, bumped against a  dragon, and stopped at a wall of people jumping to the music. Finn tilted his head to the left,  and Rey followed him around the wall until they found an opening around them.  Poe danced by himself near the DJ’s table, the spiraling lights making the orange of his  costume light up. He waved as he saw them and held up an almost empty cup. Rey’s boot  stepped in something sticky, and she felt the bottom try to stick to the floor while they  weaved through a few more groups to Poe. He shouted something at them, but all Rey could  hear was a much-too-loud Taylor Swift song. He shook his head and pulled Rey and Finn  close, yelling, “Why didn’t Finn keep up with the Star Wars theme?”  Rey glanced down. The orange of his outfit belonged to a pilot’s costume, complete with  boots, and the suit’s system controls. Finn looked bewildered and pointed to his green face.  “I’m an alien!”  Poe rolled his eyes and shook his head, taking a sip of his drink. The music changed to  something upbeat that Rey did not recognize, and Poe grabbed Finn, dancing madly with  him. Rey took a sip of her Diet Coke, bouncing half-heartedly with her friends. Her boot  kept sticking to the floor.  She glanced around the crowd, wondering if she could extricate herself without ruining her  friends’ fun. A bright green frog ran into a Game of Thrones dragon, who threw a winged arm  over the frog and pulled her into the group to dance.  Another song began, and the crowd cheered. Both Finn and Poe started a dance that  everyone seemed to know except Rey.  “I’m going to get some air!” she yelled over the music.  Finn grabbed her shoulder, leaning in to yell in her ear. “I should go with you!” 



“I’ll be back soon! I’ll be fine!” As Finn raised his eyebrows in disbelief, she shook her head.  “I have spray in my belt! I’ll be okay!”  Finn gave her a look but nodded. “I’ll come find you if you’re not out in two songs!”  Rey nodded and weaved around the throng of people. She nearly tripped on a tail from some  costume near the door but managed to push open the door into the cool night air. A line of  people waiting to enter the club huddled together near the building, and she walked the  opposite direction, making sure to stay near the street lights.  “Too crowded?”  Rey wheeled around, her boot squeaking as her hand flew to the little bottle of pepper spray  hidden behind her belt. The bartender with the Darth Vader t-shirt leaned against the  building, a smoking cigarette in one hand and a phone with a glowing screen in the other. He  stuffed the phone in a back pocket, throwing her a smirk. “Halloween always has too many  people, but the only people who really notice are the sober ones.”  Rey took a step closer, glancing to ensure the bouncers of the club were nearby just in case.  A plastic lightsaber hung at the bartender’s belt with a piece of tape over the end, likely to  keep the blade from sliding out. She squinted at the little name tag pinned to his chest.  “Kylo. That’s an… unusual name.”  He gave a small laugh and held out the hand. His Darth Vader mask hung from his wrist by  a string. “It’s Ben, actually, but some more… enthusiastic patrons kept trying to find me  online, so my boss gave me different name.”  Rey blinked in surprise but shook his hand. “Rey. I see you haven’t labeled me as one of  those.”  Ben grinned and took a drag of the cigarette. “Nah. You seem cool, if the Star Wars getup is  anything to go by.”  Rey raised an eyebrow at the glowing stick. “I’m pretty sure Vader wouldn’t like the  smoking, considering he needs help breathing on his own.”  Ben laughed and flicked the cigarette, watching the embers drift to the ground. “I know, I  know. I tried quitting, but the meds just made me forget everything, including the menu at  my other job.” He grimaced and glanced at his watch. “I should mention that this is now my  only job.” 



“Oh.” Rey chewed her lower lip, unsure what to say to someone she had just met who had  lost a job. “That’s… unfortunate.”  Ben snorted and took another drag. “Yeah.”  The awkward silence that fell made Rey realize she should go back inside to find Finn and  Poe, but the cool air felt much better than the sweaty crowd in costumes. A small part of her  mind also admitted that Ben was hot, but she chalked that up to not seeing many  good-looking men in the engineering shop at school.  She fiddled with the cup of Diet Coke in her hand and chewed on her lip again. “You, uh,  work here long?”  Ben raised an eyebrow. “Making small talk with the bartender? How cliché.”  Rey rolled her eyes. He had settled further back against the wall, but something told her he  was intentionally trying to look cool. “It’s only cliché if I was sitting at the bar.”  “I suppose you’ve got that right.” Ben glanced at his watch again. “To answer your question,  I’ve been working here for three years.” He eyed her for a moment. “You don’t seem like  the clubbing type.”  Rey shook her head even though he had not actually asked a question. “My friend dragged  me out tonight. Clubbing isn’t really my thing.”  “Ah, the poor attempt for an alien?”  Rey agreed with Ben’s analysis, but Finn was her best friend. “Says the guy in a t-shirt and a  three-dollar mask.”  “For your information, I paid five whole dollars for this thing.” Ben held up the mask,  looking dramatically offended. “Plus, grad school is expensive, even if it’s mostly online.”  Rey latched onto the subject, glad to have something else to talk about. “Grad school?  What’re you studying?”  “Master’s in computer science.” A mixture of amusement and bitterness crossed his face. “I  hear it’ll pay better than bartending when I get a real job.”  “Rey!” Poe shivered as he walked toward them. “You wanna come back in? We ran into  Rose!” 



He glanced at Ben and gestured back toward the club. Rey gave the bartender an apologetic  look and started toward Poe. “Looks like I’m being summoned back.”  “I gotta get back to work anyway.” Ben dropped the cigarette and pressed his boot down on  it. “I can get you two back in; I don’t think the bouncers will let you in otherwise with that  line out here.  ---  Rey sat at her desk, staring out the window overlooking the dorm parking lot. Her technical  communications textbook lay open, but a Netflix show blared on her laptop.  “Hey, Rey,” Poe’s groggy voice said from the door. His hair stuck up on one side, and the  orange pants of his costume from the previous night were rumpled underneath a tank top.  Rey tapped the spacebar to pause the show. “You look like hell, Poe.”  Poe grunted and flopped onto her bean bag, holding out a crumpled napkin. “I brought you  a Halloween present, as a thank you for driving.”  Rey gave her friend a dry look. “Are you still drunk? Usually you give me food along with  the napkin.”  Poe sat up quickly and seemed to immediately regret the sudden movement. He closed his  eyes, pinching the bridge of his nose. “What’s on the napkin is even better than food.”  Rey sighed and leaned forward, plucking the napkin from Poe’s hand. Written in scrawled  handwriting, she read,  739-236-7676  Ben (aka Darth Vader)  Something in Rey’s stomach dropped. “You got the bartender’s number?”  Poe looked up at her and closed his eyes again. “God. Shut your blinds.”  Rey didn’t move. “Why did you get his number?”  Poe flopped back on the bean bag, hiding in the shade provided by Rey’s bed. “I vaguely  recall that you two were hitting it off, but I honestly don’t even remember much of what  happened after we came back inside.” 



Rey stared at the name. There was no way she would call someone she had spent five  minutes talking to at midnight.  “Finn thinks you should text him.” Poe had stolen the blanket from her bed and held it over  his face. “I agree, and so does Rose. He was hot and dressed as Padmé’s soulmate. So it’s  obviously destiny.”  Rey set the napkin on her desk. “I need to study for that tech com test on Monday.”  “You study more than anyone else. You’ll be fine.” Poe flipped the blanket onto the floor.  “Text him or I’ll do it for you.”  Rey put the napkin on top of her textbook. “Why are you pushing this?”  “You two were hitting it off!” Poe laughed and then winced. “No one stands in the cold for  that long unless they’ve found someone easy on the eyes.”  Rey raised an eyebrow. “I was out there for five minutes, and you were drunk. You probably  think everyone was flirting with you.”  “Aha!” Poe pointed a finger at Rey. “You admit you were flirting.”  Rey threw the napkin at him, but it ended up catching the air and floating to the floor in an  anticlimactic fashion. “No, you accused me of flirting.”  Poe sniffed and shook his head. “I did no such thing. I just said you were hitting it off.”  Rey shook her head and turned back to her desk. “I’m too busy for that sort of thing. I only  came last night ‘cause Finn promised he’d clean my dishes.”  The bean bag shifted as Poe sat up, and he set the napkin back on her desk. “Live a little,  Rey.”  ---  Rey chewed her lower lip. The white words in the little blue bubble had gone blurry from  how long she had stared at them, but she knew exactly what they read.  Hi. It’s Rey (Padme) from last night. Sorry my friend harassed you for your number.  She sighed and set the phone down, her eyes sliding to her still-unfinished technical  communications homework. She had been telling Poe the truth; she really did not have time 



to pursue something with her schedule. Graduating a semester early with an engineering  major was no easy feat, but she was already taking out an exorbitant amount for student  loans.  Three dots appeared on the screen, and she snatched at her phone. The device slipped from  her fingers and clattered to the floor. She dived for it, sliding off her bed and onto the floor.  The little ellipse had gone, but no message had appeared.  She got back on her bed, keeping her eyes glued to the screen. The dots appeared and  disappeared several times before her phone gave a short vibration:  no problem  Rey frowned at the screen, trying to decipher the two short words. She chewed her lip again.  He had said that some customers had harassed him in the past. He probably didn’t want to  be in the same situation.  The phone vibrated again. at least his costume was better than a green alien  Rey snorted and crossed her legs, grinning at the phone screen. Her thumbs hovered over  the keyboard as she debated how to answer him. She did not know how to be funny over a  text message. Another message appeared:  i hope you had a good halloween  Rey took a slow breath and began to type. Thanks! I had more fun than I thought I would. I hope  your Halloween wasn’t bad, even though you had to work.  She set the phone down and got up, pacing the small room as she took a deep breath. She  had never really flirted with anyone before, much less over text. After four paces, she picked  up the phone to find several short messages in individual bubbles.  it wasn’t bad  i had more fun than i thought as well  you made it better  i hope you got your friends home safe  they didn’t look very functional 



i tried not to make their last drinks too strong  Rey grinned and sat down again, her fingers shaking slightly in excitement. Yeah, we all got  back just fine. They’re pretty hungover but ok. Not sure if they’ll get their homework done, though.  Rey stared at the screen for several minutes until he responded.  that’s good  make them drink water  doyou wantastudy break?  Rey stared at the last message, her heart thumping with a small thrill of excitement. It looked  like he had typed it fast enough to just send it before he could decide otherwise and erase it.  At least, that’s likely what she would do.  She took a deep breath and typed, Actually, yes. Coffee?  The answer came almost immediately.  sounds great  frothy monkey in an hour?  Rey grinned and nodded vigorously, even though he couldn’t see her. Perfect.  ---  Rey much preferred this crowd to the one at the club. Clutching her warm cup of tea, she  scanned the quaint Frothy Monkey coffee shop. A tall blonde woman sat across from  grinning black woman, a redhead sat alone at a table for four with books and papers spread  over the surface, and a group sat laughing with one another at a corner table with a card  game spread over a small table for one.  Rey spotted Ben’s dark hair by a window, the glow of a laptop against his face. He looked up  as she approached and grinned, shutting the computer and shoving it into a black backpack.  “Hey.”  Rey took seat across from him, nodding at the backpack. “Did you think I wouldn’t come?” 



“No, no!” Ben chuckled and pulled his cup of toward him. “I’ve been studying here for a  few hours.” He nodded at the baristas. “I think they’re about to ask me to work here  considering how often I’m here.”  Rey laughed and took the lid off her cup to help it cool down. “Maybe then you wouldn’t  have to pick up girls in a crowded club.”  Ben wrapped his hands around his cup with a grin. “I should note that I don’t make a habit  of that.”  Rey nodded and played with the string on the tea bag. “I don’t either.”  Ben took a sip of his coffee and spoke slowly. “So… what’re you studying?”  “Engineering. I’ve got about a year left of my bachelor’s, if I can get all my classes in to  graduate a semester early.”  “I’ve hopefully got one more year of grad classes left.” Ben pushed the cup back and forth  between his hands. “But it’s hard to get everything done.”  Rey nodded and rubbed the back of her neck. “I tried working the first two years, but I’m  hoping to go to grad school in few years, too, and I needed better grades.”  Ben gave a groan of sympathy. “I was in the same boat in undergrad. I lived in the library  back then, but here I can get caffeinated every few hours.”  Rey laughed. “Yeah, green tea is my caffeine limit. I can’t do coffee regularly.”  Ben stared at her in alarm. “How in the world are you still functioning? I made it about a  month into undergrad before I became a coffee addict.”  Rey rolled her eyes and took a sip of her tea. “Poe gives me crap about that, too, but I  actually sleep. It’s good for you.”  Ben waved a hand in the air. “I’ll sleep when I have my degree.” He grinned and took  another drink as if to prove a point. “So, Poe is the terrible alien?”  ---  “I’m sorry I kept you from studying,” Ben said with a wide smile that told Rey he was not  sorry at all. 



The string lights hanging outside the coffee shop lit the path to the sidewalk, and she looked  up at him with a grin. “I’m sorry I kept you from studying.”  Ben shrugged and held up a fresh cup of coffee – the last one of the night. “I told you. I  don’t need sleep.”  Rey swatted his arm like she would with Finn or Poe. “I don’t want you getting sick.”  Ben grinned and ran his free hand through his hair. “My immune system is strong. I’ll be  fine.”  Rey nodded and walked with him in comfortable silence until they reached the sidewalk. She  held up her phone. “My Uber will be here in a minute.”    Ben nodded, a nervous expression crossing his face. “Well, uh, thanks for texting me, Rey.”  She held her phone tighter, giving him a smile. “Thanks for the study break.”  A car with an Uber sticker pulled up by the curb. She started toward it, but Ben grabbed her  shoulder. “Rey?”  She turned, about to ask him what, but her words died in her throat as his lips covered hers.      



 



The Truth by iamsithprincess  Rating: SFW  Author´s note: Rey works at the Finalizer´s cantina. She doesn't know how Kylo Ren looks  maskless. Matt is Kylo Ren – but this time without a wig and ridiculous outfit. Matt is not a  radar technician. Enjoy!    Rey´s voice was trembling. “Come away with me,“ she whispered, looking deep into Matt´s  hazel eyes, shiny from the forming tears the same way hers were. “Leave everything behind,  Matt!“ she begged and grabbed his hand and he stiffened as he felt the firm grasp. She  looked fragile but a big strength was hidden inside of her small frame. “I am sure Kylo Ren  could find another pilot to fly for him in his squadron! You don't have to stay!” She was  being reassigned to another Star Destroyer and couldn't bear the thought of not seeing Matt  again.   Her relationship with him changed from friends to lovers over the past few months. They  would meet every evening as his shift ended and chat together until they couldn´t manage to  keep their eyes open. The first few weeks were a little bit awkward, but then they got closer  and formed a strong bond with each other. They became best friends. And sooner or later  something even more intimate would happen between them eventually.   Rey shivered as she remembered the first kiss they shared, wave of excitement flooding her  body. They were in the cantina at the exact spot as they were now. Matt was sitting in front  of her on the chair, his dark raven hair settled on his shoulders, his hands playing with a  drink. She was standing behind the desk, tilted in his direction, eager to hear the stories he  had to share about his day. Back then it was spontaneous action – one moment Matt was  talking about his new TIE fighter, the other his lips were pressed against hers. Rey was  surprised, but glad he felt the same way as she did. Today, she didn´t see things to go as well  as she imagined. Her boyfriend did not want to ask for a reassignment to the Dominator, the  spaceship she was being transferred to.  “Rey… I can't,” he spoke finally, the words coming slowly out of his mouth. Three words  and they hurt like hell. “I can´t leave. Ever.” Matt locked his eyes with Rey‘s, moments  passing by and the only sound that could be heard besides the hum of a hyperdrive were  their breaths.  



“Of course you can!“ She responded after rethinking her following words. The young girl  was confused. Of course he could ask to be reassigned to the same ship as her, he only had  to try!  “It´s complicated, sweetheart,” the young pilot replied and reached to caress Rey´s cheek.  The softness of her skin met the wet streams of tears that were formed during their  conversation. Rey covered his hand with hers, enjoying the touch and the sensation it  brought together with it. She exhaled loudly, knowing this was probably the last time she felt  his warmness against her.   “I understand,” she said. It all made sense now. “You have a great career ahead. You don't  want to leave your post as Ren´s right hand because you don't see future in our  relationship,“ Rey sighed. Speaking these words loudly was way more painful than the mere  thoughts. She sobbed, being taken away by the feeling of disappointment. She blamed  herself for being naive little girl. Of course he did not feel the same way about their future.    “It´s not like that,“ Matt whispered and stood up from the chair, walking around the bar  desk. As soon as he was on the other side, close enough to his lover, with one strong pull he  pressed her against his chest. One of his hands was placed on the back of her head and the  other one stroked Rey´s back gently, trying to soothe her down. “It´s not like that at all,“ he  added, resting his chin on her head, hugging her tightly. Rey felt safe and secure like that, as  if the reality could not attack her when she was in Matt's embrace. But it could not last  forever.     “Then why? Why? Why can't you leave with me?” Silence fell upon the two once again. After  a few moments Matt decided it was time for her to learn the truth. The truth he tried to hide,  but could not do that any longer. He grabbed Rey‘s hand and pulled her towards the exit  from the cantina. She had trouble with keeping up the pace, his steps were much larger after  all, but then she was able to adjust her own just fine. It was nighttime so there was nobody  to see them, hand in hand, marching throughout the hallways towards the main turbolift.   “What are you doing?” Rey was confused. What in nine hells of Corellia was he thinking? He  knew that low class personnel was not allowed to move freely on the Star Destroyer.   The turbolift´s door opened with a silent ding and Matt entered, followed closely by Rey.  She wanted to ask him what they were doing once again but was interrupted by a shout.  



“Wait right there!” Rey turned her head to see a pair of Stormtroopers heading towards  them. The men were setting their blasters on stun as they saw that the young couple would  not cooperate.   “Matt what now?” she asked, frightened. If she got this on her record she could say goodbye  to any type of promotion. Matt turned around as well and outstretched his hand, sending the  soldiers flying towards the ground. “What did you—?” Rey frowned her eyebrows,  tightening her grip of Matt´s hand.   “Don´t ask me anything Rey. Not now,” he replied and pressed the button to close the  turbolift´s door. Rey saw it was the High Command floor where they were heading.   “Are you out of your mind? If Ren catches us sneaking around his personal chambers he will  kill us, Matt!” She was furious. He would get them killed by his reckless decisions.   “Kylo Ren would never dare to harm you, Rey,” Matt replied and didn't look her in the face.  Instead he was just staring at the entrance of the lift, not showing any emotion.   How could he know what Kylo Ren would do? Sure, he was fighting alongside him and was  considered his right hand, but still, he could not know what the monster would do. He killed  people for less than a harmless walk around his quarters.   “Oh, Matt,” the young girl sighed and rested her head against her lover´s shoulder. She  closed her eyes and breathed in and out loudly, letting the stress go away with every exhale.  As soon as they reached Kylo Ren´s private quarters the door opened, Matt leading their way  out. Rey followed obediently, tired of not getting any answers. Within the last few minutes  she felt like she didn't know who Matt was at all and it was probably the truth. A sigh could  not express how she felt yet it was all she could do to describe her feelings.     The corridor ended with a durasteel threshold with a panel next to it. As they neared it, Matt  had let go of Rey's hand and took off the black leathered glove, placing his right hand on the  scanner. After the procedure was finished, the gate opened to reveal yet another three set of  doors. “Rey… I'm,” Matt sighed and turned to face the young confused girl. She looked  beautiful, even though her eyes were a little bit swollen after her outburst of emotion back at  the cantina. He stretched his hands up to her face, cupping her cheeks. “I´m sorry,” he  whispered and brought himself closer. Their heartbeats quickened at the thought of what  would happen next. Rey´s eyes flooded with tears as she was not able to hold back them  anymore. Matt kissed her forehead, his heart hurting as he heard Rey´s loud exhales and felt 



her body trembling. This was not fair. She didn't deserve this. She deserved better. He  promised himself he would make it up for her, somehow.    Matt made sure that he placed kiss on every inch of his lover’s face, starting right  underneath her left eye, gently kissing away her tears and moved lower to peck her cheeks  and finally her mouth. He sucked in Rey‘s lower lip, biting it playfully. She moaned in  response, opening herself a little, letting their tongues meet in the middle. With each second  the kiss deepened, passion flooding their bodies, the hunger for each other stronger and  stronger. Matt´s thumbs were caressing her cheeks while the rest of his palms lightly pressed  her head upwards. Suddenly, one of his hands dropped, reaching to the control panel behind  him. At the loss of contact Rey opened her eyes only to meet Matt´s intense gaze. Their lips  parted, but their foreheads were still pressed together, their noses touching slightly as well. “I  am sorry, Rey,” he whispered once again and the door opened, revealing a room behind  them.   “What do you need to apologize for, Matt?” She was confused, but as they entered the  chamber a realization hit her. Her stare wandered around the room and settled at the mask  resting on the table. “Matt?” she asked, her voice shaking. Her chest was rising and falling  really fast. Why were they here? Why did he have the access to Kylo Ren´s private quarters?  Why did he bring her here?    “I can't leave not because Kylo Ren would not let me… Rey… I am Kylo Ren.”     



 



The Dream of Manjusaka by sylviasnow89  Rating: SFW  Manjusaka AU    The  earth  has  been  favored  by  millions  of  nature  spirits  since  the  beginning  of  time;  they  bring to the land trees and grass, the colors of fruits and plants, a home for animals.  Among them is an extremely unique flower with an equally intriguing guardian spirit.  With  petals  that  are  red  as  blood.  They  covered  the  pathway  to  Underworld  along  the  calm  silvery  river  that  divides  the  realm  of  the  living  and  the  dead.  From  afar,  it  looks  like a field  of  burning  fire  created  by  the  glorious  ever  burning  Phoenix,  an  unparalleled  breathtaking  beauty.  She is the only flower that dared to bloom in the endless night of Underworld.  Her  flowers  field  became  the  only  color  that  existed  among  the  Darkness  that  reigns  over  the  realm,  giving  all  the  departed  souls  one  last  comfort  before  reaching  their  final  destination.  A spark of red in the sea of blackness.  [The gentleness of Death]  Over  times,  the  deities  called  her  flowers  “Higanbana”,  the  flowers  that  bloom  on  the  far  shore  of  the  Sanzu  River;  or  “Manjusaka”,  “Lycoris  radiata”.  None  of  these  names  were  something  she  could  feel  connected  to,  in  fact  she  doesn't  think  she  truly  has  one.  So  she  quietly accepted what other deities called her. At least it gave her a sense of identity.  Sitting  amongst  the  blooming  crimson  of  fire,  the  spirit  of  Higanbana  in  her  white  dress  dreamed  in  her  slumber.  And  yet  her  bright  eyes  did  not  leave  the  soul  that just arrived and  is walking toward the blooming fiery field. She gets lost in thought of a distance past.  She used to have a name, a long, long time ago. A precious gift given to her by a mortal man.  “Rey.”  His voice was always so soft and warm. So loving as it cut through her bleeding soul. 



The  Manjusaka  spirit  silently  eyes  the  soul as some of his memories arise from the depths of  his  mind.  Her  face  remains  emotionless,  not  giving  away  the  truth  that  there  is  a  raging  storm tormenting her heart.  He loved her once, with all his heart and soul till the very end.  She loved him once, but she returned that love too late.  And she lost him forever.  It  was  exactly  a  hundred  years  ago;  she  was  a  young  spirit  then.  The  mortals  fascinated her,  as  she  watched  them  dying  for  love,  killing  for  pride,  turning  a  blind  eye  to  the  sorrow  of  others  or  becoming  blinded  by  greed.  Their  souls’  radiance  in  many  shades  of  colors  corresponded to their deeds in life.  She  begged  the  king of the Underworld for a chance to be reborn as a mortal so that for one  life she could experience the life of a mortal. He accepted and granted her wish.  And  so  she  was  born  into  a  normal  farming  family  in  a  small peaceful town. She grew up in  the love and caring of her parents.  It was then that she met him.  A young talented healer, beloved by all.  Once  there  was  a  child  that  came  down  with  a  high  fever  but  the  family  was  too  far  away,  and  a  storm  was  raging  outside.  The kid was surely not going to make it by morning without  treatment.  Upon  hearing  the  news,  he  braced  himself  against  the  weather  in  the  dark  to  travel  to  the  poor  family  as  quick  as  he  could,  and  carried  all  the  necessary  herbs  and  equipment with him. His compassion as well as his dedication was what saved the child.  But ingenuity comes hand in hand with misery.  A  jealous  sorcerer  upon  pain  of  death  decided  to  curse  him  out  of  hatred  for  his  family,  as  his  ancestors  once  defeated  the  evil  warlock and destroyed his schemes. His once handsome  appearance became hideous. No longer a man but a beast.  He  was  feared.  The  once  welcoming  town  turned  against  him,  driving  him  out,  into  the  depths of the cursed forest. There he would remain till the end of time. 



Ever  since  then,  sorrowful  cries  echo  through  the  woods  at  nightfall.  Sometimes  a  shadow  can  be  seen  lurking  in  the  dark,  looking  at  the  town  with  such  sadness  that  no  words could  describe.  Agony  that  reached  out  to heaven above, as the sky cried for this poor unfortunate  soul and then turned angry towards the betrayal of the town.  Drought  tormented  the  landscape  as  nature  retrieved  herself  further  away,  animals  shielded  themselves  from  mankind.  The  once  picturesque  scenery  turned  lifeless  as  the  sun  burned  the  green  plants  into  golden  empty  shells.  Famine  and  diseases  plagued  the  town,  bringing  nothing but pain and death.  “None of this would have happened if that family had not messed with the sorcerer.”  “That beast caused it all.”  “We need to appease the Beast!”  The  villagers  became  more  and  more  desperate  as  time  went  on.  People  struggle  everyday  just  to  find  something  to  soothe  their  hunger;  although  admittedly  it  isn't  that  easy  when  nature is fighting against you.  She became their sacrifice.  As  the  soul  travels  through  the  small  winding  path  that  cut across the Manjusaka field, tears  falling from his face as he witnesses the good and bad that once occurred in his life.  The  Higanbana  possesses  the  ability  to  recall  the  past  life  of  a  person.  As  the  soul  travels  through  the  flower  fields,  the  sweet  aura  makes  them  see  all  the  memories  of  their  life  fully  plays  out  in  their  mind  clear  as  day.  Until  they  reach  the  entrance  to  the  Underworld,  and  then  all  of  those  memories  would  be  left  behind  among  the  flowers,  then  they  are  just  an  empty shell of the person they once were, ready to begin anew or be damned for their mortal  sins.  Her eyes follow his every moment without fears of being seen.  After  all,  he  cannot  see  her; mortals can't see natural spirits, just as their eyes are blind to the  gods.  They were bound to be apart.  Just as they were a hundred years ago. 



A ghostly smile graces her face as the spirit busily focused on her own memories:  She  traveled  through  the bushes with a burning bitterness. To the village and to the accursed  beast  for  it  is  the  cause  of  her  problems.  She  was  too  distracted  to  notice  a slope directly in  front of her way until it was too late.  She  rolled  her  way  down  to  a  beautiful  hidden valley deep in the mountain that was teaming  with life, and ended up covered in dirt and leaves.  A  shadow  appeared  hidden the light away with it massive form. There before her, a wolf-like  creature  standing  on  two  legs  with  a  long  horns  on  top  of  the  head,  sharp  fangs  and  claws,  and fur dark as the night.  Yet those black soulful eyes were so human, something that she did not notice back then.  He  had  lost  the  ability  to  speak,  and  instead  growled  like  an  animal.  Even  so,  somehow  he  managed to lead her to the makeshift cottage miles away, surrounded by a garden of herbs.  A  small  subconscious  part  of  her  mind  recognized  that  this  creature  before  her  is  still  the  same gentle healer of the past. If only she noticed that sooner.  Their  first  period  of  living  together  were  a  series  of  high  tension  as  she  hated  him  so  while  the  Beast  completely  pretended  that  he  didn't  take in an unwanted guest. Although everyday  he  still  cooked  meals  for  two  of  them  and  even  turned  one  of  the  empty  room  into  a  comfortable bedroom, just for her.  She  spent her time ignoring him as much as possible. While he tended his precious medicinal  herbs,  she would be inside her room. Letting the time go by like a summer breeze. It was not  until  she  caught  him  tending  to  an  injured  doe  —carefully  wrapping  herbs  and  bandages  around  the  bleeding  wound  while  not  letting  his  claws  harm  the  creature—  that  she  came  upon an astonishing realization.  A  couple  of  hares  happily  slept  on  his  lap  and  a  group  of  foxes  played  around  the  garden.  The  doe  he  was  tending  to  was  entirely  at peace, letting him heal her. They didn’t see him as  a  terrifying  Beast  but  a  compassionate  soul  of a man with a heart of gold. They look past his  appearance, only knows him for who he is.  “Let me help.” 



He  looked  up  at  her.  For  a  moment,  she  saw  him  not  as  the  Beast,  but  as  the  man  he once  was. She decided then and there to have him a chance. Maybe he not that bad after all.  Since  then  they  spent  more  times  together  than  before. He taught her about all the different  healing  plants,  mostly  by  pointing  or  use  his  claw  to  write down onto the ground, and often  she  would  tease  him  for  his  horrible  writing.  Although  he  never  once  told  her  about  his  curse  even  if  she  insisted  upon  discovering  a  single  plant  that  strangely never bloom hidden  away in his room.  By  day,  she  learned  to  befriend  the  curious  creatures  of  the  forest.  By  night,  together  they  will watched the stars high above dancing across the night sky.  And  those  times  when  loneliness  creeps  in,  he  would  let  her  cuddle  against  his  surprisingly  soft  fur,  using  his  larger  frame  to  protect  her  as  he  purred  to  her  ears  like  a  lullaby.  They  spent  their  short  time  together  peacefully  just  like  that.  Oh,  how  she  wish  that  the  moment  would last forever.  Until…  She  remembers  the  flash  of  gold,  the  sparkling  silver,  the  bright  red,  all  entwined  with  the  sound of music.  People dancing and laughing.  The joy of festivities.  A new town risen from the ashes of old.  She  was so mesmerized as she spent day after day spying on the new life unfolded before her  eyes.  How  excited  she  was  when  she  saw  them  prepared  for  the  festival  of  stars  as  the  town  soaked in colors and flowers, four days before the end of year.  She  begged  him  to  let  her  go  to  the  event.  And  as  the  kind  soul  he  is, without hesitation he  let  her  be.  The  night  of  her  departure,  he  clumsily  wrote  on  the  ground  that  he  had  something  he  would  like  to  tell  her  after  her  three  days  of  celebrations.  She  happily  agreed,  promise  to  come  back  as  soon  as  possible  and  then  she  run away leaving him behind by the  doorway of their cottage. 



She was a liar.  A liar.  She broke their promise.  She  was  too  lost  in  the  music  as  the  colorful  surroundings  blinded  her.  She  danced  and  danced  in  a  lovely red and gold costume. Too careless to realize that instead of three she had  stayed for four full days.  It  wasn't  until  his  image  suddenly  crossed  her  mind  that  she  stop  dancing.  It  was  near  midnight as terror floods her being.  She ran.  She  ran  through  the  forest  as  fast  as her legs could carry her. She just hoped she could make  it  in  time,  even  as  the  branches  scratched  against  her  skin,  tore  the  dress  or  the  rocks  beneath cut her feet. None of it mattered, for she just needed to return to his side.  When she did make it to their home, she saw him.  Lying in the exact location when they said goodbye, by the garden in front of the doorway.  He  smiled  at  her,  eyes  shone  with  love  as  his  life  departed  his  body.  She  saw  his  mouth  opened  slightly  as  if  he  was  trying  to  spoke  but  before  he  could  form  a  word,  those  ebony  eyes  closed  forever  when  he  gave  out  one  last  breath.  Beside  him, a brilliant crimson flower  in its full glory.  A Manjusaka.  She  ran  towards  him,  tears  filled  her  eyes  as  she  cradled  his  body  and  noticed  how  the  familiar  warmth  turned  ice  cold.  She  realized  then  that  his  life  was  tied  to  the  flower.  If  it  bloomed,  then  he  would  die.  In  all  the  times  they  spent together, if only she had been brave  enough  to  tell  him  her  feelings.  If  only.  She  cried  out  her  love  for  him  in  vain  as  he  peacefully laid there in an everlasting sleep.  It was too late.  For him and for her. 



The  flower  spirit  awaken  from  her dream as she noticed the human soul is almost at the end  of his journey.  The  man  before  her  now  is  no  longer  the  same  man  she  once  loved.  She  has  lost  count  of  how  many  times  she’s  seen  him  being  reincarnated  into  a  new  life,  over  and  over  again.  He  may look the same but he is so different.  The memories of her were long gone.  His  heart  was  and  still  is  belonged  to  a  beautiful woman with hair bright as the sun and eyes  shines  with  stars.  His  beloved  wife  who  passed  away  before  him  years  ago  and  he's  now  enraptured in their shared memories.  He had long since moved on from her.  She was the one who stuck in the past.  The  spirit  of  the  Manjusaka  watches  as  the  soul  reaches  the  entrance  of  underworld.  She  watches how he suddenly shivers before quickly turn back to looks straight in her eyes.  It always too late for them.  The  moment  he  remembers  her  also  the  moment  where  all  memories  disappeared  from  his  mind. All that left was a single word.  A very meaningful word.  A word that stuck with him to the very core of existence.  “Rey.”  She  watches  as  the  word  turns  into  nothingness  as  he  once  again  forgets  her  and  passes  to  the next life.  It's her fate after all.  Once  the  flowers  of  Manjusaka  bloom,  their  leaves  would  fall,  and  when  their  leaves  grow,  the  flowers  wilt.  Just  as  star-crossed  lovers  who  are  destined  to  be  apart.  That  is  why  to  mortals, Higanbana is the flowers of death and separation.  It was a curse. One that she must bear. 



 



The Boy From Nowhere by xandraqueen  Rating: SFW  Summary: On a self-discovery road trip, Rey has an encounter with a boy from Nowhere,  looking for an escape from Nothing.  Modern/Slight Fantasy AU    Rey was driving on the highway when she found it. Or when it found her.  Looking back, she never really came to understand how she ended up finding it. She was  driving through Texas, she remembered that. Some sort of journey-of-self-discovery road  trip; she wasn’t entirely sure exactly how far west she’d driven from Dallas at that point. Her  windows were down, some rock song or another blaring through her stereo. It was that tiny  burst of spring before summer, and her arms were bare. Half of her hair was up in a bun,  and the rest was a bunch of short, soft feathers waving in the wind. The sun had set hours  ago, and the lights of the city were auroras dancing by. There were other cars on the road,  their red and white lights marking which side of the highway was which.  She exited one highway or another, and came to an access road. She could see the street  lamps lighting up the freeway that the access road ran alongside, empty. The on-ramp was  unlit, one or two of the street lamps broken— it curved up, then fell again. She took it, not  thinking. The darkness swallowed her car, and for a second, she couldn’t see anything. Then,  she was increasing speed on the freeway again.  But something was different. Her speedometer showed she was going 70 miles per hour, but  everything around her seemed to be moving so slowly. Maybe it was just her perception. A  set of traffic cones sectioned off the far left lane for a work crew, but the work crew looked  like no more than five black shapeless figures in reflective work vests and hard hats. There  was an electronic sign next to where they were working, but something was wrong with it. It  was nothing she could read— just a bunch of lines and dots that she couldn’t make sense of.  It was no language she knew.  Overhead, the sky is a navy blue sea full of stars. But for the life of her, she couldn’t make  out any constellations that she recognized. The stars lit up the sky, in multitudes that she’d  never seen anywhere but in pictures. Despite the changes around her, Rey took a deep 



breath and kept driving. She was flooded with a strange lull, like everything was alright.  There was no danger here.  She kept driving, relishing in the wind blowing my hair and the blurred and undefinable  auroras of neon lights of the city around her. Was she still in Dallas? She didn’t even care.  She felt nice. Secure. Safe.  The more she drove, the more the city gave way to country; to hills and plain. How long had  she been driving? She had no clue. The street lamps became few and far-between, until she  hadn’t seen one for a few minutes, and the only thing lighting up the road were her  headlights, and the only thing lighting up the sky were stars. She hadn’t seen a car in a few  minutes either. Or had it been hours? She wasn’t sure. For some reason, she couldn’t see the  clock on my dashboard anymore. Strangely enough, her stereo was playing the same song  from before. Did that mean it hadn’t been that long, or was the song on repeat?  Then, she passed a gas station. Decrepit, like it was either abandoned or just very, very run  down. There were bars on the windows, and a grate over the door. Almost like a prison. The  harsh light outside the door of the dingy tan building kept flickering every few seconds, and  the yellow lights in the awning above the antiquated gas pumps were so dim, they didn’t look  like they could illuminate anything properly. There was a sign for the gas station by the turn  in, and a figure waited under it. The figure waved at Rey, and she pulled over and rolled  down her window.  “Going my way?”  It was a boy. Maybe a year or two older than she was, with wild dark hair that swept down to  his neck like a raven’s feathers. His eyes were intense, brown, but glowing like amber. He  had to lean over to see into her car, enormous being that he was. He was wearing a white  t-shirt and a pair of dark jeans, and all he carried with him was a beaten-up backpack and a  leather jacket. She didn’t say anything, but there was understanding; she opened her door  and let him in. He put his backpack on the floor at his feet and Rey drove off as if nothing  had changed. As if they were old friends. As if they knew each other in their souls.  “I like this song,” He said. It was the same song from before.  “Where are you going?” She asked him. He turned to her, looking at her as if she’d asked  him a weird question. Then he shook his head and looked out his window.  “Just keep driving,” He said. 



A pause between them, as the same song continued to play. Why hadn’t it changed yet? But  even more than that, who was this strange boy she’d just let into her car? She didn’t even  know his name.  As if he was reading her mind, he uttered: “My name is Kylo.”  Rey nodded. “I’m Rey.”  “R-a-y? Like a ray of light?”  She shook her head. “R-e-y.”  “Ah,” he nodded, glancing at her out of the corner of his eye, “The King in Spanish.”  “Not Queen?” Her only answer was a tiny shake of his head, so she changed the subject: “I  thought I was in Texas, this doesn’t look like Texas.”  “This is Nowhere,” He drawled. She couldn’t decide whether his voice was sultry or rough,  but it was deep. Not accented, either, like her own English intonation. “This is all I’ve ever  known. But I’m getting out of here.”  “I should go home.” She didn’t mean that. She didn’t want to go home. She still felt that  peaceful haze from before. She wanted to stay like this.  “Do you remember how to get there from here?”  She blinked slowly, then bit her lip. “...no.”  “Well, that’s sort of important,” he seemed to be joking. He was smiling at her, and she  wanted him to stay smiling. He looked nice when he smiled.  “Where is here?”  “You know where we are,” he said, “you always have.”  “I… have?”  He nodded. “You’ve heard stories about this place as far back as you can remember. It  shows up differently to everyone. Wonderland. Neverland. Ogygia. The Vanishing Isle. The  Faerie Realm. So many people have so many names for it, you’d think that these were all  separate places.” 



“Faerie—”  “We call it Nowhere, here,” He continued, “because there is no time, no places, nothing but  existence.” At this, he began to get angry, his hands clenching into white-knuckled fists in his  lap, “Nothing. No one. No heaven, no hell, just limbo. I’ve had it! I want to leave. And you,”  he took her eyes off the road, taking her by the cheeks and forcing her to look at him,  “you’re going to take me with you.”  “Take you where?”  “Home. Remember your home. This place erases memories; the longer you stay here, the  more it will make you want to stay. Until you’re trapped here, like me. Think about your  home! Envision it!”  The more she thought about it, the more she realized she couldn’t remember things. Her  family— what did her parents look like? What were their names? Did she have siblings?  Friends? A boyfriend? A girlfriend?  “Listen!” The boy says, shaking her shoulders, “You’re driving your car. You’re listening to  your favorite song. Don’t think about anything else but what your home looks like! Is it a  house?”  House. A structure made of brick and glass, bushes out front, fence out back— she could  see it! “Yes, I live in a house!”  “Take me there. Take me home.”  “Home…”  She closed her eyes, and when she opened them again, she was parked in the driveway of her  grandfather’s house. She didn’t remember how she got there, but she remembered her name.  She remembered her family: her parents were gone, but she had her grandfather. She  remembered her dog BB, she remembered the name of the street her grandfather lived on.  And she remembered the self-discovery road trip, the one where she was going to decide  what to do with her life; she guessed that was over now.  And the memory of a boy with wild hair and dark eyes. He was no longer sitting in her  passenger’s seat. Her stereo was off. Her car was off. She got out, and her legs shake as her  feet felt firm ground beneath them. She was in college, she didn’t live with her grandfather  anymore, but she was not driving anywhere else that night. 



She touched her cheek. A vague memory came back to her, like a dream fading in the light  of a new morning:  Kylo leaned across his seat to press a tender kiss to her cheek. “I owe you the rest of my life, you saved it.  This gift will help you find me again.”  She tried hard not to forget what his face looked like. What did that mean? Would she ever  actually find him again? Was he even human? He’d talked about the faerie realm, was he one  of them? A Fae?  She took her keys inside and laid down on the couch. She knew her room was ready if she’d  ever wanted to come back home for a weekend, but she didn’t think she could make it up  the stairs. She closed her eyes and fell asleep within minutes, dreaming of The Boy From  Nowhere.  *



*



* 



It became a weird memory, one she didn’t even tell her grandfather. After a few weeks, she  had convinced herself that it was all just a fever dream.  Spring Break was over, and the little road trip she was supposed to have gone on wound up  less of a success than she wanted it to be. She went back to school, intent on burying herself  in her studies and maybe finding herself that way.  The little coffee shop on campus was perfect for studying. She spent a lot of her study time  there, until she was called away by her friends.  Poe has tickets for the game tonight, u down? Finn’s text read. She tapped out a quick “sounds cool”,  and gathered her stuff to leave.  On her way out the door, she bumped into someone. One of her books slipped out of her  grasp, and the guy she’d bumped into caught it.  “Sorry.”  She froze. She couldn’t believe it—that deep, not-quite-sultry-not-quite-rough voice. Her  cheek burned. She looked up the nearly two feet he had on her, and found those intense  eyes. The shock froze her vocal cords and rendered her dumbstruck.  He was giving her that same weird look, like she had two heads. Her book was in his hands,  and it took her a second to come back to herself and take it back from him. When their 



fingers touched, a strange jolt like a static shock went through her, and she drew back  quickly. The two stood there, both expecting the other to say something, and neither  speaking a word, until he cleared his throat and extended his hand.  “Ben.”  She looked at him curiously, narrowing her eyes. She shook his hand tentatively. “Rey.”  He nodded, interested. “Spanish. The King.” Yes, it most certainly was.  A small, amused smile crept its way onto her face. Her cheek was still burning. “Yeah… I’m  sorry, do I know you from somewhere?”  He shook his head, but a mischievous light twinkled in his eyes. “No, from nowhere.”  They stood there, looking at each other, both knowing, neither saying. Rey suddenly  remembered her friends. She readjusted her books in her arms and broke eye contact.  “Sorry, I’ve gotta go,” she said.  He nodded. “Right, right. See you around?”  She suppressed a grin as she stretched up on her toes to peck his cheek. “Find me again.  This’ll help.” Then, keeping her grin to herself, she turned and hurried out of the coffee  shop.       



 



The Language of Flowers by disney-princess-ehlena     



There are not many simple matters in life, and when two opposing forces clash, the  aftermath creates an unrecognizable world for all. Rey Kenobi had witnessed this crucial life  truth from a young age. Her grandfather, Obi-Wan, reigned over the collective surrounding  territories until his ward rose up and took control over a significant portion of the galaxy  through force and fear.      After gathering a substantial amount of support from frustrated and hungry citizens who felt  that their needs were being neglected, Anakin Skywalker took their force along with a new  name. From the smoke and ashes of a divided republic came Darth Vader and his disciples,  and so began a war that spanned over three generations.    Looking out over the sparse gardens that once sheltered blooms of daisies and calla lilies, 



Rey was saddened to see the brown earth so barren. Her mother used to tend to the  flowers, but with Lady Kenobi's death came a dry spell of its own. No longer was Rey able  to confide in another woman, nor in her own father. Both of her parents had been taken by  this pointless conflict, which left Rey in a difficult position as of today.      A slightly muted knock came at the door, alerting Rey of her incoming assistance. "Come  in," she called, still looking out the window. In came an older brunette holding both arms  full of cloth and ribbons. "Good morning, Elise."    "Good morning, m'lady." Elise curtsied as Rey came over, taking the garments from her  maid's hands. "How are you feeling today?" The melancholy expression on the princess'  face spoke volumes, and Elise clamped her lips together. "Shall we get you dressed?"    "I suppose it would be best to get this over with." Rey shed her sleeping gown and started  to don her finery. She gave a little chuckle when she realized what her outfit looked like in  the light. "Grandfather will love the color of this dress." Elise smiled mischievously at her  mistress.    "I do hope so. The last time this was worn, your mother was publicly announcing her  engagement. I hope this arouses a sense of hope just as it did that day." Rey smiled through  tears toward her handmaiden.    "Thank you for putting so much thought into it. So much rides on the events of today, and  it's a bit stressful in and of itself."    "If you put as much effort into making a better kingdom as you worry about, I'm sure we'll  all be fine. Come now, let's get your hair and face completed." Elise took Rey's hands and  guided her over to turn a sweet princess into a regal queen.      Elise had stepped away to retrieve a bottle of perfume when another knock came at the  door. She answered the call and came back over to the vanity holding a large bouquet of  flowers. "For you, m'lady." Rey looked in the mirror and stared at the reflection in  wide-eyed awe.      "That's the biggest one yet."    "Who do you suppose they're from, if I may ask?" Rey took them from Elise's arms and  examined them.   



"To be honest, I'm not sure. They've always been different combinations. I thought they  were from Finn when I first started receiving them because there were asters, carnations and  gladious blooms. But the more I get, the more I wonder." Rey twisted the bouquet in her  hands, looking at the selection for this occasion. "Hmm... my shadowy friend decided to  send white gardenias, yellow daffodils, red amaryllises, and red and blue roses. What is the  message this time, Elise?" The handmaiden looked a bit baffled as she recited her  knowledge of flower lore.    "White gardenias mean that the receiver is lovely, as well you are. But they can also mean a  secret love. Red amaryllises are a sign of worth beyond beauty. Yellow daffodils stand for  new beginnings and rebirth, such as your engagement today. Unfortunately, they can also  represent unrequited love, although I don't think this is the case if they're from Finn. The  strangest part is the roses." Elise's brow furrowed as she studied the collection.    "Why is that?" Rey began inspecting the roses for some type of blemish or strange symbol.    "By usual standards, red roses are the symbol for passion and love. Their deep color is the  perfect way of reflecting deep emotions, but the blue roses..." Elise walked away to retrieve  a bottle of perfume. As she came back to stand in front of Rey, she wore a look of worry on  her face.      "M'lady, I don't think the flowers are from Finn. Blue roses cannot be attained naturally.  They are a symbol of unattainable love and mystery, and they convey the message of not  being able to have an object of affection." Rey felt her eyebrows knit together in confusion,  but words failed her. "Would you like me to alert the royal guard to stay closer for the  festivities?"    "That shouldn't be necessary. If this person was going to harm me, they've had more than a  handful of ample opportunities. I can handle this." Rey laid the bouquet on her vanity and  pulled out a single blue blossom, threading it through her hair to test a theory. "Now, we  have a celebration to attend. Let's finish this costume and be on our way."      Hiding in a crowd had always been the easiest way to observe and take notes. Some things,  such as that universal fact, would never change. Pulling his hood up securely over his head,  Kylo Ren made his way into the sea of bodies. Everyone had dressed in their finery to  celebrate the upcoming nuptials of their princess and some publicly unknown... well, the  word 'gentleman' could be a bit too kind depending on who the man was.      Casting a silent spell to make himself a bit more inconspicuous, Kylo walked to the front of 



the gathering and pulled a single red rose from his cape.      She would have to notice this way. One of the reasons he liked her was because she was  smart enough to figure out things like this.    Sending up a prayer that she wouldn't do anything drastic in front of the guards, he waited  for her like the rest of her obedient subjects.      The moment was quickly approaching for her speech, and although she was practiced in the  art, Rey still felt herself growing nauseous. Elise stood by her side, rubbing up and down her  arms gently. "Don't worry m'lady, this is just the same type of public appearance you do all  the time. Breathe, and don't trip over your feet." Rey started sweating a bit more at that  piece of advice.    "May I present my granddaughter, Princess Reyne Alena Edlyn Kenobi." Rey stepped  forward and waved with a broad smile toward her subjects. Obi-Wan stepped politely to her  left side, applauding with the crowd at her arrival. Through the noise, she could feel a  significant spiritual pull through the crowd, but she couldn't pinpoint from where. It was  strong enough to steal her breath away, but thankfully, the audience paid no mind.    Once the applause began to grow quiet, Rey cleared her throat and started to speak,  gathering confidence as she went.      "My loyal subjects, it has been a long and hard road to building a better society for all. Some  said it couldn't be done, but my grandfather and I have worked tirelessly to achieve this  current point of success. Our work is not yet complete, but what we have done, we could  not have done without the help of each of you. Patience, understanding, and a hunger for a  better life are elements that drive our beautiful kingdom to places that we have not seen in  decades."      A loud rallying cry echoed off the wooden platforms holding Rey and her family above the  crowd. Encouraging her to continue, Obi-Wan smiled and motioned with his hands.    "The success of a leader depends largely on surrounding support systems. I watched my  mother and father, your queen and king, prepare for a future they never got to witness. My  own coronation is quickly approaching. In honor of this momentous occasion, I would like  to introduce to you Prince Finn Thelcar, future king consort of Takodana. We share a  public announcement of our engagement as of today with the people who have made our  kingdom the dream we wished."   



  Rey reached her arm out to the right wing of the stage, signaling for him to join her. He  walked out nervously, waving toward the citizens with a tentative smile on his face as the  audience applauded. His navy blue coat accentuated her own powder blue dress, and all she  could think was that although she didn't quite love him, they could be a power team for her  country's future. Rey's nerves had gotten the best of her over the past few weeks, trying to  figure out how to love a man that felt more like family than a husband. Watching as he  addressed her... no, their kingdom, she felt a bit of hope. Maybe they could learn how to  love and take care of each other, together.    Looking out over the crowd, Rey felt the same spiritual pull from the beginning of her  speech. Her eyes scanned across all the bodies, unable to gather a specific location once  again. Feeling a bit defeated, she started to look back at Finn but saw a tall, cloaked figure  standing in the front of the crowd. It appeared to be a hooded man holding a single red  rose, staring her down as though he intended to devour her whole. Tearing her attention  away before she displayed her fear, she turned back to her future husband and listened as he  ended the speech to her subjects.      Once the public speech was finished, Rey and Finn made their way to the reception area. All  the dignitaries were waiting for them to make their entrance, arm in arm, as was expected.  Rey smiled at Finn, knowing that he was still a bit nervous. "You can always imagine them  naked," she whispered in his ear.    "I think that would be a bad idea for a number of reasons, peanut." His childhood  nickname had stuck with them through time, reminding her of simpler days. They made  their way to the other side of the room, taking a seat on the thrones her parents had sat in  when she was a child. Nostalgia was a strong theme today; she had prepared for that  inevitability. "So what do we do?"    "We watch our people, even if this isn't an accurate representation of all, and we provide a  soundboard tonight. Everything tonight is just mainly for show and practice, for now.  Grandfather will take of the urgent matters while we get to know the people." There was a  moment of comfortable silence between the two of them as they watched the mingling and  elbow-rubbing. "Sorry for forgetting, but I meant to thank you for the flowers earlier. They  were beautiful." Finn looked at her in confusion.    "What are you talking about?"    "The bouquet you sent me earlier today. I thought you'd see the rose in my hair and be 



happy." His eyes shot to the flower she wore and grew wide.    "I wish I had thought to get you flowers, but I was so nervous that I forgot. There's no way  to obtain a rose that color anyway, I wouldn't know how..." Rey's face fell, turning her smile  into a frown. "Rey, are you okay? Is someone stalking you?" She stood suddenly, face  contorting into determination.      "I'm fine. I'm going to take a walk, I'll be back shortly." Finn stood to escort her, but she  waved him back down. "This is something I need to do myself." Placing a chaste kiss on his  cheek, she smoothed out her skirts. "Trust me, I'll be back in a few moments. I have to  check out something, and I have a feeling I need to do it by myself." Leaving him standing  alone in front of their thrones, Rey made her way to the side doors of the ballroom.      So many pointless discussions were being held by people who thought themselves significant  for no reason. Coming to these events always made Kylo sick at his stomach. It might help  if they hadn't cast him out of "normal" society, but perhaps the solitude had been beneficial.  His skills had grown tenfold since he was a teenager. Watching his mother being sent to live  in a different land than himself had given him just the appropriate push to overtake these...  commoners.    As much as he hated himself, he couldn't stay away from town. This princess, average as she  appeared, had caught his attention. She may not be aware of it right now, but they shared  something. That certain something that had sent himself and his mother into exile. He  intended on telling her tonight, but he would have to get her away from the crowd, and that  man who had been declared her consort this afternoon.      The sound of clicking heels was his signal to hide behind the shrubbery once more. Patience  was indeed a virtue, but it was starting to feel a bit tiresome.      Cool, fresh air hit Rey's face with a bit of force, calming her anxious nerves. Entertaining a  high number of bodies was never the kind of event she enjoyed, especially with such a  snooty crowd. She had learned how to properly communicate with counts and duchesses,  but the desire to gossip and demonstrate the power of wealth and standing was lacking in  her personality.    Unweaving the blue rose from her curls, she examined it with a shrewd stare. If Finn hadn't  been sending her these careful arrangements...   



"I see you found my blossoms." Rey jumped back away from the man in black. He seemed  to have appeared from nowhere, quiet as a mouse.      "Who are you?" She watched as he moved toward her in small steps as though he were  afraid of spooking her.      "Your family cast out my own. But I'm sure you wouldn't remember the lore of the  Skywalkers." His tone had turned hard and bitter as he continued to speak. "Your  grandfather turned out mine, leaving him to wallow in the filth and cold, while he was never  made to suffer."    "Anakin. Your grandfather was Darth Vader?" Rey's hand jerked to her mouth in  realization.      "One and the same." The dark man walked toward her, enclosing her between himself and  the wall.    "All I have to do is scream and the guards will come looking for me." Sweat beaded across  her forehead and neck, sliding down her spine.    "I don't mean you harm. But I'm glad to see that you're enjoying my gifts." He reached for  the rose in her hand, pulling the red one from his cloak as well. Intertwining them, the man  reached for a curl and weaved both the roses into her hair. "I had hoped you'd notice me in  the crowd today." Rey's eyes grew large as she recognized the spiritual pulse from earlier.      "You need to leave, now. Mages aren't allowed in the land anymore." She tried to run  around him and found herself encaged by his arms.      "Not since the Kenobi's banished us. But no worries, I don't hold past transgressions  against you."    "Then what do you want?" He traced a hand down the side of her face, leaving electric  sparks in the wake of his glove.      "To give you a bit of information, and to make an offer." He stood back and allowed her to  step away from the wall. She watched him with caution as he looked through the door with  narrowed eyes. "The man you have chosen to govern this country with, this Finn character,  he's not an adequate partner for you."    "What would you know about the House of Thelcar?" He walked back toward her with a  devious smile shining from under his hood. 



  "I know that they are not yet aware of your magical powers," he whispered into her ear,  eliciting a gasp.    "How did you..."    "Not here, and not now."      "If not now, then when? And how would I find you anyway?" Rey crossed her arms and  craned her neck, trying to get a better look at the man who seemed to know so much about  her personal life. He turned away and pretended to ignore her question.    "People will tell you to stay away from me, but you, of all people, having nothing to fear  from Kylo Ren. Come find me when you're ready for a teacher."    "How do I find you?!" She came running up behind him, realizing that he was preparing to  leave.    "You're a smart girl, you'll find a way." When Kylo turned to face her, he wore a sideways  smirk. His expression momentarily left her breathless and a bit unaware of her  surroundings. When she came to, Kylo was standing directly in front of her. "Just call out  to me in your mind and I'll find you." He pressed his lips gently on her's and felt as she  tensed for a moment, then relaxed and closed her eyes as if he were an old friend. When she  opened her eyes, Kylo had vanished into thin air.    Rey touched her lips with tentative fingers, knowing that she wouldn't be able to rest until  she knew more about this Kylo Ren figure.           



 



The Conquering Of Time Itself by disney-princess-ehlena 



    If she had not been in danger, her situation would have almost been laughable. Rey was  surrounded by some of the most well-known, powerful leaders of the First Order. General  Hux himself had deigned her such a bit of trouble that he himself had come to observe her,  as well as a meek-looking man in the usual First Order uniform, and the one who had  identified themselves as Captain Phasma. Man or woman, Rey could not tell, but she was  amused beyond caring about the gender of some unknown First Order flunkie.      So much for being just a scavenger, she thought proudly to herself. Upon her departure from  Ahch-To, stormtroopers had accosted her x-wing, almost causing her to crash. Surrounded  by TIE fighters, she had nowhere to go but back to land once more. Once all the vehicles  had touched ground, Rey exited her own, hands drawn toward the air. The leader cloaked in  chrome armor had stood back quietly while their soldiers questioned Rey about Luke's  whereabouts. He was not present on the island, thank the Force. He never disclosed his 



intended location with her, which turned out to be a blessing.      Once the troopers had grown frustrated with Rey's ignorance, they handcuffed her and lead  her to the chrome-clad leader's fighter. From there, it was a silent flight back to the Star  Destroyer with a single transmission identifying the chrome warrior as Captain Phasma, and  they were alerting the Finalizer that she had precious cargo coming aboard.      Rey almost snorted out a laugh, precious cargo indeed. All of which led her back to the  current situation, staring into three sets of eyes and determining who she could take out  without too much of a fuss. The meek one seemed to be the easiest, but she had no weapon  handy. Rey worked her hands trying to free herself from bondage, causing the wobbly metal  chair to which she had been attached to creak dangerously. All sets of eyes seemed to widen  at the effort, almost as though they were afraid of what she would do next.      Just as the thought of escape started to take shape, the hiss of a hydraulic door opening  caught Rey's attention. Captain Phasma and the quiet one left with a nod to the man coming  in, who could be none other than Kylo Ren himself. Rey no longer feared this masked  beast, but that didn't mean she was any more comfortable in his presence. Ren took a few  steps across the room toward General Hux and dismissed the general with a wave of his  gloved hand.      Rey found herself alone with a man who was possibly one of the galaxy's most dangerous  humans, and she couldn't stop the beads of sweat from creeping down her back. Death  wasn't her primary fear; no, there were far worse things than death....    "I'm curious as to whether you allowed yourself to be captured this time." Ren's modulated  voice held amusement tinged with aggravation.      "Jealous you weren't there to do it yourself?" Rey saw him working his gloved hands  together into fists. It didn't take much to rile his anger.    "It doesn't matter who performed the task, the end result is the same. You are here now."  He reached a hand out to touch her face, and she found herself mystified as his fingers  skimmed gently across her cheek. "Running away won't stop your destiny, Rey."      She jerked away forcefully, bringing pain down her spine from the steel apparatus. "What do  you want this time, Ren? You already knew where Luke was, but you missed him. I have  nothing left for you." Kylo chuckled as though she was missing some inside joke. "What's  so funny," she snapped.    "You have always been so impatient... and so direct with your time." Rey blinked, trying to 



understand where the conversation was headed.    "I would hardly think one past experience constitutes always," she scoffed. Kylo laughed  darkly and reached for his helmet, detaching it in one swift motion. He laid his mask on a  nearby table, watching as Rey scrambled to regain her neutral composure. His expression  spelled frustration, though for what reason, Rey was lost. She couldn't help staring at her  parting gift to him, the scar that marred his otherwise handsome face.    "You have no idea, do you?" Kylo's question was so low, she almost missed it. He turned  his attention to her once more, eyes tinged with a bittersweet expression. "So much history,  and you don't remember any of it."    "What are you rambling about?" Kylo looked at her with a hungry gaze, and Rey felt her  insides squirming. She grew upset with her body, reminding it that he wasn't supposed to  make her feel like this, regardless of how intimate his gazes were. With a wave of his hand,  Kylo released the leather bonds that held Rey to her chair, allowing her to stand freely. She  rubbed her arms to regain feeling and looked at him with so many unspoken questions.  Kylo turned his back to her and took a deep breath, shaking his head.    "No one ever told you why you were able to enter my mind, did they?"    "No, there were no explanations."    "That's what I thought as well. But shortly after your departure," her eyes darted to his scar  once more, "I found a far more intriguing explanation." Silence sat uncomfortably between  them and Rey's stomach dropped, making her sick. He couldn't know, could he? Kylo  turned to face her, looking more serene than he ever had. "Yes, I know about the dreams."    "I don't know what you're talking about." Her response was far too quick, and she knew it.  There was no way he'd believe her now. So much for her Jedi training.    "Your secrets are safe, I'll tell no one. But I'll let you in on a little secret too." Kylo moved  toward her, forcing her back against the steel apparatus once more. "I shared those dreams  with you." Rey's mouth fell open, realizing what had happened.    "You've been in my head again! How dare you?!" She lunged forward to hit him with her  fist, but he pushed her back, restraining her hands above her head. "Take your hands off me  now, you monster." Kylo took a deep breath and blew it upward, rustling his long bangs.      "If you would listen to me for a moment, I could show you what I first saw. Before I  projected the visions to you." His expression was one of seriousness, and Rey found herself 



reaching out to the Force. Nothing but truth came through, taking her by surprise. "Just  hear me out," he whispered tightly. She looked at him, not quite ready to accept what she  had seen, or what she knew was coming.    "Show me," Rey muttered, feeling that she would regret this choice momentarily. She closed  her eyes and felt Kylo come into her mind with only a slight amount of pain. Perhaps what  he said before was true; a struggle made the pain worse.    Rey opened her eyes as images flew by her, some blurring while others took shape. Kylo  stood beside her unmoving, allowing her to take in the visions before them. Bits of  conversations faded in and out of focus, making it hard for Rey to understand what was  going on. She hadn't witnessed this in her own dreams.    "You manipulated me, I hate you Hades!"      "Well, if you hadn't frightened me, I wouldn't have run away!"      "Tell our story Christian, that way I'll-I'll always be with you."      "And I loved you. Yes, I loved you! I'd have follow anywhere you lead. I woke to swear my love, but found  you gone instead!"      "Yet I should kill thee with much cherishing. Good night, good night! Parting is such sweet sorrow, that I  shall say goodnight till it be morrow."      Rey recognized her own voice reciting these words, these broken bits of conversation. She  looked over at Kylo, watching as a great collection of emotions took over him. Recognition,  melancholy, and something else she was afraid to name exchanged across Kylo's marred  face. She turned back and watched as scenes unfolded for her, showing where the voices  had come from.      A lovely young Grecian woman picked a bouquet of wildflowers, humming peacefully to the  friends that surrounded the area. Her face was the picture of serenity as she worked with the  land, weeding out the field and manipulating the earth with her powers. Suddenly a hole  erupted through the ground and out came a fiery chariot led by four horses. Hades himself  headed straight for the girl and grabbed her with one precise swoop, dragging her to the  Underworld through her screams and tears. Everything turned to darkness and with a cloud  of smoke, another window opened.    "You haven't eaten anything, Persephone. Please, take something." Hades came up behind  Persephone, lightly touching her shoulders. She didn't move at all, looking dejected as she 



turned to face him.    "Please Hades, take me home. I don't belong here. If you are not the monster they say you  are, let me return to the earth." Hades stepped away from her with a sigh, dropping the  pomegranate from his robes onto the floor. Persephone turned to see the fruit roll toward  her across the floor, feeling the hunger deep in her bones. She began to tear at the flesh and  threw three seeds into her mouth, all the while hearing a echoing rumble travel through the  Underworld. That scene dissolved as well, showing that some time had passed.    "Mother, he didn't force me to eat the fruit. I ate of my own will." A formidable elder  brunette woman stood in front of Hades and Persephone, looking haggard and angry. "I  will come back with you."    "You can't," Demeter replied with anguish. "You've eaten the fruit of the dead, now you  must stay here." Hades stepped forward, taking Persephone's hand. Demeter watched with  fire in her eyes and gritted her teeth.    "She can return to the world of the living, but she would need to come back to me. I think  we can work out an arrangement. Come." He led the two women to his throne room,  where a schedule was planned so that Persephone would spend half the year on earth, and  the other half she would spend with Hades.      Time flashed forward, showing Rey and Kylo the union of Hades and Persephone, two of  the most unlikely gods to fall in love. Hades placed a crown of fresh flowers on  Persephone's head and kissed her softly, gathering her close to his body. Rey gasped,  realizing how far the two must have come to have gained such sweet intimacy.    Numerous scenes flashed in front of them, each depicting a different set of lovers.      A lovely brunette danced with a gentle beast, golden dress swirling around the both of them  in time to the beat. He dipped her to the floor with large, hairy hands, and yet she laughed  with such mirth.      Two young, inspired dreamers sang to each other in the moonlight, going back and forth  about whether or not to fall in love. The woman's red waves flowed as she sang to the man  in front of her, telling him that she could give him what he desired, but just for one day. Her  red lipstick called out to him like a siren song, so alluring and yet so dangerous. They knew  from that moment that there would be no long-term happiness, but they could dream of a  future together.    Two beautiful voices entangled themselves talking about their past love and the course it had 



taken. The lovely brunette woman sang of how she would have followed her lover  anywhere, but he left and betrayed her. How could they ever build on such a shaky  foundation? He sang of his love to her, and she felt the past coming to rise once more, not  knowing what her heart truly wanted. Yes, she loved her phantom, but she was a grown  woman with responsibilities now.    Moonlight fell over an expensive home, and a young man hid in the bushes while calling out  to his beloved. She ran to her balcony to find him, and they whispered sweet nothings, all  the while hiding their love from the rest of the world. No one could know, their families  would disown them, or worse. Suddenly their stage turned into one from a crypt, showing  that the young man had taken his life, misunderstanding what had happened to his beloved.  She wept over him and took her own life, knowing that she would never have a happy  ending without him.    "Precious few people know about true love that transcends time." Kylo's voice cut through  the darkness, bringing Rey back to the present time. She took a deep breath, not realizing  that she hadn't inhaled for so long. Tears streamed down her face, but she didn't bother to  wipe them away. He knew what had happened in her mind and heart; there was no point in  trying to hide her emotions. "Some romances are like flames, quick to burn out with  passion, leaving you with nothing but ashes and heartache. Some are like stars, glowing for  millennia, leaving an everlasting impression through galaxies. I think it's fair to say that  we've had our fair share of both."    "How do I know this isn't a delusion, or an elaborate mind trick?" Rey looked into his eyes  and immediately regretted her words.    "While my imagination is grand, I could never dream of something like this." Kylo lowered  himself to one knee in front of her and took her right hand in his own. "I told you when we  first met that you were no one, a simple scavenger. I was so wrong, and I'm sorry." Rey's  mouth dropped wide open, not believing what she was hearing. "You are so much more, so  much that I don't have words."      Silence fell between them, neither knowing what to say next. After a long moment, Rey  found the courage to speak once more.    "You are so cruel, and yet, this person in these... dreams or whatever they are, he's not the  same. He has heart and devotion. How am I supposed to believe any of this?" Kylo stood  to his full height and gave Rey a soft smile.    "The only way I could convince you is through time. Would you be willing to take that  journey with me?" He held out his own hand to her this time, showing the depth of his 



momentary vulnerability. "Come home Persephone, your king needs you."      Rey was stunned into silence at this proposal, but she placed her hand in Kylo's. Her  curiosity and need to be cared for overrode all other emotions, even though she was afraid.  There were so many ways this could end badly, but there were also ways to see a possible  happy ending.    "That's my queen," Kylo whispered as he sealed the deal with a gentle kiss. "Welcome  home, my love."       



 



Cursed Boy by youngbirdwolf  Rating: NSFW  Summary: Set after The Force Awakens, Ben returns to the resistance after defeating Snoke,  but not without a parting gift from his dark master.    Rey felt someone jostle her shoulder. She turned over hoping the person attempting to wake  her would go away.    “Rey.” she heard Finn whisper.    She groaned not opening her eyes. “What time is it” she asked incoherently.    “It’s 3am, it’s your turn to take watch.” he whispered nudging her shoulder again.    Rey sat up promptly at that. She had asked to take the middle of the night watch of Ben  Solo.    “Ok, ok I’m getting up.” she turned on a small light next to her bed and wiped the sleep  from her eyes. She looked up to an exhausted looking Finn.    “Did anything happen while I was asleep?” she asked.    “Nothing out of the ordinary. He’s just kneeling in the middle of the cell, right where we left  him.” he said with a yawn.    Rey threw on her vest and followed Finn out of her small resistance standard room into the  brightly lit hallway. They walked together until Finn branched off into his room, but not  before he left Rey with a word of caution.   



“Whatever you do, don’t go see him in person, just monitor him from the screen in the  control room.”    “Why would I go see him in person?” Rey asked indignantly.    “Rey. I’m too tired to have this argument of do you like Ben Solo right now. Just stay in the  control room until Poe comes to relieve your post in a few hours.” He waited for her to  respond.    She nodded and with that he shut the door behind him.    Rey continued down the hallway to the control room. She opened the grey door to a small  room full of monitors, live feeds of the entire resistance base. She found a tray of assorted  goodies on the counter just under the monitor, Finn had left her a plate of snack and a full  water canteen for which she praised his name. All the screens were of empty still rooms,  except the one with Ben.    She found his screen instantly, toward the bottom left of the stack.    He sat still in the middle of the cell, his hands cuffed behind him in force suppression cuffs,  and a force suppression collar around his neck. She looked closely to make sure he was still  breathing, she could just make out his chest rising and falling slowly. She figured he must be  meditating.    She took a seat in the leather chair that sat in front of the monitors and watched.    _______________________________________    Two years ago Ben had defected from Supreme Leader Snoke and the First Order. With  help from Rey and Luke he defeated Snoke on his own ship The Supremacy, but not  without suffering one final blow by his tormentor. Snoke muttered at Ben in ancient Sith, as 



he lay dying on his throne room floor. Rey had no idea what he was mumbling about, Ben  and Luke eyed each other knowingly.    “What did he say?” Rey asked as they vacated the ship with prisoners from the First Order in  tow.    “Nothing to concern yourself about.” Luke brushed her off.    She looked back to Ben whose face suggested otherwise.    _______________________________________    Earlier that day Rey and Finn watched on as resistance guards locked Ben’s hands behind  him and as well as his neck in force blockers.    “You don’t have to do this.” Leia pleaded with him.    She saw Ben shake his head at her. “I want to be sure I can’t hurt anyone. And since you  won’t let me go off planet, this is the best method I can think of to prevent me from doing  that.”    Rey walked over to Leia and placed a comforting hand on her shoulder. She looked to see  Rey and smiled grimly at her.    She looked to Ben who refused to meet her eye, keeping his eyes to the ground.    “It’s for the best.” he said.    The guards led him into a metal cell out behind where the base was located. It used to be an  overflow storage room, but after some renforcement it turned into a maximum security  holding unit. 



  “He will be ok.” Rey said behind Leia, trying to convince herself as well.    ___________________________________    Rey’s attention turned back to the present, and she saw Ben had moved, now standing in the  middle of the cell looking into the security camera like he was looking directly at her through  the screen. His black hair curtained his pale face, made even more pale by the black and  white screen. His hands still bound behind him, and the force blocking collar around his  neck made him hunch over slightly diminishing his normally larger than life demeanor.    Rey?    She heard him call through their Force connection. She debated about answering him, she  should just let him be, he should focus on making it through the night. Her thoughts got  away from her as they usually do with him.    How are you talking to me with those Force suppression things on?    I’m not sure. I just gave it a try and you heard me so I guess it worked.    They waited a beat before Ben spoke again.    Are you the only one watching me?    He asked. Rey hesitated in answering him again. What was he after?    Yes.    He smiled his lopsided smirk as if he could hear her thoughts. She put up her mental walls  instantly.   



So...What are you doing?    He asked casually. Rey was annoyed that she decided to wake up from her deep sleep for  this.    Oh you know, rewiring the hyperdrive on the Falcon. What do you think I’m doing?    She said more angrily than she meant to.    I’ve been in here all night bored out of my mind, I’m just trying to make conversation.    He said wearily. Rey felt horrible. Knowing that is the last place he wants to be, and that he  decided to go in there as a precaution for everyone’s safety.    Sorry. I..uh..there is a tray of snacks here.    She said unable to come up with anything else to talk about.    What’s on it?    He asked sounding legitimately curious.    Well, assorted sweet-sand cookies, biscuits, dew cakes.    Ben jumped in.    I love dew cake.    He said smiling.    Finn’s voice sounded in her head “Don’t go visit him Rey.” Rey brushed it off pretending  she didn’t entertain the idea. 



  Me too.    She said taking a bite and relishing in the delicious taste.    Enjoy it for me.    Ben said obviously sensing her enjoyment from eating the cake.    Is everyone freaking out?    He asked trying to sound casual. Rey finished the cake quickly.    No one is awake, except me.    Are you afraid?    He asked.    No.    Rey answered trying to reassure him. She looked directly into the monitor and left his eyes  through the monitor looking directly at her.    You should be. Everyone should be. I’m a ticking time bomb.    He shrank away on the screen, going to sit on the other side of the cell.    Ben...you’re fine. Everything is going to be fine. Meditate. Focus on the light.    She saw him cross his legs assume his standard meditating pose. Eyes closed. Back stick  straight. 



  ______________________________________    A year after they had defeated Snoke and the downturn of The First Order started, Ben had  woken up in the middle of the night surging with dark power. He blasted through the side of  the residence building killing a few resistance fighters with the debris. He emanated the dark  side, his eyes glowing yellow.    “LUKE SKYWALKER!”    He bellowed shaking the entire base.    Rey, Luke and Leia were all huddled under the base in the basement, Luke had gathered  them there preemptively feeling a disturbance in the Force.    “What is happening to Ben?” Rey asked covering her ears as he yelled again.    “The curse.” Luke said looking grimly at Leia.    “Curse? What curse?” Rey asked dumbfounded.    “You remember what Snoke said just before he died?” Rey nodded remembering Ben’s  solemn face.    “He cursed Ben. He cursed him to carry the darkness and weight of the darkside for the rest  of his life, to take in Snoke’s full powers and carry out the deeds he could not finish in life  on the day of his death, as his legacy.”    Rey listened in disbelief.    “You mean Ben is Kylo again?”   



“In so many words yes. But with all of Snoke’s and his power combined.”    Luke stated grimly.    “Ben is still in there, we just need to find a way to get to him.”    The name Kylo Ren sent shivers down Rey’s spine. She thought she would never have to  encounter that monster again.    Kylo continued to dismantle the base until Luke and Rey decided to confront him. Luke  planned to draw Kylo to the outskirts of the base far away from everyone, while Rey took  stronghold in front of the base, slowly locking down the area for maximum security.    Luke ran to the left into the woods. Rey caught a glimpse of Kylo holding out his hand and  freezing the hooded figure stopping him in his tracks.    “LUKE SKYWALKER. AT LAST I HAVE YOU IN MY GRASP!” Kylo taunted in a loud  reverberating voice.    Luke broke from the force hold and ignited his lightsaber.    Rey, go! Luke messaged to her through the force before escaping into the woods, Kylo  followed quickly on his heels.    Rey patrolled the front of the base. The lights on the front of the base and her light saber  were the only source of light in the surrounding darkness. She heard noise unintelligible  yelling in the distance, then a loud boom. Rey paced nervously for hours.    Luke held off Kylo through the night, weakening him significantly. To the point where Luke  could no longer stand on his own two legs without the help of mechanical additions to his  legs. 



  ___________________________________    Rey approached the holding cell where Ben was being held carefully. The small window that  gave a limited view inside was glowing with yellow light. She walked up and saw Ben  kneeling in the middle of the cell. His black hair hanging over his face as he leaned forward,  his body hunched in an uncomfortable looking position. She peered in not wanting to cause  attention to herself just yet. She was still not sure this was a good idea. But the heart can  usually overpower the mind.    Using the force she unlocked the heavy metal door and stepped into the ghoulish yellow  light of the cell, her eyes adjusting slowly from the dimly lit hallway.    Ben’s head snapped up in her direction, his dark eyes meeting her own.    “Rey?” He asked surprised. She pulled out the crumbling dew cake from her pocket and held  it toward him.    “You said you were hungry.”    It was all she could manage to say. He stared at her for a long while before moving to stand,  his full height causing Rey to strain her neck to look up at him.    “You shouldn’t be here, it’s not safe.”    He took a step back from her. She took a step forward still holding to cake.    “You aren’t dangerous Ben.”    “Yes. I am. Don’t tell me you forgot what happened last year.”   



“That was a one-time thing”    “No. it wasn’t.”    He took another step back. His cuffed hands behind him and Force suppression collar  around his neck made him look like a guilty prisoner getting ready to take his final walk.    “You don’t know that. Please just calm down and eat the damn cake Ben. You’re so  dramatic”    Rey then moved the cake with the Force from her hand shakily, to the front of Ben’s mouth  and shoved it in before he could say another word. He chewed looking annoyed at her.    “You’re Welcome.” Rey muttered sarcastically. Ben finished chewing the bite and let the  rest fall to the floor. Rey eyed the discarded cake disapprovingly.    “Why are you here Rey?”    He was looked at her intensely.    “I told you. You said you wanted cake so I brought it to you.”    “Why?”    He asked innocently. Rey was starting to get annoyed.    “Forget it. I was just trying to be nice.”    Rey turned her back to him making to leave.    “No. Don’t leave.”   



Ben said desperately. She looked back to see him looking at her with pleading eyes. He took  two large steps forward, closing the space between them instantly. He looked down at her,  his breathing heavy and warm.    “Why should I stay?”    Rey asked in a breathier voice than she meant to have.    “I don’t want to be alone.”    He said leaning down looking for her to hug him. He put his head on her shoulder and  nuzzled into the space between her neck and shoulder. Rey shook nervously. She slowly  lifted her arms and wrapped them around his neck to pull him closer.    “I won’t leave you alone Ben.”    She whispered close by his ear. He moved and kissed her cheek and smiled nuzzling back  into her neck. She exhaled nervously hugging his neck a bit tighter.    “I wish I could hold you. I’ve always wanted to hold you.”    He whispered into her ear, sending shivers up her spine.    “You know I can’t do that.”    “I thought you weren’t afraid of me.”    He said kissing her cheek and then lightly kissing her lips. Rey stood still unsure of what to  do, she was barely able to breath.   



She wanted nothing more than to kiss Ben Solo since he denounced Kylo Ren and worked  at nothing but being the best person he could be to make up for all the atrocities of his alter  ego.    “I’m not.”    She pulled back from him, taking his unshaven face in her hands, and pulled him in for a  deeper kiss, sucking at his bottom lip, and taking it again and again. He responded eagerly  kissing her back. She laced her fingers into his soft long hair, while her other hand cupped  his stubbled cheek. She pulled back to look at him, his eyes dark filled with lust and his lips  red and swollen.    “Show me what you want Rey.”    He said in a very suggestive tone. She had dreamed of taking Ben in many ways, all over the  base in fact, although this cell had never been on the list. She kissed him again backing him  up into the wall furthest from the door. She kissed him fiercely and ground onto his leg, an  ever-pressing need building between her thighs.      “Ben. I need you.”    She said as he tenderly kissed her neck. He moved his leg encouraging her grinding  movements again.    “Just let me hold you. I could make you feel so good with my hands.”    He said in the sexiest voice Rey had ever heard, it made her whole-body burn. Letting her  judgement drop and burning need win she unlocked his cuffs with the force. She didn’t even  realize until she heard them fall to the ground with a thud, he instantly picked her up and  held against the wall. He cradled her ass and kissed her with a fierce intensity.   



“Yes, Ben.”  She moaned as he started grinding into her, his pants tight from his hardening cock. He  pulled away from their kiss slowly and brushed his nose against her own.    “What do you want Rey, tell me.”    “I want…I want you.”    She said trying to catch her breath and figure out how words worked again. He smiled and  kissed the tip of her nose.    “You know what I want?”    He asked kissing her slowly and passionately and pulling away again. She shook her head no.    “To kill Luke Skywalker.”    He smiled a devilish smile that looked inhuman and unnerving.    “Ben? What”    Rey asked hoping that he was joking.    “I want to kill Luke Skywalker and all these resistance scum. They are ruining the chance for  great power to be harnessed and used to rule the galaxy.”    Rey forced pushed Ben to the other side of the cell instantly, letting herself drop to the floor.    “Are you joking? Because it’s not funny.”    She said looking his large body recovering from the strong force push.   



“I’m afraid I’m quite serious. Using your weakness for Ben Solo against you to let me free,  pretty clever if I do say so myself.”    Ben then raised his hands to break the force suppression collar in two with one pull. Rey  then felt the rush of darkness inhabit his body instantly. He shook taking in all the power of  Snoke then rose with bright yellow eyes.    “Ben no.”    Rey said in a small voice.    He laughed a terrible deep laugh and blasted out the door of the cell. He looked back at her  grinning, placing her in a force hold against the wall.    “I’m coming for you next scavenger scum.”    He walked out of the cell humming with darkness.    “Ben!” Rey screamed, tears rolling down her cheeks.    ___________________________________    When Ben had returned to the resistance it was a long uphill battle. Many trials and sessions  were held to determine the fate of the newly retuned Ben Solo and fallen First Order Knight  of Ren Kylo Ren. Leia and Luke both fought hard on behalf of their loved one and  ultimately won, under the terms that Ben was always to be under the watchful eye on Luke at  all times.    Ben helped Luke seek out and train newly awakened Force sensitives, as well as give  reconnaissance on the First Order. In only six standard month’s time nearly everyone at the  resistance had come around from hating Ben to liking Ben. 



  Rey had been on his side before all this, when they decided to take down Snoke together.  She had known then that she loved Ben Solo, connected to him in every way possible, but  her insecurities and trust issues prevented her from ever taking the steps to be with him.    He had tried multiple times to tell her that she who was he wanted to be with, that he loved  her, but she did not trust it and told him they should just be friends. It killed her on the  inside, but she blocked that part of her from him and kept up a friendly façade.    He would see other girls around the base, Rey stuck to her ships and droids avoiding most  people other than her close friends. Ben would sit with her at every meal, and made a point  to stop by the maintenance garage whenever she worked between training. She always felt a  warmth of his presence before he said anything to alert her, it was the best feeling in the  world to her.    __________________________________    Rey struggled against the powerful force hold against her. Her legs and hands were pinned in  four points in the middle of the back wall of the cell. Her voice strained as she cried out as  loud as she could to get someone to hear her.    “BEN! HELLO! ANYONE!”    She heard a loud boom in the distance, the building shook around her. Small fragments of  cell’s stone roof crumbled onto her.    “Ben no.” She whispered to herself.    She sat never feeling more helpless in her entire life. She thought back being restrained in the  cell when Kylo Ren took her from Takodana. The feeling of dread and despair that overtook  her when she woke in that small cell with the creature in a mask. 



  She fought back then, pushed into his mind, found his weakness. She could fight back now.  But how?    She thought about all the training Luke had bestowed on her. The light. Peace over Anger,  Honor over Hate, Strength over Fear. She could conquer this, she needed to concentrate.  Release her fear.    She closed her eyes, still restrained against the wall of the cell, and breathed in deeply. She  pulled the light side of the force around her, letting it envelope her entirely. She felt the  warmth and radiance of the light side fill all her senses completely. She felt calm and at  peace.  The building shook again, barely entering her state of consciousness as she meditated in the  light. It then registered that peace and calm would not be enough to go up against possessed  Ben. He nearly broke Luke, her master who had the strongest link to the force.    A shadow cast itself across her, blocking part of the light that circled her. It was Ben Solo’s  silhouette standing between her and light. She tried to move but his shadow followed her,  like it was her own.    “You need a teacher.” echoed throughout her mind. She tried to shake him away but it was  no use.    “STOP IT.” she screamed at the shadowy figure haunting her steps. “Ben, stop!”    The figure didn’t move but continued to block the light from her, casting a grey shadow  across her pull of the light.    It then occurred to her that she would need the dark and the light to fight Kylo Ren. She  needed elements of both. Peace and passion. Knowledge and power. Harmony and chaos. Both sides of  the force. 



  Rey continued to pull from the light, but then also walked toward Ben Solo’s shadow pulling  from the darkness he harnessed. She felt the light swirl with the dark, giving her balance,  making her feel even more powerful.    She awoke from her mediation and found herself floating a few inches from the ground.    She could do this, she could over power Kylo Ren.    ______________________________________      Rey broke down and gave into her temptation once after Ben’s first curse attack. Luke was  gravely wounded from holding the strength of Kylo back all night, his clothes in bloody  shreds from all the wounds in sustained. They found him in a clearing in the woods face  down barely breathing, they had gotten to him just in time.    Ben was not much further off into the woods, his placement the result of a strong force  push away from Luke. His skin was deathly pale and he was bruised over most of his body.    They were both lay unconscious in the hospital wing for nearly three days before Ben finally  woke up. He didn’t remember anything about the attack, like he had blacked out and lost the  events entirely. Once he was well enough he visited Luke and saw all the damage he had  done to the base. He broke down and sobbed in uncontrollable heaves. It took Rey, Leia,  Finn, and Poe to get him to his quarters, he eventually passed out from the stress. Rey sat  with him holding his hand and sending him calming feelings through the Force.    Ben woke up to find Rey sitting at the side of his bed fixing his alarm clock. His eyes stung  and were swollen from crying but he could not take his eyes away from her.    “What are you doing?” 



  He asked in a scratchy voice. His throat still sore. Without looking up at him she twisted a  metal tool into the alarm clock.    “Fixing your clock. It was making a weird noise, I found it and then realized I could make  the sensor even better with parts from broken droids, you will soon have over 100 alarm  beep options.”    She said twisted a screw in place. She held it up for him to inspect. He took to the clock and  hit a button and it made a series of beeps. He looked at her.    “It said, Good Morning Sleepyhead.”    She smiled trying to evoke some emotion from him.    “Thank you.”    He said glumly putting the clock down on his bedside table where it usually sat.    “How are you feeling?” She asked moving to kneel over the side of the bed to look straight  at him.    He laid back down and stared at the ceiling.    “I killed again.” He stated plainly.    “Ben. You were under Snoke’s spell you…” She started.    “I can’t use that excuse for every death I cause. At some point you have to start blaming to  source of the problem.” He said not looking away from the ceiling.    “This wasn’t your fault.” Rey said quietly. 



  “Yes, it was. My body and power was used to harm others. That’s all I’m made for is killing  and destruction. They should have sentenced me to death.” Ben said covering face with his  hands.    “No, you’re wrong. You’re good Ben Solo. You’ve helped so many lives since you’ve been  here. People need you.” She said trying to hold back her tears.    “That’s not a good enough reason to keep me alive. All I do is help Luke with Force  sensitives, that’s something you can do after your training. The only other person who wants  me around is my mother, and I’m sure that’s mainly out of guilt for my childhood.”    “That’s not true.” She said moving to sit beside him on the bed. It was a small standard issue  base bed so she was right next to his legs that were under the covers.    “What else then? It’s not like a have a wife or little ones to worry about.” he said sitting up  on his elbows to look at her seriously.    “What about friends?” she asked.    “I don’t have friends Rey.” He said.    “What about me, I’m your friend?” She said almost hurt. He sighed heavily.    “You’re not my friend Rey. You’re…you are so much more to me than a friend. But it’s still  not enough to keep me around and a danger to everyone.” He said laying back down to look  at the ceiling.    “What am I to you Ben?” Rey asked knowing the answer but wanting to hear it all the same.   



“Why do you do this to me? You know I love you. But I respect your wish to just be friends.  I just like being around you any way I can. I like to see you happy. Feel you be happy  through the Force, it’s like a song hums when you smile. It’s the most beautiful thing. I don’t  want to ruin that…”    He was cut off by her crawling next to him, putting her hand on his cheek and turning him  toward her. They both looked into each other’s eyes longingly then Rey leaned down and  gently kissed the corner of his mouth. He didn’t move at first. She lightly kissed him again,  and he moved his hand and gently cupped her cheek circling her skin with the pad of his  thumb. She weaved her fingers into his hair pulling him closer. He then flipped her over so  her body was beneath him. His warm chest covered her and his weight pushed her into the  bed. He leaned down and her kissed deeper, his hair tickling the sides of her face. He slid his  tongue across her bottom lip and she opened to him, letting him gently delight her mouth  and tongue with his own. She moaned in satisfaction and he ground his hips into her thigh  in response. She grew increasingly wet at the friction.    She moved her hands from his hair to his shoulders and down his back, curling her nails into  his skin.    He broke their kiss and then started pebbling kisses down her collarbone. She lifted her hips  in response wanting to gain friction.    “Rey, do you want me?” he asked, looking up at her with lustful eyes.    Rey was lost in the moment, she wanted him to stop bringing her back to the present.    She tried to kiss him again but he pulled back straightening his arms to put distance between  them. 



“Rey, I can’t do this unless you tell me we can be more than friends. I’m not interested in a  one night pity fuck with you. You’re everything to me, and I want to be the same for you.”  He said sternly.    Rey took a breathe. She knew she was not ready for that just yet, even though it pained her  to not be.    “Ben...I can’t. Not yet.” she felt tears dripping down her cheeks. “I’m sorry.”    “It’s ok Rey. It’s ok.” Ben said rolling off her to the side of the bed, using his fingers to wipe  her tears.    She cried as he held her and they fell asleep in each other’s arms. She woke up to Ben’s  empty room. And he greeted like a friend in the mess hall as if nothing even happened. Rey  regretted that decision everyday since.    _____________________________________    First I need to get him away from the base. Rey thought to herself.    She tried to seek out Ben through their force connection but it was heavy and dull, like a  dense fog had clouded the force surrounding him.    Rey worked her way away out the cell block, to outside of the base. She saw fires burning in  on the far side of the buildings. The door to the main hangar was busted wide open and  showed many of the x-wings damaged beyond repair.    Rey walked confidently, not faltering in one step, she was the epitome of balance.    She called her lightsaber to her, and it flew from her room to her hand instantly, like it was a  missing limb. She ignited it, and then saw Kylo Ren emerge from the a dark corridor. 



  “You looking to die scavenger.” he said igniting his lightsaber. He walked toward her.    “You managed to escape my force hold. I always knew you were powerful. Too bad you  won’t live long enough to harness it.” he said flying quickly at her with brute force.    Rey blocked his strike with ease as he ran beyond her.    “Where is Ben?” she asked turning to looks at him as he regrouped.    “Dead!” Kylo screamed at her. He attacked again this time flipping and nearly catching her  shoulder as he spun and attacked downward at her.    “He is alive. I feel him.” she said, starting to back away toward the woods, where they found  Luke last year.    “He is nothing. There is only darkness.” Kylo spit at her, following her lead.    “There is light in him. I love him.” Rey said calmly. Realizing this is the first time she said it  out loud.    “Too bad it couldn't save him. Instead you rejected him. It ate away at him, killing him a  little more each day. You bring out the darkness in him. Lucky for me.” Kylo laughed.    Rey fought back tears, his words biting at her. But the grey swirled around her and reminded  her that the beast was spouting lies.    “There is darkness and light. Balanced and equal. Find the light Ben.” Rey urged.    Kylo laughed again. “No thanks.”   



He moved to strike at her again but Rey turned to run as fast as her legs could carry her into  the woods. Using the force she mapped out the way in front of her so she could predict  where impediments in the forest would be.    She heard him running after her. Her plan was working. She just needed to figure out how to  bide her time once they stopped.    _____________________________________    “Ben Solo is a menace and needs to be dealt with swiftly and forcefully.” the lead council  demanded within General Organa’s private quarters.    Rey overheard loud voices when she was making a supply run and stopped her curiosity  getting the better of her.    “He will be. Trust me I have the resistance’s best interest at heart.” Leia spat back.    “I don’t buy that for a minute. You can’t be objective in this situation. You need to let the  council make the decisions here, it’s only right and fair.”    “Let me put your children on the chopping block and then we can decide who is right and  fair.”    Leia stormed out of the room and caught Rey spying. She eyed her fiercely then her gazed  warmed.    “What are you doing Rey?” she asked in a tired voice.    “Um...getting supplies.” she said innocently. Leia nodded knowingly.   



“Dark times are ahead, but they are only the shadow of brighter days ahead. When the time  comes, we will need you to fight for Ben. Are you willing to do so?” she asked.    Rey thought for a moment. Feelings warmth filled her heart, for she knew even then that she  loved Ben Solo.    “Yes. Yes I will fight for him.” Rey nodded.    “Thank you Rey. He will need you. We all do.” Leia smiled then continued walking.    _________________________________      They reached a clearing, Rey turned suddenly and blocked the incoming attacked from  behind her. Kylo turned and attacked again with all his strength. It pushed Rey back, leaving  tracks in the mud beneath her shoes.    He circled her, like a vulture around his prey.    “I’ll kill you, then finish off Luke Skywalker.” He said pointing his red saber at her.    “Ben will not kill me.” Rey said sternly.    “Ben is not here right now.” Kylo said cocking his head to the side, a wicked grin crossed his  face and he jumped to attack again.    Rey fought him off closing her eyes and sensing his next moves. She held her ground strong,  making him move around her in a flurry acrobatic offensive moves.    Rey recited to herself Peace and passion. Knowledge and power. Harmony and chaos.    She saw her move before Kylo took his next step. She was sure it would work. 



  Kylo stepped from behind her moving his saber overhead to strike her down hard, when  Rey opened her eyes, stepped aside from the strike, and then held his saber down to the  ground with her own.    Kylo was leaning over not able to lift his saber from her hold on it. Rey still holding her  saber in place moved to deactivate Kylo’s saber. She clicked the button with the force,  sending the red beam back into it’s hilt. She then kicked Kylo knocking him to his side,  holding him to the ground in a force hold, taking his saber and casting it high and away into  the dark. The only light was her blue saber illuminating the ground and Kylo in a sapphire  glow.    “How are you doing this?” Kylo struggled to say, writhing on the ground.    “Balance.” Rey said confidently.    She turned off her saber, and threw it far away from her, just to avoid Kylo getting ahold of  it. She moved to stand over him, her legs on either side of his chest. She knelt down to  straddle him. He struggled trying to release himself from her grasp. But there was no use.  She had him.    Rey looked into his eyes, and saw nothing but darkness, a raging fire inside a broken man.    She leaned over him, pressing her chest against his, to whisper in his ear.    “I love you Ben Solo.” she whispered and kissed his cheek tenderly.    “Nooo!” She heard Kylo scream. She looked at his eyes again and saw a spark. She knew this  was right. She leaned over him again.   



“I’ve loved you ever since you and I took down Snoke. I’ve known for so long. I’ve wanted  you for so long Ben.” She whispered and bit his ear.    A choked cry erupted from his lips. He was sweating. Visibly struggling with something deep  within.    “You will never have Ben Solo. I will kill this vessel.” an evil voice whispered from Kylo.    Rey moved to put her hands on his chest and pulled in as much light as she could and  pushed into him. He screamed loud and in agony.    Rey leaned over him again.    “Come back to me Ben. Let me make up those lost years to you.” she felt tears streaming  down her face, but she held him steady.    He yelled again then took a deep breath and exhaled deeply. Suddenly, he went still, like his  soul left his body.    Rey sat up and saw Ben/Kylo’s still body, his eyes closed.    “Ben?” Rey asked nervously. She took his chin, moved his face to get a better look at him.    “Ben! Please!” Rey leaned over a listened for a heartbeat.    There was a faint rumble in his chest, but not strong. Rey stayed laying on him, breathing  with him, in hopes that he would follow her lead and breath with her.    She took the grey surrounding her and pushed into Ben, trying to heal his wounds inside and  out. She envisioned it going throughout his body and sewing up all his open scars and  bleeding heart. 



  Ben coughed, Rey moved off his chest to give him room but stayed straddling his waist.    “Ben?” Rey asked cautiously.    “What are you doing?” He asked sitting up quickly then holding his head in pain. “What  happened?”    “Ben!” Rey looped her arms around his neck and squeezed tight knocking him back to the  ground.    “Rey? What?” He said confused. Then it hit him. “Oh no. I killed again didn’t I. Where’s  Luke?” He moved his hand from his head to cover his face.    “Ben, you didn’t kill anyone from what I could sense. You did a bit of damage but that can  all be fixed. Ben, you fought him. You fought Snoke and won! You did it!” Rey took his  hand from his face and laced her fingers into to it so she could see him.    The moons had risen and causing the clearing around them to glow in white light.    “No one died?” he asked hopefully.    “No. You didn’t hurt anyone.” she said reassuringly.    He exhaled like a heavy weight had been lifted from him.    He then sat up on his left elbow, keeping her hands in his, and looked at her sternly.    “You tried to fight Snoke? I could have killed you! What were you thinking?!” he said  angrily.    “Ben, I’m fine. Your fine. We’re good.” she said reaching out to caress his cheek. 



  “No. You should have hid. What were you thinking?” He said sitting up all the way to look  at her at eye level.    Rey took his face in her hands. “Ben. I love you. I would do anything to help you.” She  leaned down and kissed him gently.    He leaned in at first, kissing her back gently, and then pulled away.    “Rey “ he whispered. “Do you really love me? You mean it?” he asked desperately.    “Yes. Now kiss me you idiot.” she said running her fingers through his hair and pulling him  in for another kiss.    He smiled against her kiss and held her waist pulling her closer into his chest. She wrapped  her arms around his neck and held tightly, never wanting to let him go.    “Rey, you feel different. Your force signature. It’s amazing.” he said leaning his forehead  against hers.    She kissed him again and opened her connection to him completely enveloping him in the  balanced grey that surrounded her. He kissed her harder taking her breathe away but never  letting go of him.    He rolled her over, balancing his weight on his forearms so not to crush her, but letting all of  his body touch all of hers, their connection was electric.    “Ben. I need you.” Rey whispered into his ear and biting it. He growled in response.    She pulled at his nearly soaked through top, pulling it over his head and exposing his broad  chest to her, littered with poorly healed scars. She traced her fingers over them lightly, and 



pulled him in for another kiss, they explored each other’s mouths thoroughly, enjoying the  tickling licks and possessive bites against one another.    Kylo moved instinctively grinding his hips against Rey’s core, already wet with need for him,  eliciting a moan from her.    “Rey.” Ben pulled back cautiously. “Are you ok with this?” he checked.    She looked at him with lust filled eyes, taking in every inch of his beautiful torn face and  muscled chest.    “Yes Ben.” she said a breathy voice.    They both got rid each other’s clothes quickly. Ben held her in his lap kissing down her neck.  She whispered his name into the sky.    She rocked against him needing him inside of her. Her wetness dripping down her and his  thighs.    “You’re so wet for me Rey.” Ben moaned into her shoulder.    She grabbed his hard cock and pumped it once as a warning. She then moved and took it  inside her slowly, feeling it stretch her out and fill her.    “Ben, you’re so big.” she said as moved herself up and down his cock. Ben could do nothing  but watch the love of his life fuck herself on him. He grabbed her waist and bucked up into  her. She yelped in surprise.    “I need you Rey. Tell me what you want.” Ben said holding her thighs.   



She grabbed his hand and moved it to her clit, showing him how to rub her just right with  his thumb. He gently rubbed the swollen mound, causing Rey to undulate on top of him and  moan loudly.    “More, Ben please.” she moaned. He moved his thumb faster, bucking into her as well.    “You like that Rey, You like when I fuck you with my cock and my hands. I love the way  you feel Rey. I’ve wanted this for so long.” He said grunting.    He suddenly turned her so she was on the ground and he was on top.    “I need to fuck you Rey. I need you like this.” He raised her legs placing them on his  shoulders and pumped into her hard. He hit that spot inside of her causing her to see stars.    “Ben. Ben. Yes baby please.” He continued to fuck her while still rubbing her clit.    “I’m close, I feel it.” he said pumping hard and moaning loudly.    Rey hit her climax first, throwing her head back, her breasts still bouncing from Ben  pumping into her, and she yelled at the top of her lungs “Fuck yes Ben Solo, I love you!”  She felt the tightening in her stomach and glory filled her body and bones.    She lay exhausted while Ben finished just shortly after, laying down on her breast, still inside  her. It felt like home to Rey.    Rey leaned down and kissed the top of Ben’s head, her fingers brushing through his tangled  locks.    “You’re mine now Ben Solo.” she said greedily.    “You’re mine too Rey.” He said kissing her breast. “You’re mine too.” 



  __________________________    Poe walked in to report for duty to watch Ben Solo. He looked into empty monitor room  and saw no sign of Rey.    “I bet she snuck into the kitchen again.” he said sitting down for his post. He took a sip of  coffee.    He scanned the monitors and the flight hangar completely destroyed, he spit out his coffee  and sounded the alarm.    “Oh goddammit Ben.” he said in a grumble.      The End.                             
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Wyoming Eclipse Fest Nonexclusive License Agreement 10.10.16 ... 

Page 1 of 7. NONEXCLUSIVE LICENSE AGREEMENT. This Nonexclusive License Agreement is made by and between THE WYOMING ECLIPSE. FESTIVAL, 139 West Second Street, Suite 1B, Casper, WY 82601 (hereinafter referred to as. â€œLicensorâ€�), and the person or 
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CC Fest poster LA 2017 - 

Sep 23, 2017 - CC Fest is an opportunity for students and teachers to engage in creative coding. Come spend a day making interactive and engaging.
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2015 Artie Fest Results.pdf 

6 439 20:42.2 Long, Corey 44 M Run M-5 Run M40-49 1 6:39 8. 7 186 20:48.4 Benfield, Gordon 61 M Run M-6 Run M50 & Over 3 6:41 7. 8 465 20:59.7 Clark, ...
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Tech Fest 2017 flyer 2.pdf 

Sign in. Loadingâ€¦ Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. Retrying... Whoops! There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying.
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film fest structure - Walpole Film Festival 

Now, with the help of the Career and Education, students he must learn how to get organized and bake a new batch before Mullaney knows they're gone.
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Wyoming Eclipse Fest Nonexclusive License Agreement 10.10.16 ... 

Wyoming Eclipse Fest Nonexclusive License Agreement 10.10.16 version.pdf. Wyoming Eclipse Fest Nonexclusive License Agreement 10.10.16 version.pdf.
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Film Fest Filmmaker's Greeting.pdf 

Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. Retrying... Whoops! There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more ...
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letok veles Fest EE.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. letok veles Fest ...
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WI Sci Fest Halsey Map 2016.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. WI Sci Fest ...
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Mad Fox 2017 Barleywine Fest List.pdf 

hops including a final dry hop addition. Page 2 of 2. Mad Fox 2017 Barleywine Fest List.pdf. Mad Fox 2017 Barleywine Fest List.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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2017 Artie Fest 5K Run & Walk Results.pdf 

Points. 2017 Artie Fest 5K. Martinsville, Indiana. Saturday, July 08, 2017. Official Results. 33 497 25:02.1 Robbennolt, Michael 42 F Run F-10 Run F40-49 1 8:03 ...
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ODDP OuiShare Fest presentation - laid out EXPORT.pdf ... 

ODDP OuiShare Fest presentation - laid out EXPORT.pdf. ODDP OuiShare Fest presentation - laid out EXPORT.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In.
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cfisd tech fest student guidelines and app.pdf 

cfisd tech fest student guidelines and app.pdf. cfisd tech fest student guidelines and app.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu.
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Watch Oktoberfest! Da kann man fest... (1974) Full Movie Online ... 

Retrying... Watch Oktoberfest! Da kann man fest... (1974) Full Movie Online Free.pdf. Watch Oktoberfest! Da kann man fest... (1974) Full Movie Online Free.pdf.
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Tennis Fest 2017-Orange Ball Boys.pdf 

Tennis Fest 2017-Orange Ball Boys.pdf. Tennis Fest 2017-Orange Ball Boys.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu.
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2014 Apple Fest 5K overall results.pdf 

Page 1 of 3. Overall. Place. Bib. Number Time Name Age M/F Event / Gender. Finish Event Age Group Age Group. Finish. Mile. Pace. Mag 7. Points. 1 167 18:11.0 Ryder, Tim 43 M Run M-1 Run M40-49 M Run 1st 5:51 10. 2 156 19:39.7 Jackson, Chris 50 M Run 
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